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Abstract

Techniques for joining materials, especially glass to dissimilar materials, while maintaining their surface and optical properties are essential for a wide range of industrial applications. Current techniques rely on adhesives or interlayers which can exhibit issues with creep, out-gassing or aging. Ultrafast laser welding based on nonlinear absorption in transparent material offers an attractive solution to this problem. Bringing two material surfaces into close (optical) contact and focusing the ultrafast laser onto the interface allows for localised melting and rapid resolidification, forming strong bond and welding the two surfaces together. The highly localised nature of this absorption means that welds can be created whilst avoiding significant heating of the surrounding material — important for joining materials with significantly different thermal expansion coefficients.

Using a picosecond laser system (Trumpf TruMicro), a range of welds between similar material (borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass, fused silica to fused silica, borosilicate glass to fused silica) and highly dissimilar materials (sapphire to stainless steel, fused silica/borosilicate glass to silicon/aluminium/copper/stainless steel) have been demonstrated. Theoretical simulations were carried out to investigate the aberrations that occur to a laser beam focused inside material and to describe the behaviour of the generated plasma. With the guidance of theoretical work and developed experiment setup, a large range of parameters related to welding were investigated both in bulk material and welding for different materials and surface conditions. Shear strength tests on welds shows a maximum value could be obtained between parameters resulting in barely welded seams, for low power, and obvious cracking, for higher power. Optimised welding for borosilicate to borosilicate glass creates stronger bonds (108.8 N/mm²) than traditional joining methods (adhesive, typically 15~25 N/mm²). Parameter maps were made for different surface separation and surface conditions to determine a successful weld. In order to weld highly dissimilar materials, different welding patterns were designed to relax residual stress and eliminate cracks. Welding with galvo-scanner was also introduced as an alternative method for industrial applications which provides a high scan speed and flexible patterns. To increase welding strength and expand the parameter tolerance for a successful welding, focus vibration methods were proposed to reduce the residual stress. Finally, welding of example industrial parts was demonstrated for different application requirements.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

An important property of light is that it has no volume and photons have no electronic charge, so when they are concentrated into a very small space, they do not collide with each other like negative charged electrons. This is an important property especially for ultrafast machining [1]. Important applications of glass in optics, MEMS, mechanical, electrical, and the biomedical field require the bonding of glass to glass or glass to silicon or metal [2][3][4][5]. However, stable joining techniques still remain a technological challenge, and glass joining relies on techniques using adhesive agents (like glues) or an interlayer, which may cause poor mechanical, thermal or chemical durability [6][7][8]. Traditional laser fusion welding is considered to be one of the best techniques for melt joining of many kinds of materials, since joining is accomplished without an intermediate layer or mechanical contact [9]. Yet it has not been accepted for glass welding in production, because it relies on linear absorption and a large volume of material is melted, this usually causes changes to the properties of the original materials [2][10].

1.1 Aims and Objectives

There are unique advantages in ultrafast laser micromachining of transparent materials over other optical device fabrication techniques. Firstly the nonlinear nature of the absorption confines any induced changes to the focal volume. This spatial confinement combined with laser-beam scanning or sample translation, makes it possible to micromachine geometrically complex structures in three dimensions. Secondly, the absorption process is independent of the material, enabling optical devices to be fabricated in compound substrates of different materials. Thirdly, ultrafast laser micromachining can be used for fabricating optical parts separately and bonding those optical parts together with interconnections to a single transparent substrate [11].

Due to its very high peak power, when ultrafast laser pulses are focused on the surface of or inside bulk transparent materials, a sufficiently high intensity in the focal volume induces nonlinear absorption which causes localized melting and rapid resolidification of the material. This technique has been widely applied to the fabrication of photonic devices on the surface or inside the bulk of transparent materials. Development of techniques for joining materials, especially glass to glass or glass to dissimilar materials (metal, sapphire, silicon, ceramic etc.), while maintaining the surface and optical
properties are essential for many modern industrial products. Due to the localized properties of nonlinear absorption, localized bonds can be created between the two materials while minimising the residual thermo-mechanical stresses in the joint volume.

This PhD aims to develop an ultrafast laser (ps laser) welding process as an industrially relevant technique for laser manufacturing of high value components or parts. The work uses a picosecond laser (Trumpf TruMicro 5x50) in the Applied Optics and Photonics group (AOP) at Heriot-Watt University to investigate the basic understanding of ultrafast laser interactions with transparent materials, and welding samples or industrial parts of different materials and/or geometries with the investigated welding parameters. This programme investigates ultrafast laser welding of transparent material to transparent material as well as transparent material to metals or silicon. Potential problems such as sample surface treatment and residual thermo-mechanical stresses are investigated and different welding methods developed for a variety of component conditions.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized based on the sequence of study on a scientific problem: introduction and literature review (Chapter 1), theoretical preparation (Chapter 2), experimental setup and sample preparation (Chapter 3), experiment parameter test and welding measurements (Chapter 4), welding limitation determination (Chapter 5), welding pattern considerations (Chapter 6), ultrafast laser welding applications (Chapter 7), and last conclusions and future work (Chapter 8).

Chapter 1: An introduction to this project and a brief literature review of the history of ultrafast laser machining, techniques of material joining and the development of ultrafast laser welding.

Chapter 2: Theoretical background is reviewed and deduced for ultrafast laser machining inside bulk material. Linear and nonlinear propagation inside material is discussed, along with energy transportation and a comparison of short and long pulses is presented.

Chapter 3: An ultrafast laser welding setup for our experiments is introduced and the differences from traditional laser welding are discussed. The different materials and surface conditions (with different preparation methods) before and after welding are introduced and discussed. Finally the welding process is discussed in detail.
Chapter 4: Test and measurement of the ultrafast laser welding parameters required for a successful weld are presented. The welding requirements of laser absorption, pulsed laser energy, material properties and sample surface conditions for a successful weld are first discussed. Secondly a laser absorption model is proposed based on laser parameter tests and morphology analysis of weld seams. Thirdly strength tests are carried out to statistically determine the weld strength characteristics with different welding parameters and scanning patterns. Finally fluorescence testing of different/similar materials welds is presented to determine material exchange and compound formation inside weld seams.

Chapter 5: Weld limits are investigated for given specific sample conditions. Surface defects, interface stress and its influence on the welding process are discussed and experimentally observed. Two methods, cylindrical lens and etched grooves are introduced which provide controlled gaps to investigate the capability for ultrafast laser welding to weld with significant surface separation.

Chapter 6: Residual stresses introduced at the weld area due to thermal process are investigated and discussed. Several methods to relax stress and eliminate cracks are evaluated, which include: decreasing laser power and increasing seam spacing; dual power welding; scan sequence adjustment; and discrete welding (or spot welding). Two methods to generate discrete welding patterns are discussed and demonstrated. To generate different welding patterns and get better welding results, welding with galvo-scanner and focus vibration are also introduced and discussed.

Chapter 7: Ultrafast laser welding of industrial parts for a number of application requirements are demonstrated, including welding a large area; hermetic bonding; welding through a thin or thick piece of glass; and non-perpendicular incidence welding.

Chapter 8: The conclusions and main findings of this thesis and outlook are presented.

1.3 Literature Review

1.3.1 Ultrafast Laser Machining

The evolution of the ultrafast laser has spawned many new fields of scientific investigation. Most of this research relies on three unique features of ultrafast laser pulses. First, a short pulse can be used to measure a very fast process. Such diverse phenomena as electron-phonon scattering, phonon vibration and chemical bond
breaking can all be directly time-resolved with femtosecond laser pulses. Second, a short pulse can create extreme non-equilibrium conditions. For example, because lattice ionic cores respond much more slowly than electrons do, an ultrafast pulse can excite electrons to a very high temperature while the ion core temperature is still low. Finally, an ultrashort pulse can provide extremely high laser intensity, usually working with high-NA lens. Electric field strengths that exceed the electric field binding valence electrons to their core atoms are easily produced with an ultrafast laser system leading to nonlinear absorption. For nonlinear absorption to occur, the electric field strength in the laser pulse must be approximately equal to the electric field that binds the valence electrons in atoms—of the order of $10^9 \, \text{V/m}$, corresponding to a laser intensity of $5\times10^{20} \, \text{W/m}^2$ [12].

Ultrafast laser machining of transparent materials focuses on the last situation. Usually when light propagates through a transparent material, nothing happens to either the material or the light. With high intensity pulses, however, both the material and the light can be dramatically changed by the interaction [13][14]. Despite significant study much still remains to be learned about the fundamental mechanisms that govern the interaction of ultrafast laser pulses with transparent materials. Applications have been greatly developed since ultrafast laser micromachining was firstly demonstrated in 1994, when a femtosecond laser was used to ablate micrometre-sized feature on silica and silver surfaces [15][16].

During the past two decades, ultrafast lasers have been widely adopted for high resolution and high accuracy micromachining purposes including both high precision surface micromachining and 3D internal structuring [17][18][19][20][21]. Due to the ultrashort timescale and the ultrahigh laser intensity with high numerical aperture (NA) lenses, nonlinear absorption induced at the focus leads to highly localised material ablation or modification, this assures high precision clean processing [20][22][23][24][25]. A lot of effort has been expended to discover feasible applications and machining mechanisms [26][27][28][29][30].

1.3.1.1 Pulse Duration

“Ultrafast” is not a strict term. It usually refers to laser systems with pulse durations ranging from several fs to tens of ps [31]. Three regimes of material modifications are accessed depending on whether the pulse duration is shorter, comparable or longer than the time required by the hot electrons to transfer their energy to the lattice via electron-
phonon scattering [32]. For a pulse duration $\tau \gg \tau_{e-ph}$ ($\tau_{e-ph}$ is the electron-phonon coupling time; for the case of silica glass, it is around 1 ps), electrons and lattice reach thermodynamic equilibrium on the time scale of the pulse duration. Damage, preferentially by phase explosions, occurs when the rate of energy extraction from the focal volume is smaller than the energy deposition rate. For this reason nanosecond pulses are the most suitable for applications requiring material removal such as laser deep drilling and cutting [33].

Conversely, femtosecond laser pulses, for which $\tau \ll \tau_{e-ph}$ leads to strong non-equilibrium conditions as electrons in the conduction band are heated much faster than they can cool by phonon scattering. The energy is transferred to the lattice after the pulse has passed on a time scale much shorter than the heat diffusion time, producing a permanent modification in the material with essentially no collateral damage. In silica glass, the low collateral damage associated with the processing by femtosecond pulses is proving invaluable for optical waveguide inscriptions; for 3D-precision machining; and for the generating of birefringent optical elements [20][22][25][30].

A theoretical framework for pulse durations $\tau \approx \tau_{e-ph}$ is not available due to the intrinsic complexity. It is known, however, that in the 1~20 ps pulse range, the fluence damage threshold departs from the thermally driven $\sqrt{\tau}$ dependence associated with longer pulses, which indicates that the Joule heating of the electrons excited at the beginning of the pulse is responsible for the optical damage [32][34]. During single pulse bulk modification of silica glass, Burakov et al. showed that a long exposure time was correlated to material expansion leading to a negative refractive index change in the irradiated zones [35]. The generation of pressure waves—resulting in stress accumulation and positive index change in the region surrounding the focal volume — occurs as a consequence of the material expansion [36].
Fig 1.1 Schematic illustration of the machining quality dependence of pulse duration in machining of metals [22] with a pulse duration $\geq 200$ ps, thermal effects seriously affects the laser micromachining quality while optical distortion may also result in bad ablation morphology with laser pulse durations down to $\sim 100$ fs.

Fig 1.1 gives an overview of micromachining quality dependence on laser pulse duration and suggests $1 \text{ps} \leq \tau \leq 10 \text{ps}$ favours high machining quality. With laser pulse duration reducing from ns down to fs, thermal effects become less apparent while optical distortion effects become more apparent. On one hand, the melting and recast layer will shrink with pulse duration but cannot reach zero even at pulse durations down to the fs regime. On the other hand, due to the ultrahigh laser intensity, a strong deformation of the laser light can occur near the focal plane (shown in Fig 1.1, the top right image for detail). This is caused by self-focusing and its interaction with the ambient air, which may seriously affect the machining accuracy [22].

1.3.1.2 Machining in Bulk Transparent Materials

Owing to their high purity and large transparency window, glasses and crystals are commonly used as base materials. Ultrafast laser micromachining has been used to fabricate photonic devices using a variety of transparent substrates, including glasses, crystals and polymers. A wide variety of femtosecond-laser micromachined devices, have been demonstrated using glasses and crystals, including waveguides, diffractive elements, active devices, microfluidic devices and rapid prototyping.
1.3.1.2.1 Optical Waveguide

Waveguide fabrication was one of the first demonstrations of the potential of ultrafast laser micromachining for photonic applications [37][38]. Femtosecond laser micromachined waveguides can serve as interconnects in a variety of host glasses and have opened up the possibility of three dimensional layering of waveguides. The pulse energy required for fabricating devices can be as low as a few nanojoules [39][40].

The spatial profile of the refractive index of waveguides is strongly dependent on material and processing conditions (close to that of a fibre for fused silica substrates) [39][41][42]. The transmission losses are of the order of 0.5–1.0 dB/cm for a wide variety of material and processing conditions [43][44][45][46]. Optical connected waveguides have already been fabricated in bonded doped and undoped phosphate glass, and also through multiple pieces of glass separated by air gaps [47][48].

1.3.1.2.2 Filters and Resonators

In principle, devices fabricated with planar lithographic techniques can be fabricated with ultrafast laser micromachining. Indeed, couplers, filters and interleavers have already been demonstrated [39][41][47][49]. The three-dimensional freedom permits the fabrication of vertical resonators, and vertical or lateral splitters [47][50][51]. Femtosecond laser micromachining of fibre Bragg grating filters in bulk material was first demonstrated using multiple exposures [52], recently 90% efficiency Bragg gratings have been fabricated in fused silica [53]. The long-term stability of the laser-induced index change makes femtosecond laser micromachining attractive for fabrication of both long-period fibre gratings [54][55] and Bragg gratings [56][57]. Recently, femtosecond laser 3D direct writing found important applications in quantum circuits to replace the bulk optics in complex quantum optical system [58][59]. Crespi et al. have constructed a multimode interferometer realising an arbitrary 5×5 mode transformation with femtosecond laser writing for photonic boson sampling [59], as shown in Fig 1.2.
Fig 1.2 (a). Layout of a multimode interferometer for realisation of an arbitrary $5 \times 5$ mode transformation using a network of beam splitters with different transmissivities. (b). The same interferometer realised in a glass substrate using a laser writing technique [59]-[60].

1.3.1.2.3 Microfluidic Structures

Ultrafast lasers can also be used to fabricate microfluidic structures in glass materials by spatially selective precision modification inside glass materials through nonlinear optical absorption. Currently, there are two main strategies for this application. The first strategy employs femtosecond laser modification inside glass or crystal materials followed by wet chemical etching [61]-[62]. The other strategy is to perform femtosecond laser 3D drilling from the rear surface of the glass in contact with distilled water (the water introduced into the microchannel can help to remove the ablated debris) [63]-[64]. The former approach has advantages that include larger scale microfluidic structures and improved smoothness on inner walls, whereas the latter approach allows for the fabrication of 3D microchannels in an almost limitless variety of materials with...
smaller channel diameters. In particular, microfluidic channels with arbitrary lengths have recently been produced in porous glass immersed in water using water-assisted femtosecond laser drilling [65]. This approach has also enabled the fabrication of 40 mm long nanofluidic channels with widths of 40 nm [66][67], while this is impossible to be realised by longer laser pulses, as shown in Fig 1.3.

Fig 1.3 (a). Schematic diagram of the concept employed to realise the formation of a narrow channel width far beyond the optical diffraction limit. (b). Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of a nanochannel fabricated in porous glass [67].

1.3.1.3 Surface Processing

1.3.1.3.1 Microdrilling and Cutting

Ultrafast lasers suppress thermal diffusion and thus reduce HAZ formation, even in high thermal conductivity materials such as metals. Fig 1.4a and Fig 1.4b show scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of holes drilled in 100 μm thick steel foils by ablation using laser pulses with widths of 200 fs and 3.3 ns, respectively [68]. The femtosecond laser produces an ablated hole with a sharp edge and a steep wall with little formation of HAZ. In contrast, nanosecond laser ablation produces significant swelling around the ablated hole due to melting.

Ultrafast lasers can perform high quality micromachining of even brittle materials such as glass. Fig 1.4c and Fig 1.4d show SEM images of a micromachined surface and glass cut by femtosecond laser. Both images reveal that clean ablation with sharp edges was achieved without the formation of cracks.
Fig 1.4 Holes drilled in 100 μm thick steel foils by ablation using laser pulses with the following parameters: (a). Pulse width: 200 fs, pulse energy: 120 μJ, fluence: 0.5 J/cm², wavelength: 780 nm; (b). Pulse width: 3.3 ns, pulse energy: 1 mJ, fluence: 4.2 J/cm², wavelength: 780 nm [68]. (c). SEM images of a micromachined glass surface and (d). A glass material cut by femtosecond laser ablation [60].

1.3.1.3.2 Surface Structuring

Femtosecond direct laser machining can create structures on the nanometre scale. Nanostructures can appear alone or they can be associated with microstructures, also they can be random nanostructures or periodic nanostructures.

Random structures: Nanostructured surfaces consist of one or more of the following entities: nanopores, nanoholes, nanocavities, nanoprotrusions, nanobumps, and nanorims. Nanopores and spherical nanoprotrusions on Ti, Au, Cu, and Pt were observed near the ablation threshold and at a very low number of pulses [69][70]. Vorobyev et al. noticed that nanostructuring on copper, at the centre of the beam spot, is possible below a fluence of 1.5 J/cm² [69]. Stratakis et al. obtained nanobumps on Al with a periodicity of 200–300 nm by fs laser machining (180 fs, 800 nm) in both ethanol and water, whereas Al machined in air showed irregular nanoentities of 100 nm in size
Coloured metals can be fabricated by producing nanostructures on the surface. Such structural colours can be attributed to the specific nanostructures formed on the metals that induce higher plasmonic absorbance at certain wavelengths [71]. A range of different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of laser-induced nanostructures, such as hydrodynamic processes that originate from localized nanoscale melt, bubble cavitation, and nanoparticle redeposition [72][73][74].

**Periodic nanostructures:** Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS), also termed ripples or nano-ripples, were first observed in 1965 [75]. LIPSS are periodic nanostructures constituted of alternate crests and troughs, which are formed by ultrafast laser irradiation with a fluence near the ablation threshold with linearly polarized nanosecond or longer laser pulses [76].

LIPSS produced by long-pulsed lasers have smooth features, whereas LIPSS densely covered with nanostructures are reported for fs pulses [77]. The low-spatial-frequency LIPSS (LSFL) have a periodicity close to the laser wavelength. LSFL are perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam. High-spatial-frequency LIPSS (HSFL) have a periodicity much smaller than the laser wavelength and the orientation can be parallel or perpendicular to the beam polarization [78]. Fig 1.5 shows both types of LIPSS on Ti.

![Fig 1.5 SEM images of (a) Low-spatial-frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and (b) High-spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) on Ti irradiated with 790 nm fs laser [78]. The double-sided arrow indicates the polarization of the laser beam.](image-url)
For low spatial frequency LIPPS, the structures are understood to be formed by interference of the incident laser with the reflected (scattered) light. Consequently, ripples are generally oriented perpendicular to the incident polarization. The spacing of the fabricated structure is given by $\lambda/n (1 \pm \sin \theta)$, where $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength, $\theta$ is the laser incident angle and $n$ is the refractive index of the material [79]. Therefore, the spacing is always in the order of the wavelength or greater. In contrast, periodic grating structures formed by femtosecond lasers have a spacing much smaller than the laser wavelength (typically 1/10–1/5 of $\lambda$) [80]. Various mechanisms, including the self-organization of surface instability [81], second-harmonic generation [82], refractive index change [83], nanoplasma formation [84] and the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons [85] have been proposed for the formation of nanoripples.

Another interesting and useful texture formed by ultrafast laser irradiation is regular arrays of conical microstructures, which can be produced on Si by irradiation with hundreds of femtosecond laser pulses in a halogen atmosphere (e.g., $SF_6$ or $Cl_2$), as shown in Fig 1.6 [86].

![Fig 1.6](image_url)

**Fig 1.6 (a).** Array of sharp conical spikes produced on Si by irradiation with 500 fs laser pulses in $SF_6$. **(b).** Magnified image of (a) [86].

### 1.3.2 Traditional Bonding Techniques

Bonding is carried out for a variety of technical reasons, mechanical attachment, thermal contact, electrical contact, gas or liquid seal and any or all combinations thereof. The choice of bonding method depend on the intrinsic properties of the bonding
materials (i.e. hermetic, electrical conductance, thermal conductance, thermal coefficient of expansion, adhesive bond strength related to the intrinsic fillers, mechanical properties, and their adhesive and cohesive strength).

1.3.2.1 *Mechanical Attachment*

Mechanical attachment is commonly used. For example, camera lenses are usually fixed with mechanical mounting (clamp). Optical contact (OC) is another type of mechanical bonding method—when surfaces or molecules are close enough, the intermolecular force (Van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, and dipole-dipole interaction) will keep the two surfaces together. But optical contact bonding is typically not sufficiently strong to hold two apparently conformal rigid bodies together, since the forces drop off rapidly with distance (in the order of $1/distance^2$), and the actual area in contact between the two bodies is small due to surface roughness and minor imperfections [87].

1.3.2.2 *Adhesive Bonding*

Adhesive bonding (also referred to as gluing) describes a wafer bonding technique with an intermediate layer connecting substrates of different materials. Adhesive bonding has the advantages of less stringent requirements on the quality of the bond interfaces, a greater choice of substrate materials, considerably lower bonding temperatures and no electric fields are required for successful bonds. The elastic properties and, often, liquid-like behaviour of the intermediate layer during the bonding process results in a low stress within the materials being bonded. The thickness of the intermediate layer can be varied from tens to hundreds of microns, which means it can be used not only as the bonding layer but also as a spacer to form cavity-style packages [88][89].

A wide range of polymers, including methyl methacrylate (PMMA), parylene, SU-8 and benzocyclobutene (BCB), have been applied successfully to full wafer bonding, packaging of micro-fluidics devices, MEMS devices (especially RF-MEMS), and IC and CMOS packaging [90][91][92]. Low melting temperature glass frit or a metallic intermediate layer is also used as adhesive bond by heating the samples and intermediate layers to a temperature below the substrate melting point and above the frit or metallic intermediate layer melting point. Resolidification of the intermediate layer will form strong bond at interface of the substrates [93][94][95].
1.3.2.3 **Solder Bonding**

Solder bonding is a versatile lower temperature bonding process which is used in joining a range of metals, ceramics, glasses and metals. Solders are joining filler metals that melt below 450 °C, and brazing above 450 °C. Solder bonding is typically used in the assembly of structures where a good thermal and/or electrical contact is required. Compared to bonding with epoxy adhesives, solder bonding can provide better thermal and electrical conductivities, but requires higher temperatures including direct contact of molten metal to the bonding surfaces [96].

1.3.2.4 **Direct Fusion Bonding**

The term “direct bonding” implies that these bonding processes do not require any additional intermediate bonding layers. It has been shown that this places a high demand on the surfaces to be bonded with respect to roughness and cleanliness. For industrial applications, techniques include resistance bonding, anodic bonding, ultrasonic welding and friction bonding.

![Fig 1.7 Diagram of resistance welding](image)

**Resistance welding** is a thermo-electric process in which heat is generated at the interface of the parts to be joined by passing an electrical current through the parts for a precisely controlled time and under a controlled pressure. The name “resistance” welding derives from the fact that the resistance of the workpieces and electrodes are used to generate the heat at their interface. Small pools of molten metal are formed at the point of the highest electrical resistance (the connecting or “faying” surfaces) as an electrical current (100–100,000 A) is passed through the metal. Fig 1.7 shows the
diagram of typical resistance welding. In general, resistance welding methods are efficient and cause little pollution, but their applications are limited to relatively thin and conductive materials, and the equipment cost can be high [97][98].

**Anodic bonding**, which is also referred to as field assisted bonding, was first reported by Wallis and Pomerantz [99] in 1969. Initially developed for sealing of glass to metals, it is currently applied to the bonding of glass to silicon for packaging applications in the production of microsystems and MEMS, e.g. encapsulating of sensors [100][101]. Typically where bonding a silicon wafer to a glass wafer – both polished and particle free – the parts are placed into intimate contact and a typical temperature of around 400 °C to 450 °C and a voltage ranging from 400 V to 1200 V is applied. A strong bond (15-25 MPa) is formed between the two surfaces in an electrochemical reaction.

**Ultrasonic welding** is an industrial technique whereby high frequency ultrasonic acoustic vibrations are locally applied to workpieces held together under pressure to create a weld. It is accomplished by converting high-frequency electrical energy into high-frequency mechanical motion. The mechanical motion, along with applied force, creates frictional heat at the components’ mating surfaces (joint area) and the material will melt forming a molecular bond between the parts. It is commonly used for plastics, and especially for joining dissimilar materials [102][103].

![Image of typical resistance welding](image)

---

**Fig 1.8 Friction stir welding of aluminium alloy and copper with:** (a) welding surfaces and (b) surface void defects [106].

**Friction welding** is a solid-state joining process that uses a third body tool to join two facing surfaces. Heat is generated between the tool and material which leads to a very soft region near the friction surface. It then mechanically intermixes the two pieces of metal at the joint, with the softened metal joined using mechanical pressure. Technically, because no melt occurs, friction welding is not actually a welding process in the traditional sense, but a forging technique. However, due to the similarities
between these techniques and traditional welding, the term has become common. It is primarily used on aluminium, most often on extruded aluminium (non-heat treatable alloys), and on structures which need superior weld strength without a post weld heat treatment [104][105][106].

1.3.2.5 Laser Welding

Laser welding involves the application of a high power laser beam to fuse and join two solids of similar or dissimilar natures. It is a currently widely used method using a laser as a heat source to join materials. As a comparison to ultrafast laser welding it is discussed here.

The advantages of laser joining over conventional fusion or arc welding processes include high welding speed, small heat affected zone (HAZ), low distortion, ease of automation, single pass joining of thick sections and higher design flexibility with controlled seam size [107]. The special interest in laser joining lies in its capability to fusion join dissimilar materials with different section thicknesses, compositions and/or physical/chemical properties for industrial scale applications particularly in the automotive and aerospace industry [9][108][109].

![Diagram of laser welding](image)

*Fig 1.9 Schematic of (a). Conduction melt pool (semi-circular) and (b). Deep penetration (keyhole) fusion zone and weld [9].*

There are two fundamental modes of laser welding depending on the beam power/configuration and its focus with respect to the workpiece: (i) conduction welding and (ii) “keyhole” or deep penetration welding (Fig 1.9a and Fig 1.9b). Conduction welding occurs when the power density is insufficient to cause boiling at the given welding speed (i.e. the focus of the beam is above the surface or laser intensity is low). In deep penetration or keyhole welding, the beam focus lies below the surface so that sufficient energy per unit area is available to cause evaporation and formation of a hole
in the melt pool. The “keyhole” behaves like an optical black body in that the radiation enters the hole and is subjected to multiple reflections before being able to escape. The transition from conduction mode to deep penetration mode occurs with increasing laser intensity and duration of laser pulse applied to the workpiece.

There are two main problems in laser welding: lack of penetration or the inverse. These are the boundaries for a good weld for a given power. Welding efficiency can be expressed in terms of the power (or energy) transfer coefficient $\eta$, where $\eta$ is the ratio between the laser power absorbed by the workpiece and the incident laser power. $\eta$ is usually very small but can approach unity once a keyhole has been established. The melting efficiency or melting ratio $\varepsilon$ is given by [110]:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{v d W \Delta H_m}{P}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.1}

$P$ is the incident laser power, $v$ is the welding speed, $d$ is the sheet thickness, $W$ is the beam width, and $\Delta H_m$ is the enthalpy or heat content of the metal at the melting temperature. The maximum values of $\varepsilon$ are 0.48 and 0.37 for penetration welds and conduction welds respectively. The quality and properties of the laser weld depend on laser pulse time, power density, laser spot diameter/penetration, traverse speed of the laser beam across the substrate surface, shielding gas, melt area, melting ratio and material properties such as absorptivity, specific heat, density, etc.

It has been found that the arc from a TIG torch mounted close to the laser material interaction point will automatically lock onto the laser generated hot spot. Steen et al. [111] indicated the temperature only has to be around 300 $^\circ$C above the surrounding temperature for this to happen. The combination of laser beam with metal inert gas or tungsten inert gas (TIG) arc (so called hybrid technique) seems promising from the viewpoint of bead formation except for occurrences of large blowholes or voids. The process has found new applications for faster welding in tailored blank lines, thicker section welding for shipping and automotive applications [112],[113].

A large variety of metals and alloys have been welded with pulsed or CW lasers. The earliest study on deep penetration laser beam welding (LBW) was outlined by Brown and Banas [114], and Schubert et al. [115] gave a brief overview on the potential applications of high power CO$_2$ and Nd:YAG lasers to create lightweight structures in automotive, aerospace and aeronautic industries.
1.3.3 Development of Ultrafast Laser Welding

In 1.3.2, most of the conventional methods of welding similar or dissimilar materials for industrial applications were introduced, but none of those methods are suitable for directly welding of glass to glass or glass to other materials.

Transparent dielectrics (glass) have several distinctive features. Firstly, they have a wide optical band-gap (it ranges from 2.2–2.4 eV for chalcogenide glasses up to 8.8 eV for sapphire) that ensures transparency in the visible or near infrared spectral range at low light intensity. In order to induce material modification with moderate energy pulses, the laser intensity should be increased to induce a strongly non-linear response from the material and to assure plasma formation. This requires intensities in excess of \(10^{14}\) W/cm\(^2\) where most dielectrics can be ionised early in the laser pulse.

A second feature of dielectrics is their relatively low thermal conductivity characterized by the thermal diffusion coefficient, \(\alpha\), which is typically \(\sim10^{-3}\) cm\(^2\)/s (compared with a few cm\(^2\)/s for metals). Therefore micron-size \(l\) regions will cool in \(t \sim l^2/\alpha\sim10\) \(\mu\)s. This opens the opportunity for a multipulse effect: the energy deposed by a sequence of several laser pulses focused into the same point in a dielectric will accumulate if the period between the pulses is shorter than the cooling time [36].

![Comparison of laser induced melting of different material combinations](image)

**Fig 1.10** Comparison of laser induced melting of different material combinations using linear absorption (a-c) and nonlinear absorption (e). Linear absorption requires an opaque material, nonlinear absorption occurs even in transparent materials at high energy densities [4].

Fig 1.10 shows laser welding of different material combinations. Ultrafast pulses can generate extremely high peak powers with a modest pulse repetition rate and can be used to locally melt the interface of transparent materials [2][8][10]. Longer pulses or CW laser relying on the linear absorption at the interface of opaque material leads to
melting of large volumes of glass plates so that cracks propagate in the molten region due to the thermal stress, this usually causes damage to the original properties of the materials (see Fig 1.10a-c). For the bonding of transparent materials laser absorbed by an opaque intermediate layer may be used [7][116] (Fig 1.10c), however, this technique is not suited for the bonding of two transparent materials without an absorption layer (Fig 1.10d).

![Image](image_url)

**Fig 1.11 (a). Schematic of laser welding of transparent material and transparent material, and (b). A typical weld of fused silica with fused silica. (Pulse energy 18 μJ, pulse duration 6.9 ps of a 400 kHz pulses, with scan speed 2 mm/s of a 2 μm surface separation).**

A typical ultrafast laser weld is shown in Fig 1.11. For ultrafast laser bonding to work, the peak intensity of the focused laser beam must be sufficiently high to generate free electrons in the focal volume through nonlinear absorption processes (either multiphoton or tunnelling) [32]. These free electrons then act as seed electrons for single photon absorption (Joule heating), avalanche ionisation, and plasma formation. Ideally, the laser must also exhibit a sufficiently high pulse repetition rate (100’s of kHz) for heat to accumulate in the weld region. This heat accumulation results in more efficient energy absorption, through phonon assisted absorption, and increases the physical size of the melt volume, known as the heat affected zone (HAZ). The melt region fills up the original gap between the two surfaces and, by subsequent resolidification, joins the two materials. The size of the HAZ, and hence the cross-sectional area of the resultant weld, depends on the parameters used, such as sample translation speed, laser power and pulse repetition frequency.
Ultrafast laser welding has great advantages (seen in Chapter 7) compared with traditional welding methods for applications in optics, MEMS, electrical and biomedical fields [4][7][116][117][118][119]. Tamaki et al. [120] in 2005 demonstrated welding between two silica glass plates without a light-absorbent intermediate layer using a low repetition rate (1 kHz) femtosecond laser. In reference [8] Watanabe et al. reported on welding of dissimilar transparent materials using the same laser, and also investigated the parameters that resulted in joining by varying laser pulse energy and translation velocity. Sören Richter et al reported a promising application of ultrafast pulse laser welding to manufacture micro-optical devices [4]. High repetition ultrafast laser pulses as local heat sources can solve the thermal expansion problem. Alexander Horn [5] using ultrafast laser joining offered a very precise process with dimensions smaller than 50 μm, the welding strength measurements and gas/humidity tests shows a strong and reproducible sealing process. Research on ultrafast welding mainly includes the following three methods:

1. Welding parameters investigation
2. Welding strength and thermal tests
3. Morphology analysis

1.3.3.1 Welding Parameters Investigation
1.3.3.1.1 Laser Parameters

Due to multi-photon absorption within the confocal area there is little operational difference when welding with long or short wavelengths. Glasses show transparency to the laser pulses, but there is another factor affecting absorption. When a plasma is formed, electrons are free to absorb photons and hence the plasma can block the beam; also the hot plasma will disperse the beam due to the plasma density changes and hence change the refractive index. Furthermore, the plasma can scatter the light going through it. All of these processes contribute to plasma absorption which will help to sustain the plasma. The absorption coefficient has been deduced by Raiser [121] to be:

\[ \alpha_{bremm} \approx n^2 \lambda^2 T^{3/2} \]  

Eq 1.2
\( n \) is gas density, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( T \) is the absolute temperature of the plasma, so a short wavelength will be less absorbed and hence generates cooler and less absorbing plasmas.

In pioneering work Tamaki et al. used low repetition rate femtosecond laser pulses to weld two fused silica pieces together in 2005 [120]. In their experiment, because there was no heat accumulation due to the low repetition rate and therefore no melting of material outside the focal volume, the weld region was confined to the focal region, about 5 \( \mu \text{m} \). Furthermore, the low repetition rate laser limited the welding speed to only 5 \( \mu \text{m/s} \).

![Optical microscope images of modifications by laser irradiation](image)

Fig 1.12 Optical microscope images of modifications by laser irradiation at (a) 1 kHz and (c) 250 kHz. (b) shows the simulated temperature change at the focus for the 1 kHz case and (d) for the 250 kHz case. The pulse energy was 2.0 \( \mu \text{J} \) in both cases [10].

Lan Jiang and Hai-Lung Tsai’s theoretical deduction and experiment work [122] gives a clear view the influence of pulses separation times and energy. Laser pulses temporally close enough can transiently vary free electron densities of the irradiation area, which in turn determines the optical and thermal properties. The building-up of free electrons by the first pulse greatly enhances the free electron generation through avalanche ionisation during the second pulse. Based on the simulation, for the same average power of
different repetition rates, the maximum cycle temperature due to pulse mode near the heat source region increases with decreasing repetition rate, due to decreasing pulse energy, as seen in Fig 1.13 [117].

Fig 1.13 Statistic simulation of maximum cycle temperature (temperature when next pulse arrives) along the x-axis vs. y at z=0 calculated by pulse and CW models (average power 0.2 W, a=1 μm, h=10 μm, v=100 mm/s) [117].

M. Shimizu et al. [10] reported a heat-modification region dependence on pulse energy, exposure times and ambient temperature. The threshold temperature of heat-modification becomes lower with increasing laser exposure time and ambient temperature, as shown in Fig 1.14.

Fig 1.14 (a). The radius of the heat-modified regions (Rb) plotted as a function of ambient temperatures (Ta) for different pulse energies. (b). Temperature distributions just after the laser exposure has stopped [10].

For direct welding, whether glass to glass, glass to transparent semiconductor substrates or glass to metal, nanosecond lasers, picosecond lasers and femtosecond lasers were
used. Isamu Miyamoto et al. [3] compared the picosecond and femtosecond regime and concluded that picosecond lasers are more attractive due not only to the simplicity of the laser system but the higher melting and joining efficiencies as picosecond regime provides higher nonlinear absorption due to larger contribution from avalanche ionisation. As seen in Fig 1.15 [117], comparing the conditions of 0.5 μJ-100 kHz, the nonlinear absorptivity of 10 ps is 2~3 times higher than that of 406 fs pulses inside D264 (Schott), although the laser intensity of 10 ps is approximately 30 times lower than that of 325 fs. This is because 10 ps pulses are long enough for the growth of the electron density in the conduction band by the avalanche ionisation.

Using ns and fs pulsed lasers for direct welding of glass and copper was presented by Yasuyuki Ozeki [3], which demonstrated that ns-pulses require much higher pulse energy for the same joining strength and result in a wider heat affected zone compared to that with fs-pulses, so that fs-pulses are more suitable for precisely controlling the welded region by suppressing the excess heat.

![Nonlinear absorptivity vs. pulse energy](image)

*Fig 1.15 Nonlinear absorptivity vs. pulse energy with laser 10 ps and 3 μJ at 100 kHz in Schott D264 [117].*

### 1.3.3.1.2 Welding Clamp

Direct bonding is accomplished when a substantial part of the area between two bonding surfaces is in optical contact, when the sum of Van der Waals forces across the
area results in a relatively strong bond. However, a direct bond is poor at resisting short and long-term elastic or plastic deformations e.g. due to the application of large thermal and mechanical loads.

During welding therefore a clamp is required to maintain close contact of the samples to be welded. Takayuki Tamaki [2] reported their clamp rig with the schematic diagram shown in Fig 1.16. Two substrates are carefully cleaned, stacked one on another, and pressed together by three bolts and a lens held in a fixture to create an optical contact area, so the ultrafast laser translates in this area and weld through filamentary propagation. However, a substantial amount of bending moment is left inside the samples, leading to residual joint strength or even breakage of the welds. Another clamp rig is used to cope with this problem [3] as shown in Fig 1.17. The samples are pressed with a rubber plate and a slide glass so that the pressure is applied over a wider area, leaving a reduced bending moment.

![Fig 1.16 Schematic diagram of laser micro-welding of two substrates. (a). Two stacked substrates. (b). Fixing of two substrates using sample holder and a pressing lens. (c). Welding of two substrates by focusing femtosecond laser pulses at the interface between the two substrates [2].](image-url)
1.3.3.2 Welding Strength Test and Thermal Test

1.3.3.2.1 Welding Strength Test

The ultrafast laser welding strength was evaluated in early papers as merely staying joined, as W. Watanabe [8] said “When raising the samples and holding one of them at a certain height the other sample did not fall”, till more recently the welding strength has been demonstrated to reach 95% of the bulk material for borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass welding [118]. Miyamoto et al. [123] evaluated the mechanical strength of laser-melt zone using a three-point bending test, and showed that the strength in that zone was as high as the un-irradiated base material. For strength measurements of two piece welding there are tensile strength measurement [2] (Fig 1.18a), shear strength measurement [124] (Fig 1.18b) and bend strength measurement [4][125] (Fig 1.18c).
The first setup uses adhesive to join one sample to a base and the other to a string, which is hard to carry out because the joint force may be unbiased and the adhesive strength may be small compared with the ultrafast laser joint. The shear strength test encounters the problem of van der Waals forces between the two surfaces, especially if there is a large optical contact area. Also the glasses are prone to bend because of the push force acts on the edge of the glass sample. For the three points bent test one needs to cut the glasses into rods first, and defects and scratches during the cutting process often introduce uncertainties to the test. Furthermore if the rod joint area is non-uniform, the resultant cantilever effect will make the test unreliable, so the estimated error of breaking stress measurement is up to 25%.

1.3.3.2.2 Thermal Test

When electrons transfer their energy to ions hydrodynamic motion begins and a shock wave emerges from the energy deposition zone [126][127]. This is driven by pressure gradients in the absorption volume built up by deposited energy. Most of the shock wave propagation is confined within cold material. Therefore, most of the material inside the absorption volume is compressed and transformed into a post-shock state. Also the diffusion of thermal energy generates a heat affected zone (HAZ), which may lead to a smooth refractive change with a number of defects (cracks) around the focal volume [37]. Obviously, the weld seam area is subjected to different types of loading such as tension, shear force etc. Brittle materials deform elastically up to failure under the action of tensile stress, with the fracture beginning in a direction approximately perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress. Welding two materials with different thermal expansion coefficients is likely to magnify the influence of the tensile stress area.

Thermal shock analysis was carried out by David Hélie et al. [119] to test different inscription patterns of different materials. The welded samples were deposited on a steel plate preheated inside an oven, which simulated a fast temperature rise in the lower material. Samples taken out of the oven were immediately dipped into water to produce a fast temperature drop. These thermal tests showed that samples using ultrafast laser welding can greatly enhance the resistance to thermal shocks compared with those only were bonded with optical contact, as seen in Fig 1.19.
Fig 1.19 Photograph of two direct bonded fused silica–BK7 assemblies reinforced by circular weld lines after thermal shock treatments, inducing a brittle rupture of material. The circular 50 weld line seam (left) preserved the optical contact inside the sealed area after a thermal shock of 250 °C. To the right, the optical contact was broken at a temperature of 200 °C for a similar sample reinforced with 11 weld lines [119].

1.3.3.2.3 Residual Stress and Crack Analysis

Defect generation during welding was observed for a broad range of welding conditions, in this section a general summarization of defects formation and their origins analysis is presented.

In paper [128] Kristian Cvecek et al. investigated many types of cracks, and categorize them into two groups. The first group consists of cracks generated when the material is too cold and therefore brittle. Three types of crack occur in this group: the first one is when a high repetition rate ultrafast laser irradiates the material, cracks appear at the longitudinal orientation of the tear shape HAZ area along the laser beam path and a defect is formed at the bottom of the molten zone rather than at the top. As shown in Fig 1.20a; the second type is incorrect positioning of the laser beam focus leading to the formation of cracks inside the welding seam and to the deformation of the joining surface in Fig 1.20b; the third kind of crack is caused by non-uniform heating within the welding process. The bottom plate doesn’t get enough energy to reach its melting point in the irradiated area; the surface can be deformed but there remain certain surface tensions which prevents joining of the plates.
The second group of cracks happen where the volume of the molten zone grow so large that the thermal expansion and subsequent contraction leads to crack formation [128], as shown in Fig 1.21. These tunnel-like cracks extend around the molten zone or run perpendicular to the welding direction. This crack formation is most prominent for processing conditions where a high average power or low feed rate has been used as the thermal expansion and shrinkage stresses cause this type of crack. These cracks have been observed in all types of tested glass except fused silica since fused silica has a comparably low thermal expansion coefficient.

Fig 1.21 The cracks in D263 glass caused by over-powered, indicated by the yellow arrows around the molten zone [128].

1.3.3.3 Morphology Analysis

The size and shape of the HAZ depends on many factors, including laser parameters, material properties, welding parameters and surface conditions. To investigate the
morphology, the welded samples need to be cross-sectioned and an optical microscope or SEM is used. For a wide range of processing parameters, a welding seam formed by joining two substrates is significantly larger than the focal volume, indicating a thermal mechanism. Cross-section for a typical thermally induced modification shape at different laser repetition rates was shown in [125] by S. Richter, which indicates the absorption starts at the lowest point of the bulb shape suggesting the location of the focal point. Fig 1.22 shows decreasing molten volume with decreasing repetition rate due to lower heat accumulation. Because of the large thermal conductivity of fused silica, no melt occurs in the material surrounding the focal volume at or below a repetition rate of 1 MHz. However, voids can be formed due to the high peak power at the focus.

Fig 1.22 HAZ, voids, cracks, height width with different laser repetition rates [125].

Optical transmission images and reflectance images have typically been used to investigate the joining area of the two pieces of glass [127], images are shown in Fig 1.23. The transmission image in Fig 1.23c indicates a complex pattern of refractive index gradients, and here the fusion of glass penetrates up to 50 μm into each substrate. Fig 1.23c shows the gap of the two surfaces is completely eliminated in the seam area, so the two pieces of glass are fused together without significant damage.
Fig 1.23 Transmission and reflection images of a weld seam between the two surfaces [127].

The absolute HAZ area related to each parameter is still hard to fix because the laser and beam parameters vary with different laser systems, but the trend of HAZ size changes with different laser parameters is still worth investigating.

Fig 1.24 Welding seam sizes Vs different parameters ((a) and (b) from [129] NA=0.6 and laser pulse energy=20 μJ. (c) from [5]).

The results show a quite similar trend from different investigators [5][127][129]. Fig 1.24 illustrates the relations between HAZ sizes and (a) pulse energy; (b) numerical
aperture of the lens; and (c) focal positions of the two surfaces for different powers. The laser intensity and energy density play important roles for the HAZ size, with HAZ height changes more rapidly than HAZ width.

1.4 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter the aims and objectives of this PhD work were presented. Ultrafast laser micromachining of transparent materials has unique advantages over other optical device fabrication techniques. Firstly the nonlinear nature of the absorption confines any induced changes to the local focus area. Secondly the absorption process is independent of material, enabling optical devices to be fabricated in different materials.

Due to its very high peak power, an ultrafast laser focused on the interface of two materials causes localized melting and rapid resolidification due to nonlinear absorption. Minimised thermal distortion and localised spatially selective melting mean that ultrafast laser sources are ideal for welding of glass to glass or glass to highly dissimilar materials like metals, semiconductors or ceramics. This PhD aims to develop an ultrafast laser (ps laser) welding process as an industrially relevant technique for laser manufacturing of high value components or parts.

A literature review was presented including three parts: ultrafast laser machining, traditional bonding techniques and the development of ultrafast laser welding. The influence of laser pulse duration on machining was discussed and the literature of ultrafast laser machining in bulk transparent materials and surface processing were reviewed. Traditional bonding is done for a variety of technical reasons, mechanical attachment, thermal contact, electrical contact, gas or liquid sealing and any or all combinations thereof. The choice of bonding method will therefore depend on the intrinsic properties of the bonding materials which include mechanical attachment (clamp or optical contact), adhesive bonding, soldering, and direct bonding such as resistance welding, anodic bonding, ultrasonic welding, friction welding and laser welding (longer pulse or CW laser).

Development of the ultrafast laser welding began in 2005 (Tamaki et al. [120]), since then ultrafast laser welding has been extensively developed. Research on ultrafast welding includes the following 3 methods: welding parameter investigations, welding strength/thermal tests, and morphology analysis. For ultrafast laser bonding to work, the peak intensity of the focused laser beam must be sufficiently high to generate free
electrons in the focal volume through nonlinear absorption processes (either multi-photon or tunnelling). These free electrons then act as seed electrons for single photon absorption (Joule heating), avalanche ionisation, and plasma formation. Ideally, the laser must also exhibit a sufficiently high pulse repetition rate (100’s of kHz) for heat to accumulate in the weld region. This heat accumulation results in more efficient energy absorption, through phonon assisted absorption, and increases the physical size of the melt volume (HAZ). The melt region fills up the original gap between the two surfaces and, by subsequent resolidification, joins the two materials. The size of the HAZ, and hence the cross-sectional area of the resultant weld, depends on the parameters used, such as sample translation speed, laser power and pulse repetition frequency.
Chapter 2 Ultrafast Pulse Irradiation of Transparent Materials

There are two different ways to create optical property changes in transparent materials using a laser. First, non-destructive phase transitions can be induced by lasers at an intensity below the damage threshold [32]. Second, irreversible structural changes may be produced at high intensities above the optical breakdown threshold. We concentrate on this latter regime in this chapter. To achieve this, the laser beam must be focused into a small volume inside the material using a high numerical aperture (NA) optic. Light-matter interactions become nonlinear when the focused volume contains a sufficiently high energy density (>6×10^{12} \text{W/cm}^2) [36][126]. The plasma generated in the focal region increases the absorption coefficient. Local temperature rise and accumulation is eventually balanced by heat conduction.

In this chapter, the equations describing propagation of electromagnetic waves in a dielectric material are firstly reviewed. Then a number of key results from linear and nonlinear optics are presented dealing with the focusing of Gaussian beams. Finally, nonlinear propagation and absorption theory is compared with experimental results to evaluate the impact of thermal accumulation by high repetition rate ultrashort pulses. In addition thermal conduction theories are briefly described.

2.1 Gaussian Beam Focused into Material

In discussing laser beam propagation, the most frequently discussed beam shape is a Gaussian transverse intensity profile, as most laser resonators can produce such a mode, and a (fundamental) Gaussian is the minimum diffraction beam shape.

Propagation of an electromagnetic wave in a medium is governed by the Maxwell equations [130][131]. Combining the four Maxwell equations, and considering only the dipole response of the material, the wave equation for the electric field of the electromagnetic wave in dielectric material:

\[ \nabla^2 E + \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} + \mu_0 \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial t^2} = 0 \]  

Eq 2.1

where \( E \) is the electric field vector, \( P \) is the induced electric polarisation. \( \mu_0 \) is the vacuum permeability, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, and \( \frac{1}{c^2} = \varepsilon_0 \mu_0 \), with \( c \) the speed of light in vacuum. To complete the description, a relation between \( P \) and \( E \) is needed (if the material does not have memory):
\[ P = \varepsilon_0 (\chi^1 E + \chi^2 E.E + \chi^3 E.E.E + \cdots) \]  
\text{Eq 2.2}

where \( \chi^j \) \((j = 1, 2, 3 \ldots)\) is the \( j^{th} \) order susceptibility. Each of the electric fields on the right hand side of Eq 2.2 can have different frequency components, and there will be a nonlinear polarization produced at the sum or difference of these frequency components. Generally, the orders over the 3\text{rd} in Eq 2.2 are negligible, moreover, in all the materials with inversion symmetry, \( \chi^2 \) vanishes and Eq 2.2 can be simplified to

\[ P = \varepsilon_0 \chi^1 E + \varepsilon_0 \chi^3 E.E.E = P_L + P_{NL} \]  
\text{Eq 2.3}

where \( P_L \) and \( P_{NL} \) are the linear and nonlinear polarisation. Including all three permutations of the fields which contribute to the nonlinear polarisation, Eq 2.3 becomes

\[ P = \varepsilon_0 \left( \chi^1 + \frac{3}{4} \chi^3 |E|^2 \right) E \]  
\text{Eq 2.4}

Hence Eq 2.1 can be simplified to

\[ \nabla^2 E + \frac{n^2}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} = 0 \]  
\text{Eq 2.5}

where \( n \), the refractive index is given by

\[ n = \sqrt{1 + \chi^1 + \frac{3}{4} \chi^3 |E|^2} \]  
\text{Eq 2.6}

Taking the nonlinear term to be small compared to the linear susceptibility and expressing the electric field strength in terms of the laser intensity \( I \), Eq 2.6 becomes

\[ n = n_0 + n_2 I \]  
\text{Eq 2.7}

with the laser intensity
The linear refractive index $n_0$ and the nonlinear refractive $n_2$ are

$$
    n_0 = \sqrt{1 + \chi^1} \tag{Eq 2.9}
$$

$$
    n_2 = \frac{3\chi^3}{4\varepsilon_0 c n_0^2} \tag{Eq 2.10}
$$

This nonlinear refractive index gives rise to self-focusing and self-phase modulation, and explains many of the features in the propagation of loosely-focused short laser pulses in transparent materials.

If assumed that there are no free charges and that the susceptibility is spatially independent, the nonlinear refractive index becomes zero, and Eq 2.5 describes the propagation of optical radiation in linear optics [12].

2.1.1 Beam Propagation and Focusing in Air

From Eq 2.5 the propagation of time-harmonic beams can be described as a scalar field with one direction vector

$$
    E(r,t) = \hat{n}\psi(x,y,z)e^{i\omega t} \tag{Eq 2.11}
$$

and the electric field can be described as a scalar wave equation

$$
    \nabla^2 \psi + k^2 \psi = 0, \quad k^2 = \frac{n^2}{c^2} \omega^2 \tag{Eq 2.12}
$$

A general solution to Eq 2.11 can be written as a sum of plane waves $e^{-ik_xx}e^{-ik_yy}e^{-ik_zz}$. The paraxial approximation implies that, if $\frac{k_z}{k} \ll 1$, the $k$-vectors are assumed to be roughly in the $k_x$ direction and the solution can be greatly simplified as a scalar field

$$
    \psi(x,y,z) = u(x,y,z)e^{-ikz} \tag{Eq 2.13}
$$
Fresnel diffraction theory seeks to express the amplitude distribution \( u(x, y, z) \) for all \( z > 0 \) as a convolution of the initial amplitude distribution \( u_0(x, y) \) with a propagator

\[
h(x, y, z) = \frac{i}{\lambda z} e^{-ik\left[\frac{(x^2+y^2)/2z}{z}\right]},
\]

in a Green function approach. The evolution of an arbitrarily-shaped beam as it propagates through space can then be determined from just its initial transverse profile.

Consider a Gaussian beam with waist \( w \),

\[
\mu_0(x, y) = A\exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2}\right) \tag{Eq 2.13}
\]

Propagation through a thin lens will not immediately affect the amplitude distribution, but will introduce a phase delay that decreases in the radial direction. Hence, after passing through the lens, the beam becomes

\[
\mu_1(x, y) = A\exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2}\right) \exp\left[i\frac{k}{2f} (x^2 + y^2)\right] \tag{Eq 2.14}
\]

The free space propagation of the beam is then accomplished with the Fresnel diffraction integral and a new Gaussian waist and phase curvature can be obtained as

\[
w(z)^2 = \frac{4z^2w^2}{k^2} \left[\frac{1}{w^4} + \frac{k^2}{4} \left(\frac{1}{z} - \frac{1}{f}\right)^2\right], \quad \frac{1}{R(z)} = \frac{1}{z} - \frac{k^2}{4z^2} \left(\frac{1}{z} - \frac{1}{f}\right)^2 \tag{Eq 2.15}
\]

The new waist position is obtained when the phase fronts are again flat \((R(z) = \infty)\), the new Gaussian waist position is

\[
z = f \left[1 + \left(f\frac{\lambda}{\pi w^2}\right)^2\right]^{-1} \approx f - \frac{f^3 \lambda^2}{\pi^2 w^4} \tag{Eq 2.16}
\]

The Gaussian waist is slightly in front of the actual lens focus, but this value is so small that we usually ignore it (for example, given a focusing conditions of \( f = 10 \) mm, \( w = 12.7 \) mm, and \( \lambda = 1.03 \) μm, \( f^3 \lambda^2/\pi^2 w^4 \) is just \( 4.1 \times 10^{-12} \) m).

It is straightforward to obtain the size of the waist at the focus (the focus spot size) from Eq 2.15 as
and the beam size near the focus is

\[ w(z)^2 = w_0^2 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_R} \right)^2 \right], \quad z_R = \frac{\pi w_0^2}{\lambda} \quad \text{Eq 2.18} \]

where the \( z_R \) is the Rayleigh length, the distance from the focus at which the radius has increased by \( \sqrt{2} \), and hence the intensity has been halved [131].

Considering a previous Gaussian beam divergence when it reaches the focal lens, the focus spot size can be write as [9]

\[ w_0 = \frac{2M^2 f \lambda}{\pi D_L} \quad \text{Eq 2.19} \]

here \( M^2 \) represent the laser beam divergence quality, and \( D_L \) is the beam diameter when it reaches the lens.

### 2.1.2 Beam Focused in Materials

The preceding results are Gaussian beams focused in air, the deduction and experiments described in this part concern beams focused into transparent material.

\[
\begin{align*}
w_0 &= \frac{f \lambda}{\pi w} \\
w(z)^2 &= w_0^2 \left( 1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_R} \right)^2 \right), \quad z_R = \frac{\pi w_0^2}{\lambda}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig 2.1 Beam focused into transparent material. Paraxial focusing across an interface. The beam makes a spot of radius \( R \) on the front surface of the material, and the focus moves from \( z_0 \) to \( z_0' \) with refractive index change from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \).
Based on Snell’s law and the geometric relations from Fig 2.1, the relation between \( z_0 \) and \( z'_0 \) is

\[
z'_0 = z_0 \frac{n_2}{n_1} \sqrt{\frac{D_L^2 (n_2^2 - n_1^2)}{4n_2^2 f^2}} + 1 \tag{Eq 2.20}
\]

and with an ABCD matrix method, the focal spot size and Rayleigh range inside the material becomes [131]:

\[
w_{\text{material}} = \frac{\lambda f}{\pi w} \quad \text{and} \quad z_{\text{material}} = nz_R \tag{Eq 2.21}
\]

From Eq 2.21 the waist in material is the same as that in air and the Rayleigh range becomes \( n \) times larger, since \( z_R = \frac{\pi w^2}{\lambda} \) and the wavelength in the material is scaled by \( n \). However, the ABCD matrix method only works when it is paraxial, i.e. for a tightly-focused beam, Ulanowski and Ludlow [132] presented an exact (closed form) solution which matches an initially paraxial Gaussian beam focused with a high-NA lens, and reduces to a paraxial Gaussian beam as the numerical aperture is lowered.

\[
\]

**Fig 2.2** Comparison of predicted spot size of non-paraxial solution of Ulanowski and Ludlow [132] (points) to a paraxial approximation (curve) [133].

The simulation results [133] show the deviation of real value and the paraxial value of the spot size and Rayleigh range are not that large, as shown in Fig 2.2. For focal lenses used in this thesis, numerical apertures of 0.54, 0.28 and 0.14 were used, the deviations are limited based on the simulation (deviations are only 8\% and 10\% for focal spot size and Rayleigh range respectively for numerical aperture NA = 0.54), therefore the Eq 2.21 is used in this thesis.
2.1.3 Aberrations

2.1.3.1 Spherical Aberration

Because of the relatively ease of manufacture, the spherical lens is by far the most common and readily available. However, a spherical lens only images perfectly in the paraxial limit (for ray optics, this is the limit where \( \sin \theta \) is well approximated by \( \theta \), where \( \theta \) is the angle of the refracted ray relative to the optic axis). The non-ideal focusing of non-paraxial rays results in aberrations, which are grouped by their order in the Taylor expansion of \( \sin \theta \) at which they are taken into account [134]. Spherical aberration cause marginal rays parallel to the optic axis to come to focus before the focus of rays close to the optic axis, and hence the ideal ray optic point focus is blurred into a spot of finite radius. This blur increases with increasing numerical aperture. J. Ashcom [133] shows that for typical parameters, a plano-convex lens (made of BK7, \( n=1.51 \) at 800 nm) cannot be used for numerical apertures greater than about 0.16 as the simulation is shown in Fig 2.3.

![Fig 2.3 The blur in the focused spot caused by spherical aberration of a plano-convex lens, and is greater than the diffraction limited Gaussian spot at roughly NA= 0.16 [133].](image)

2.1.3.2 Angled-Incidence Aberration

Additional aberrations can occur if the laser beam impinges on the material at non-normal incidence. Since we will make use of this abnormal incidence in Chapter 7, this
type of aberration will be discussed in this part. For simplicity, we consider a 20 mm lens focusing into borosilicate glass with an incident angle $\theta$, as shown in Fig 2.4. The beam diameter at the lens is $D_L = 12.7 \ mm$, and the lens focuses at a depth $d$ in the material.

![Diagram of laser beam focused into an angled material.](image)

Fig 2.4 Diagram of laser beam focused into an angled material.

By calculating the marginal rays focal position based on their geometric relations (Eq 2.22), the focus lies between $O_1$ and $O_2$, and the distances $d_1$ and $d_2$ can be calculated with Eq 2.22. The relation of $d_1 - d_2$ representing the aberration length can be calculated as shown in Fig 2.5.

\[
\phi = \arctan\left(\frac{D_L}{2f}\right)
\]

\[
\theta_1 = \theta - \phi, \theta_2 = \theta + \phi
\]

\[
B_2C = \frac{d\sin\phi}{\cos\theta_2}, B_1A = \frac{d\sin\phi}{\cos\theta_1}
\]

Eq 2.22

\[
tan(\theta') = \frac{O_1B_1}{d_1} = \frac{O_2B_2}{d_2}
\]

\[
tan(\theta'_1) = \frac{O_2B_2 + CB_2}{d_2}, \quad tan(\theta'_1) = \frac{O_1B_1 - AB_1}{d_1}
\]

40
Fig 2.5 (a). Focus distance related with different incident angle, and (b). Aberration length \((d_1 - d_2)\) with different incident angles.

From the graph, the aberration length increases rapidly with the material surface tilt, which will greatly influence the welding parameters required, as examined experimentally in section 7.5.

2.1.3.3 Material Aberration by High-NA Lens Focused inside Material

Even with a perfect zero aberration lens and a normal incidence, when the laser is focused into material, it will still induce aberrations when it propagates through the air-glass interface. Based on Snell’s law for a highly-focused beam, the diagram of high-NA lens focusing inside material is shown in Fig 2.6. The graph shows that the marginal rays actually focus late, which results in a blur similar to that discussed for spherical aberration in Section 2.1.3.1 (but note that spherical aberration causes marginal rays to focus before the paraxial focus, not after). By considering the caustic around the focus, the aberration length can be calculated based on Eq 2.20 to be Eq 2.23 for a laser beam incident from air into glass

\[
d = z_0 \left( \sqrt{\frac{D_e^2(n^2 - 1)}{4f^2} + n^2 - n} \right) \tag{Eq 2.23}
\]

here \(z_0\) is the length of the laser focus dip into the material, \(n\) is the refractive index of the glass, \(D_e\) is the beam diameter, \(f\) is the focal length. For our 10 mm focus length lens
into borosilicate glass with a beam diameter of 12.7 mm, the aberration length $d$ is $0.162 \times z_0$. As we can see the aberration increases with the focused depth ($z_0$). The experimental result of the focal region position related to different nominal focal place is shown in Fig 7.5 (NB not all the aberration length can generate permanent phase change inside borosilicate glass; the experiment only presents a trend).

**Fig 2.6** High-NA lens beam focused inside a material. Aberration and intensity distribution at different depth positions are based on calculations (laser wavelength 1030 nm, material refractive index is 1.507, beam diameter 12.7 mm and focal length 10 mm with a NA of 0.54).

For a fixed focal position inside glass, the laser intensity at different depths shows a different distribution, as shown in Fig 2.6. Consider the laser beam at the lens is a Gaussian beam (laser power is 1 W), divide the laser beam into numerous light rays,
and move the glass sample 2 mm up such that the focus is located at $2n$ mm below the front surface ($n$ is the refractive index of the glass). At the beam axis ($r = 0$), the intensity distribution (light across the centre) is shown in Fig 2.7, the highest intensity position is located around 90 $\mu$m below the $2n$ mm (0 in the graph) position.

Based on ray optics, Gaussian beam passes through a 10 mm lens and is focused into 2 mm inside borosilicate glass, the light intensity distribution at a fixed $z$ position vary rapidly along the $z$ axis due to the material aberration. Fig 2.8 shows the simulation results for the laser density distribution images of a laser beam highly-focused inside borosilicate glass in the $r$ direction (x-y plane) at a certain $z$ place around the focus (a. 50 $\mu$m above the focus, b. at the focus, c. 50 $\mu$m below the surface). Note that because the simulation is based on ray optics, the profile around the focus is not 100% accurate. Fig 2.9 shows the profile of laser intensity in a much large scale. If we follow the beam propagation direction, the laser intensity distribution changes from a Gaussian beam to a donut shape and then to a tent shape. The laser intensity becomes extremely high at the

---

**Fig 2.7 Laser intensity distribution inside borosilicate glass with focus inside 2n mm (laser power 1 W, focal lens $f$ is 10 mm and beam diameter is 12.7 mm), the 0 position of x axis represents $z$ position start from 2n mm inside (normal focus position) and downward (+ of the x axis).**
focus, and after the focus, the beam is dispersed to a donut shape with high intensity appearing as a circle centred at the main axis. This donut shape lasts for about 1.5 mm and then the laser intensity profile becomes a tent shape with laser peak intensity appearing at the main axis again. For a real case, when the high peak power pulses are focused inside the material, the laser energy will be absorbed around the focus before it propagates to a donut shape or a tent shape.

**Fig 2.8** Simulated intensity distribution in the radial direction around the focus. (a). 50 μm above the focus, (b). At focus, (c). 50 μm below the focus. (Laser power 1 W, focal length 10 mm, laser beam diameter 12.7 mm and focus into borosilicate glass 2n mm.)
Fig 2.9 Profile of Simulated intensity distribution in r direction over a large z range (a). From 90 μm to 0 μm (the focus), (b). From -500 μm to -2500 μm

A Zemax program simulation based on the ray optics of the high-NA focal lens was used to evaluate the spherical aberration and aberration by passing through surface of the transparent material (typically glasses). The simulation begins by constructing the collection of rays focused to a point in air, and then introduces an interface with a given index of refraction. The lens used is a 10 mm plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, LA1116, BK7, NA=0.54) and the irradiation laser wavelength is 1030 nm, focused perpendicularly into borosilicate glass (n=1.51). The simulation results are presented in Fig 2.10. The simulation sets peak intensity of 1 W/mm² (continuous wave) in front of the focal lens and the total laser power is 9.8 W. At the focus the intensity increases to 2.16×10⁵ W/mm² (in air) and 1.94×10⁵ W/mm² (in glass). The beam waist diameters keep the same value of 1.3 μm both in air and in glass but the Rayleigh range changes from 5.2 μm to 7.9 μm, as predicted in Eq 2.21. When we zoom into the region around the focus area (Fig 2.10b and Fig 2.10c), the rays no longer come to focus at a single point on the axis. The marginal rays focus first and the rays in the middle focus late, which results in the blur similar to the discussion in [133].
Fig 2.10 Zemax simulation of 10 mm lens (NA=0.54), (b).focused in air and (c).inside material (borosilicate glass). The laser wavelength 1030 nm and the peak intensity in front of the focal lens is 1 W/mm².

By considering the caustic (aberration of spherical lens), the curve formed by the outermost rays, reaches a minimum, we can estimate the minimal spot size to be 110 μm in air and 90 μm in glass, and the distance between the marginal ray crossing and the central ray crossing can be as long as 1 mm.

2.2 Nonlinear Propagation and Nonlinear Absorption

2.2.1 Self-Focusing

The phenomenon of self-focusing is a result of the intensity-dependent refractive index of the material, given by Eq 2.7. If a material exhibits an index that increases with the intensity of the applied field, then a propagating pulse that is more intense at its centre than at its edges (for example, a pulse that has a Gaussian transverse intensity profile) will experience a larger index at its centre, as shown in Fig 2.11. The pulse then effectively passes through a graded index lens, thus the pulse is focused. For ultrashort pulses the laser peak power can be extremely high, resulting in beam filamentation if the focusing effect is stronger than the beam divergence, which occurs above a certain critical power [12].
Fig 2.11 Material with an intensity-dependent refractive index. For a Gaussian beam, the middle of the beam experiences higher refractive index than the surround.

Although the refractive index varies depending on the laser peak intensity, the strength of the self-focusing lens depends only on the peak power of the laser pulses. The critical power $P_{cr}$ for self-focusing is given by [135]:

$$P_{cr} \sim \frac{\pi \lambda^2}{8n_0 n_2}$$

Eq 2.24

where $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength, $n_0$ and $n_2$ are the linear refractive index and second order nonlinear refractive index. $P_{cr}$ is typically on the order of a few MW [136]. Self-focusing is a frequent cause of optical damage in transparent materials with ultrashort pulsed lasers. In real materials, other mechanisms halt the beam collapse caused by self-focusing inside material. In particular, as the laser beam self-focuses, the laser intensity increases and is eventually strong enough to be nonlinearly absorbed inside the material. A plasma is formed, and it contributes a negative refractive index change (because the free electrons contribute negatively to the refractive index), which compensates the positive refractive index change produced by the intensity-dependent refractive index and prevents further self-focusing [137].

2.2.2 Nonlinear Absorption

The energy of a photon is $E = h\nu$ based on Planck-Einstein equation [138]. For a wavelength of 500 nm, the energy of a photon is $4 \times 10^{-19}$ J or 2.5 eV, which is
insufficient to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band for a pure material which has a forbidden band gap larger than this, so the material shows transparency to this wavelength. In laser materials processing this can be overcome in different ways. The first solution is simply heating the opaque materials through absorption of laser energy, which is a thermal or pyrolytic process. Secondly higher energy photons (like UV) can be used which can break the chemical bonds directly; this is a photolytic process. The third option is using a high power laser that delivers so many photons at a time that electrons interact with several photons simultaneously. This method of absorption is called nonlinear absorption and is the reason ultrafast laser pulses are used for machining of transparent materials. In this case the photon energy, and hence the wavelength, is less important because energy is transferred by multiple photons simultaneously. There are two different nonlinear excitation mechanisms, photoionisation and avalanche ionisation, which plays different roles at different absorption stages.

### 2.2.2.1 Multiphoton Ionisation

Photoionisation refers to excitation of electrons from the valence band into the conduction band by a laser. The material can be either ionised through a tunnelling effect or multiphoton absorption depending on the laser frequency and intensity [14]. In tunnelling ionisation, the electric field of the laser suppresses the Coulomb well that binds a valance electron to its parent atom, seen in Fig 2.12a. If the electric field from the laser field is very strong (\(|E| > 10^9 \text{V/cm}\) ), the Coulomb well is supressed sufficiently that there is a significant probability that the bound electron can tunnel through the barrier and become free.

On the other hand, multiphoton ionisation (MPI) occurs when the electron simultaneously absorbs two or more photons whose combined energy is sufficient to exceed the material band gap [139], seen in Fig 2.12c. The transition point between multiphoton ionisation and tunnelling ionisation was worked out by Keldysh [140], the Keldysh parameter \(\gamma\) is defined as:

\[
\gamma = \frac{\omega}{e} \left[ \frac{mcn \varepsilon_0 E_g}{I} \right]^{1/2}
\]

Eq 2.25

where \(\omega\) is the laser frequency, \(I\) is the laser intensity at the focus, \(m\) and \(e\) are the reduced mass and charge of the electron, \(c\) is the speed of light, \(n\) is the refractive index
of the material, $E_g$ is the band gap of the material, and $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space. When the Keldysh parameter is larger than around 1.5, photoionisation is a multiphoton process, while tunnelling is dominant when this parameter is smaller than around 1.5. In the intermediate regime, the photoionisation is a mix of the two, seen in Fig 2.12b.

\[ \gamma < 1.5 \quad \text{tunneling} \quad \gamma \sim 1.5 \quad \text{intermediate} \quad \gamma > 1.5 \quad \text{MPI} \]

Fig 2.12 Schematic diagram of photoionisation for different Keldysh Parameter [14].

The photoionisation rate depends strongly on the laser intensity. In the multiphoton ionisation regime, the rate is

\[
\left( \frac{d\rho}{dt} \right)_{MPI} = \sigma_N I^N
\]

Eq 2.26

here $\sigma_N$ is the N-photon absorption coefficient. The $N$ number is determined by the smallest integer that satisfies the relation $\frac{Nhc}{\lambda} \geq E_g$. Generally speaking, tunnelling ionisation dominates for strong laser fields and low (far IR) optical frequencies. At high frequency (visible or near IR), multiphoton ionisation becomes the dominant mechanism.

2.2.2.2 Avalanche Ionisation

An electron in the conduction band of a material exhibits linear absorption of other incident laser photons. The collision of this high energy electron with a valence electron may result in two excitation electrons (in the conduction band), each of which can absorb laser photons and subsequently ionise additional valence band electrons. As long as the laser field is present, the electron density in the conduction band grows according to
where $\eta(E)$ is the avalanche ionisation rate and $E$ is the electric field of the laser. Avalanche ionisation requires some seed electrons in the conduction band. These initial electrons are either provided by thermal excitation and defect states, or by photoionisation. The diagram of avalanche ionisation is shown in Fig 2.13.

![Diagram of avalanche ionisation](image)

**Fig 2.13 Schematic diagram of avalanche ionisation. An initial free electron linearly absorbs several laser photons, then impact ionises another electron [136].**

### 2.2.2.3 Plasma Absorption

The plasma formed by multiphoton and avalanche ionisation can strongly absorb laser radiation when the plasma density becomes sufficient. Plasma density $N$, grows until the plasma frequency reaches the laser frequency, then the absorption becomes very efficient. The plasma frequency given by:

$$\omega_p = \left[ \frac{Ne^2}{\varepsilon_0 m} \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 2.28}

and the plasma absorption coefficient is given by

$$\kappa = \frac{\omega_p^2 \tau}{c(1 + \omega^2 \tau^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 2.29}
where $\omega$ is the laser frequency, and $\tau$ the phenomenological Drude scattering time (usually around 0.2 fs) [141]. From Eq 2.29 the plasma absorption coefficient is proportional to the plasma particle density. Since the plasma is confined by the cold material around it (where the laser has been focused inside the material), the plasma density easily achieves a high level. Experimental investigations of plasma absorption are presented in section 4.1.4.1 and section 6.2.2.4.

At the onset of nonlinear absorption, one can imagine most of the laser power will pass through the materials as the nonlinear absorption is weak. The weak and nonlinear absorption deposits energy in the absorption volume will cause defects in the material which provide an efficient route to faster the absorption.

Once the critical plasma density is reached, the originally transparent or semi-transparent material becomes opaque, and a large percentage of the absorbed laser energy is deposited in a thin plasma surface layer [142]. Hence, the laser threshold fluence can be considered as the minimal fluence to create the critical density. The plasma eventually becomes self-sustainable so it grows up and expands out of the focal region (mainly towards the incident laser direction).

2.3 Energy Transportation inside Material

Ultrafast laser interactions with materials can be divided into two stages: (i) photon energy absorption, mainly through free electron generation and heating, and (ii) the redistribution of the absorbed energy to the lattice leading to material melting [122].

![Fig 2.14 Schematic diagram of the time scale of electronic interactions [143].](image-url)
The previous section presented how nonlinear absorption leads to the ionisation of the transparent material. This first stage is completed in such a short time that the lattice temperature remains unchanged within the subpicosecond regime. Once excited, the electrons quickly relax through a number of processes such as thermalisation, carrier removal, and thermal diffusion/structural changes. Fig 2.14 shows the time scales for a number of relevant physical processes involved in ultrafast laser micromachining. Thermal transportation takes three steps from energy absorption of an ultrashort pulse to distribution in the material:

2.3.1 Free Electron-Material Equilibrium

After excitation, electrons and holes are redistributed throughout the conduction and valance bands via carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-photon scattering. Carrier-photon scattering does not change the number of carriers, however, their energies decrease due to spontaneous emission, which transfers energy to the lattice. It takes many scattering processes and a timescale of a few picoseconds before the temperatures of the free electrons and the material are in equilibrium [11].

2.3.2 Carrier Recombination

Once the carrier and the material are in equilibrium, the material is at a well-defined temperature, meanwhile, there is still an excess of free carriers compared to thermodynamic equilibrium. The excess carriers are removed either by recombination of electrons and holes or by diffusing out of the excitation region. Free carrier recombination can either be radiative or non-radiative. This process lowers both the energy and density of free carriers, and takes place in a timescale of nanoseconds [144]. A pressure or a shock wave driven by the condensed plasma appears around the focal volume [126][145][146].

2.3.3 Thermal Diffusion

When free carriers and the material reach an equilibrium temperature and the free carriers have been dissipated due to recombination, the material is essentially the same as that heated by conventional means. On a nanosecond to microsecond timescale, the thermal energy diffuses out of the energy absorption region. At a sufficiently high energy these processes cause melting or non-thermal ionic motion. Resolidification or condensation ensues as the temperature falls below the melting points, and leaves permanent structural changes [10][36].
2.4 Thermal Stress Model for Dissimilar Material Welding

In order to better understand the thermal stresses induced during ultrafast laser welding, a simple model (based on W. Chen etc. [164]) is introduced here to evaluate the interface shear stress due to differential thermal expansion of the two materials.

2.4.1 Continuously Welding Model

Assuming that the two materials are directly bonded together at the whole interface region, thermal processes during welding or ambient temperature changes will induce stress.

The model is constructed as shown in Fig 2.15. For the two samples bonded together have a uniform cross-section area (length $2L$ and width $W$, with thickness $h_1$ and $h_2$), elastic moduli ($E_1$ and $E_2$), and thermal expansion coefficients ($\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$). It is assumed that no bending or deformation occurs during the thermal process and at temperature $T_1$ the interface is stress free, at temperature $T_2$, the force at the surface of the two samples due to the thermal expansion are $F_1$ and $F_2$. If we making the assumption that there is no elastic deformation (Fig 2.15a), the shear force between the two surfaces is easy to be deduced from Young’s modulus and the thermal expansion formula:

\[ F = \frac{E A \Delta L}{L} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\Delta L}{L} = \alpha \Delta T \]  

Eq 2.30

as
Compared with Eq 2.30 and Eq 2.31, the stress does not depend on the length as the two samples combines as a whole with an effective elastic moduli-area to be \((EA)_{eff} = \frac{E_1E_2A_1A_2}{(E_1A_1 + E_2A_2)}\), for a uniform format of \(F = (EA)_{eff}(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1)(T_2 - T_1)\).

But in a real situation the interface is not as rigid as the conditions above. There are some micro-deformations during the thermal expansion (or contraction) that make the interface elastic. We assume the elastic layer has a thickness \(d\) and shear modulus \(G\) (Fig 2.15b). The shear stress of the surface \(\tau\) and the forces \(F_1, F_2\) are related through equilibrium of the forces and the stress-strain-temperature relations [164], the shear stress at the interface is given by

\[
\tau = \frac{(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1)(T_2 - T_1)G \sinh \beta l}{\beta d \cosh \beta L}
\]

where \(\beta^2 = \frac{G\alpha}{d} \frac{(E_1A_1 + E_2A_2)}{E_1E_2A_1A_2}\), and \(w\) is the width of the weld seam [164].

Physically the shear stress is zero at the centre (zero position in Fig 2.15b), and increases gradually to a maximum at the free edge. The maximum stress is (if \(\beta L\) is small),

\[
\tau = \frac{(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1)(T_2 - T_1)LG \tanh \beta L}{d} \approx \frac{(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1)(T_2 - T_1)LG}{\beta L}
\]

Eq 2.32

Eq 2.33

For glass-metal welding, the glass has quite high rigidity (or shear modulus \(G\)) and low deformation (smaller \(d\)) compared with metal. From Eq 2.33 the interface shear stress of the two different materials bonding increases with the weld size \((L)\). The sample usually cracks at the edge of the weld if a large continuous area is welded.

**2.4.2 Discrete Welding Model**

Initially a spiral pattern was used for welding glass to metal. A model is setup based on stress-strain-temperature relations of the spiral pattern. For simplicity, consider a one dimensional situation illustrated in Fig 2.16, the spiral has \(n\) revolutions from the cross-section (only 4 revolutions of seams are presented in Fig 2.16), and each seam has an elastic layer thickness \(d\), seam width \(X\) and shear modulus: \(G\). Again, thermal processes
during welding or an ambient temperature change will induce stress at the weld seams because of the different thermal expansion coefficients of the two material. Assume no bending or deformation during thermal process (Fig 2.16) and at temperature $T_1$ the interface is stress free.

**Fig 2.16 One dimension model for spiral pattern welding.**

The distance between adjacent weld seams is $L$, and it is assumed that there is no shear force in the non-welded area. The material parameters are:

- Sample 1: Young’s modulus: $E_1$, sample thickness: $h_1$, thermal expansion: $\alpha_1$.
- Sample 2: Young’s modulus: $E_2$, sample thickness: $h_2$, thermal expansion: $\alpha_2$.

**Fig 2.17 Length and force relation on the seam area.**

The stress-strain-temperature relations for each of the seams are ($\tau$: pressure of the area N/mm²):

\[
F_{12} - F_{11} + \tau A = 0 \\
F_{22} - F_{21} - \tau A = 0
\]

Eq 2.34
$A$ is the weld area of the seam, and

$$X_{12} - X_{11} = \frac{F_{11}X}{E_1A_1} + \alpha_1 \Delta TX$$

$$X_{22} - X_{21} = \frac{F_{21}X}{E_2A_2} + \alpha_2 \Delta TX$$

and

$$(X_{22} - X_{21}) - (X_{12} - X_{11}) = \frac{\tau d}{G}$$

and the force

$$F_{11} = \frac{E_1A_1}{L} (\alpha_1 \Delta TL - X_{11})$$

$$F_{21} = \frac{E_2A_2}{L} (\alpha_2 \Delta TL - X_{21})$$

For each of the seams (blue square represents the cross-section view in Fig 2.16), we have the same formulas as above (areas: $A = w_1X, A_1 = w_2h_1, A_2 = w_2h_2$), $w_1$ is the length of the seam, $w_2$ is the width of the samples.

At the outer boundary seam, the boundary condition of the force changed to:

$$F_{1n} = F_{2n} = 0$$

As there is no force applied to the material outside the seam. The outer boundary seam (the $n^{th}$ seam) shear stress can be calculated as:

$$\tau_n = \frac{(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1) \Delta TX}{\left(\frac{d}{G} + DX^2\right)}$$

where define: $D = \left(\frac{1}{E_1h_1} + \frac{1}{E_2h_2}\right)\frac{w_1}{w_2}$, and the shear stress of the $m^{th}$ seam is

$$\tau_m = \frac{(\alpha_2 - \alpha_1) \Delta TX - DX^2(\tau_{m+1} + \tau_{m+2} + \cdots + \tau_n)}{\left(\frac{d}{G} + DX^2\right)}$$
Assume: \( w_2 = 25 \text{ mm} \) and \( w_1 = 2.5 \text{ mm} \), and put in the parameters of fused silica and aluminium into the simulation. Material thickness \( h_1 = h_2 = 1 \text{ mm} \), \( d = 0.1 \text{ mm} \) (related to the HAZ height), temperature difference \( \Delta T = 500 \text{ K} \).

From the calculation, the outer boundary of the spiral weld suffers the largest shear force and stress, which gradually decreases as the spiral seam number of spiral revolutions decreases (from Fig 2.16). The shear force increases with the seam size (HAZ width) for all the seams, and then decreases (except the shear force of the \( n^{th} \) seam, which remains a maximum value as the seam width increases) at some seam width. In real weld, the width of glass-metal weld lies between 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 30 \( \mu \text{m} \). Thus the outer boundary of shear stress is around 60 N/mm\(^2\).

The outer boundary shear force and shear stress are plotted as a function of weld width for temperature difference (\( \Delta T \)) in Fig 2.19. High energy deposition into a specific volume will induce huge temperature changes which causes a large shear stress increase. Note that material break stresses (for borosilicate glass, 113 N/mm\(^2\)) will crack the sample, which restricts the weld seam width and \( \Delta T \). Based on the deposited energy and thermal diffusion of the weld region, a temperature increase can be calculated for a 0.8 W laser absorbed in a 2.5 mm diameter region of a 25 mm \( \times \) 25 mm \( \times \) 1 mm material (an averaged maximum temperature increase in the weld region) as 216 K for borosilicate.
glass, 184 K for fused silica, 31 K for aluminium and 41 K for stainless steel 304 (temperature calculations are based on the simulation of the material/circumstance conditions with Comsol software).

![Graph showing shear force and stress](image)

**Fig 2.19 Simulation of relation of shear force and shear stress (average value) of the nth (out boundary) seam and different seam width with different deposited temperature (average temperature during the process, material simulated: borosilicate glass and aluminium).**

### 2.5 Ultrashort Pulse and Longer Pulse Comparison

Understanding the different timescales involved in converting the laser pulse energy into structural change provides an insight into why ultrashort laser pulses are well suited for micromachining applications. For longer pulse durations, energy is being transferred from the laser excited electron plasma to the material on a timescale of the pulse duration. The hot electrons rapidly equilibrate with the material through phonon emission and sufficient excitation will melt the irradiated region. In the long pulse regime, the absorbed energy is carried out of the focal volume by thermal diffusion. Furthermore, the peak laser intensity required to produce the damage is not high enough to directly photoionise electrons, so either thermal excited electrons or impurity and defect states provide the initial seed electrons for the avalanche ionisation. Since the breakdown relies on impurity or defect states, its threshold has a non-deterministic nature. For a constant laser fluence near to the threshold some laser shots produce damage while other do not, depending on how many seeds electrons are in the focal volume of each shot, as can be seen from our weld with an angle test in section 7.5.
Conversely, as discussed previously, in the ultrashort regime, the pulse duration is much shorter than the time required for energy transfer to the lattice, hence decoupling the absorption and lattice heating processes [32]. Photoionisation plays an important role in the generation of conduction band electrons for ultrashort laser pulses. Photoionisation on the leading edge of the laser pulse provides the seed electrons for avalanche ionisation during the rest of the pulse [32]. This self-seeded avalanche makes short-pulse breakdown less dependent on defects in the material than longer pulse breakdown and therefore makes the threshold for short pulse damage very deterministic. For very short laser pulses, photoionisation can dominate avalanche ionisation and produce a sufficient plasma density to cause damage by itself [147], and high density plasma is formed, while the material remains at low temperature. Only after the pulse is gone, is the energy transferred to the material.

2.6 Summary and Conclusion

Optical property changes in transparent materials induced by laser pulses can be non-destructive phase transitions or irreversible structural changes. For ultrafast laser welding to work, the laser beam must be focused into a small volume inside the material using a high-NA optic to generate high laser intensities above the optical breakdown threshold ($10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$ ~ $10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$).

This chapter reviewed and discussed the equations describing propagation of electromagnetic waves in a dielectric material. A theoretical description of a Gaussian beam focused into material using a high numerical aperture lens with paraxial and non-paraxial approximations was provided. The focal spot size could be obtained for a specific focus lens based on these calculations, from which a guide of laser power/pulse peak power could be made for nonlinear absorption inside material. A number of key results from linear and nonlinear optics are presented dealing with the beam propagation and absorption mechanisms inside transparent materials. The focal position for the laser beam focusing through the front piece of glass to the interface can be theoretically calculated based on Snell’s law (Eq 2.20). And the actual focus size difference from theoretical calculation can be evaluated based on the paraxial and non-paraxial approximation. Aberrations introduced through different situations (spherical lens, abnormal incidence and beam highly focused into material) were evaluated and discussed and the laser intensity distribution inside material around the focus was simulated. Aspherical lenses are usually used to replace spherical one to reduce the
spherical aberration, and from the analysis, the deterioration of the focus increases with the amount of material focused through, it is instructive to estimate the depth at which focusing at a given NA is no longer diffraction limited. Although this ray-tracing technique is not the most rigorous possible, it does draw attention to possible problems when using such tight focusing. A spiral pattern stress model was built up and the stresses of each revolution related with weld width and temperature change $\Delta T$ was plotted. Based on the simulation, welding of specific materials with specific, different thermal expansions, sets the limit of the weld seam width and temperature deposition during the welding process for a successful weld. Finally thermal transportation in an ultrashort time scale was described and the thermal dynamics of short and longer pulses were compared which showed in $fs$ to $ns$ scale the advantage of short pulses for micromachining.
Chapter 3 Ultrafast Laser Welding Setup

Ultrafast laser welding permits direct welding of glass with glass, or glass with opaque materials of significantly different thermal expansion. The heat affected zone (HAZ) introduced during the ultrafast laser welding process can be as small as 10’s of micrometres which enables high precision micro-joining without thermal distortion issues within the bulk material. Ultrafast laser welding, which allows absorption inside transparent material based on nonlinear absorption, enables welding between transparent materials without any intermediate layers. Unlike tradition methods, absorbing energy at the front surface of the material where it diffuses to the interface for welding (i.e. conduction mode welding), or generates a keyhole penetration deep into the material (keyhole welding) [148], ultrafast laser pulses are absorbed directly at the interface, which allows the top surface remain intact. Ultrafast laser welding requires quite a different optical setup from traditional laser welding, the following points should be considered:

For ultrafast laser welding of two transparent materials, the laser beam needs to be tightly focused into a spot to generate high laser intensity. This, together with the ultrashort laser pulses, concentrates light spatially and temporally, bringing about nonlinear absorption and hence local joining. Thus a high-NA lens is required to generate peak intensity above the material breakdown threshold.

This high laser intensity, inducing nonlinear absorption within a small volume at the focus, acts as the initial absorption mechanism and is followed by plasma absorption and other linear absorption processes (i.e. defect absorption), this results in the pulse energy deposition in a 100 μm scale tear-drop shaped area. High precision stages are required to make sure the focus stays at, or around, the interface during welding and a feedback/monitoring system with a position resolution of less than 20 μm is needed to trace the focal position during this process.

The mechanics of directly welding two close surfaces together without frit or interlayer also requires a special clamp rig to keep the two surfaces in firm optical contact during welding.

This ultrafast laser welding project is based on our Trumpf TruMicro 5x50 picosecond laser system. Before this PhD project started, a fundamental setup was built up by Dr Richard Carter, a research associate in our group. The setup includes:
**Optical system:** ultrafast laser, a polarisation attenuator, a beam expander and a lens together with two reflecting mirrors mounted in support cages;

**Sample holder:** a sample clamp comprising a three point loading cover and a piston with a single ball on top (Fig 3.10);

**Stage and control:** three axes stages (Aerotech Pro115 stages) and stage control software (Aerotech Ensemble).

This setup was successful in producing proof of principle demonstrations. In the following sections the experiment setup will be presented in details. Laser parameter requirements will be discussed with components and parameters considered for successful welding. Sample preparation and arrangement methods will be introduced for a clear view of ultrafast laser direct welding. The welding procedure will be described and discussed commenting on the differences for glass-glass welding and glass-metal welding.

### 3.1 Setup Introduction

![Schematic of ultrafast laser welding setup. Laser output polarisation perpendicular to the paper plane. λ/2 plate and polarisation beam splitter form a laser power attenuator. M1 and M2 are fixed mirrors. Working pieces (samples) are scanned by motion of the 3-axes stages.](image)

A schematic diagram for the ultrafast laser welding setup is shown in Fig 3.1. Experiments were carried out using a Trumpf TruMicro 5x50 picosecond laser with a pulse duration of 5.9 ps and repetition rate of 400 kHz. The laser beam passes through
an attenuator consisting of a \( \lambda/2 \) plate and a polarisation beam splitter. A beam expander gives a \( \sim \times 2 \) beam diameter to a 12.7 mm (all the beam sizes are described in FWHM in this thesis and the beam intensity profiles were measured with a CCD). The laser beam is focused into the work piece using a high-NA spherical or aspherical lens. A CCD camera is used to monitor the reflection and scattered light at the focus location. Both the focusing optics and laser pulse energy are chosen to provide a suitable power density, dependent on the material composition and conditions. Before welding, the 3-axes stages adjust the sample height based on the camera image to ensure the laser is focused at the interface. Beam translation is realised by moving the work piece in the x-y plane in a pattern defined by various laser scanning strategies.

In addition to our picosecond laser system, two femtosecond lasers, a Bluecut 10 and a Pharos both from Photonic Solutions Ltd. (laser details shown in Table 3.1), were used for testing laser pulse durations and repetition rates. The test setups share the same layout as in Fig 3.1, but the output beam diameters of the femtosecond lasers are smaller compared with the picosecond laser, thus the beam expanders were altered to provide beam diameters of 6 mm after expansion.

3.1.1 Parameter Consideration

For a successful weld many factors need to be considered for different materials:

1. Laser pulse parameters—energy, duration, and repetition rates
2. Lens and beam parameters—beam diameters, focal length, and focal spot size
3. Scanning parameters—scan speed and focal position
4. Surface parameters—roughness and interface separation

These parameters may have interactions with each other. So during the parameter tests, usually only one or two parameters are altered while the other parameters are kept the same. These tests observed their influence on the weld appearance or HAZ after being cross-sectioned.

The reflection at the interface is relatively unimportant for ultrafast laser welding as the high power pulses will destroy the surface after only a few pulses as a result of the interface melting. The upper surface reflection of the optical material is important, however, in particular for a high refractive index contrast.
The laser repetition rate mainly influences thermal accumulation around the focal region. Heat builds up based on the relation between the thermal diffusion time and the ultrafast pulse interval. Based on this thermal accumulation, pulsed laser micromachining can be roughly divided into two regimes:

**Low repetition rate regime (kilohertz or below):** The laser pulse separation time is far larger than the time required for heat to diffuse out of the focal volume for typical glasses. The focal volume thus returns to normal temperature before the next pulse arrives. Structural changes are hence localized in the laser focal region because as they are only based on the localised nonlinear absorption [149].

**High repetition-rate regime (megahertz):** Thermal accumulation effects occur. The laser pulses collectively act as a point source of heat at the focal volume within the bulk material when the time interval between successive pulses is much shorter than the time scale for diffusion of heat out of the focal volume. The temperature increases due to accumulated heat and the diffusion of that heat enlarges the modified volume. This process can be useful for decreasing the thermal gradient, which is quite important for localised brittle material processing.

How much laser power is enough for ultrafast laser welding? Generally speaking, the average power should be high enough to generate HAZ (i.e. a melt region) while not cracking the material. Peak power must be high enough to generate nonlinear absorption inside glass, leading to plasma generation. The plasma will then dominate the laser absorption process. In general, a higher laser power gives larger welding seams, whilst excessive energy introduces high residual stresses, and also generates bubbles or voids in the joining area, which makes the bond weak or, in severe cases is enough to crack the sample.

The Trumpf Trumicro 5x50 is an industrial level high average power laser system for high quality microprocessing with material drilling, cutting and ablation. The maximum output power of the laser in the infrared (1030 nm) is 50 W. A polarisation power splitter was inserted in the beam path to attenuate the laser power (Fig 3.1), to provide a flexible adjustment of laser power.

To obtain sufficient laser power density for nonlinear absorption, a high-NA lens was used to focus the beam into a small spot. For a Gaussian beam focus (assuming no aberrations), the spot diameter can be calculated using:
here $D$ is the beam diameter, $\lambda$ the wavelength and $f$ is the focal length of the lens. For our laser system (1030 nm, a beam diameter of 12 mm and $M^2 = 1.4$) an $f = 10$ mm achromatic lens will produce a focal spot diameter of 1.3 $\mu$m. For the smallest spot, the beam diameter $D$ is adjusted to be the same of the lens aperture. The lenses used in our experiments had focal length of 10 mm ($NA=0.54$, spot diameter 1.3 $\mu$m, Rayleigh length 1.8 $\mu$m), 20 mm ($NA=0.28$, spot diameter 3.1 $\mu$m, Rayleigh length 7.3 $\mu$m) and 40 mm ($NA=0.14$, spot diameter 6.2 $\mu$m, Rayleigh length 29.3 $\mu$m). The influence and testing of different lenses will be discussed in Chapter 4.

The stages are Aerotech Pro115 mechanical-bearing ball-screw linear stages with a motion programmable Aerotech software interface. The stages move with bidirectional repeatability of 1 $\mu$m and maximum travel speed of 300 mm/s. In our ultrafast laser welding experiments a scan speed of 1 mm/s to 10 mm/s was used to ensure a suitable pulse overlap for linear absorption, nonlinear absorption and thermal accumulation. Precise positioning and movement control is essential in order to ensure that the beam is focused at the interface of the two samples. Due to the small Rayleigh range of the focus (~7.3 $\mu$m for the 20 mm lens) combined with the HAZ generated by the laser pulses, the focus needs to be less than 50 $\mu$m from the interface. The stages movement is controlled by software: Aerotech Ensemble motion controller. A shutter placed in the beam path controlled by the software provides a flexible method to synchronise the laser and the stages.

Before laser welding, a laser back reflection is detected via a CCD camera for laser focus positioning. A high neutral-density ND filter is put in front of the CCD camera to ensure that a back reflection is only obtained when the laser focused near the surface of the workpieces (which has the highest back reflection intensity). Our CCD camera has no focusing optic, which means that when a spot is focused onto the camera the laser is not focused on the sample surface. This helps prevent damage when to the sample surface when imaging on the CCD. The smallest, and brightest focus on the CCD, ($z = 0$ $\mu$m) occurs where the focus is slightly above the surface, as we can see from the schematic in Fig 3.2. This method gives a resolution of less than 5 $\mu$m although it is qualitatively by eye (as seen in Fig 3.13).
When laser is focused on the surface of the sample, the reflected laser light will take the same beam path back as the irradiation beam, based on the standard thin lens formula:

\[
\frac{1}{f} = \frac{1}{u} + \frac{1}{v}
\]

where \( u \) is the object distance, \( v \) is the image distance and \( f \) is the focal length of the lens, \( \Delta z \) is the distance between the focal plane and the sample surface. For our system, \( v = 1.8 \text{ m} \), and usually 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm lens are used, so \( \Delta z \) can be easily calculated as 0.028 mm, 0.112 mm and 0.455 mm respectively, although this also depends on how well collimated the incident laser beam is. Thus after obtaining the image position, a stage movement of \( \Delta z \) upward is required to focus the beam on the sample surface.

Table 3.1. Ultrafast lasers used for the laser welding experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>TruMicro 5x50</th>
<th>BlueCut 10</th>
<th>Pharos SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1030 nm/515 nm/343 nm</td>
<td>1030 nm</td>
<td>1028 nm ±5 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average power</td>
<td>50 W/30 W/15 W</td>
<td>6 W</td>
<td>6 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam quality ( M^2 )</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>&lt; 1.25</td>
<td>&lt; 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. pulse energy</td>
<td>125 ( \mu )J/75 ( \mu )J/37.5 ( \mu )J</td>
<td>10 ( \mu )J*</td>
<td>12 ( \mu )J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration</td>
<td>5.9 ps</td>
<td>300 fs</td>
<td>190 fs to 10 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetition rate</td>
<td>400 kHz</td>
<td>100 kHz to 5 MHz</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For Blue cut laser the output limitation is maximum pulse energy 10 \( \mu \)J or maximum average power of 6 W.
For a comparison of laser repetition rate and pulse duration time, two femtosecond lasers were also used with similar experimental setups, a Bluecut 10 femtosecond laser and a Pharos laser, with the parameters listed in Table 3.1. From the table the pulse energy of the Bluecut 10 is quite low for a high repetition rate (i.e. only 1.2 μJ pulse energy for 5 MHz repetition rate), so during testing we kept the laser average output power the same (as opposed to the same pulse energy) and a dynamic polarisation adjustment was used to obtain a suitable laser power.

### 3.1.2 Material Properties

Material properties including: melting temperature, lattice structure, specific heat capacity, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity etc. greatly influence thermal process and hence laser welding parameters must be selected appropriately. For ultrafast laser welding, the brittleness of the transparent material (typically glass) is also very important, as is its initial surface condition (which should allow sufficiently good contact between the two materials), and the residual stress induced by the thermal process, determine if a successful weld can be formed without cracking. Surface roughness requirements for ultrafast laser welding are discussed in detail in section 3.2.2.

Ultrafast laser is mainly used for welding between different glass types or glass to opaque materials like aluminium or silicon, which have highly dissimilar optical, thermal and mechanical properties to the glass. For ultrafast laser welding, besides the material optical and thermal properties, different mechanical properties determine their different welding behaviours. Table 3.2 lists some relevant materials with properties related to ultrafast laser welding.

Table 3.2. Thermal and mechanical properties of different materials [118]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Coefficient of thermal expansion [10^{-6}/K]</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity [W/(m K)]</th>
<th>Heat capacity [J/(g K)] ((25^\circ C))</th>
<th>Melting point [^{\circ}C]</th>
<th>Density [g/cm(^3]]</th>
<th>Young’s modulus[10^3] N/mm(^2]</th>
<th>Tensile strength [N/mm^2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fused silica</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>92±13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borosilicate glass</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>113±15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Materials Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Coefficient of thermal expansion $[10^{-6}/\text{K}]$</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity $[\text{W/(m K)}]$</th>
<th>Heat capacity $[\text{J/(g K)}]$ (25°C)</th>
<th>Melting point $[^\circ\text{C}]$</th>
<th>Density $[\text{g/cm}^3]$</th>
<th>Young’s modulus $[10^3 \text{N/mm}^2]$</th>
<th>Tensile strength $[\text{N/mm}^2]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>113±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULE</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>94±14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerodur</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>164±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel (304)</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>14-17</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.3 Optical Contact

If two glass surfaces are pressed together, the area in close contact can easily be distinguished since both surfaces exhibit reflection and thus interference fringes appear with different colours observed due to the relation of surface separation and wavelengths of light, as seen from Fig 3.3. Optical contact occurs where two surfaces are sufficiently close, this means the surface separation is less than a quarter wavelength of visible light and no light is reflected from either of the surfaces. When the surface separation reaches the optical contact level, Van der Waals forces (between molecules or atomic groups) will rise and keep the two surfaces together, the Van der Waals force can be calculated as [150]:

$$F_{VW}(r) = -\frac{AR_1R_2}{6(R_1 + R_2)r^2} \cdot \frac{1}{r^2}$$

Eq 3.3

where $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the assumed uniformed radii of molecules or atomic groups, $A$ is the Hamaker coefficient ($\sim 10^{-19} - 10^{-20} \text{ J}$) which depends on the material properties (it can be positive or negative in sign depending on the intervening medium), and $r$ is the distance between the two surfaces. From Eq 3.3 the Van der Waals force increases with surface separation decreasing, and disappears rapidly with surface separation $r$ up to the micrometre level.
Fig 3.3 Photo of two pieces of glass close together. Optical contact, interference fringes and contaminants caused non-optical contact islands (with interference fringes around).

Direct bonding is accomplished by Van der Waals force when a substantial part of the area between two bonding surfaces is in optical contact. However, a direct bond does not well resist short and long-term elastic or plastic deformations following the application of large thermal or mechanical loads.

A particular issue with ultrafast laser welding is an assumed requirement for close contact between the surfaces to be joined. Previous reports on ultrafast laser welding have identified a requirement for the gap to be ~ 100-500 nm [2][10][151], in order to avoid cracking or ablating at the interface. Such close contact can be obtained by pressing two flat, smooth and clean surfaces together. But this method appears not stable for irradiating with ultrafast lasers as the heat induced deformation and shock waves introduced by laser pulses. So usually sample clamping is needed to maintain close contact at the interface during the welding process.

3.2 Sample Preparation

Accurate welding generally requires low surface roughness and high cleanliness. Ultrafast laser welding, however, takes this to a much higher level. As a surface-surface
direct joining method, it demands the surface separation to be at \( \mu m \) or sub-\( \mu m \) level, and hence the surface roughness and smoothness must be less than this. Polished surfaces are thus typically required to provide a suitable small gap, preferably optical contact.

### 3.2.1 Surface Cleanliness

In addition to surface roughness issues, the sample surface needs to be cleaned before welding. Residual contaminants of even a couple of \( \mu m \) size would prevent close surface contact of a large area. Also contaminants of different materials may influence the miscibility of the two materials to be joined. A surface cleaning procedure is therefore followed, this starts with an acetone wash followed by wiping with clean lens tissue; the surface is then washed in acetone followed by methanol. If the method above is not sufficient, an acetone ultrasound bath is also used.

### 3.2.2 Surface Preparation Methods

A rough surface will disturb the beam wavefront passing through and thus distort the beam focusing quality as the beam is focused slightly beneath the interface. The gap between two joint surfaces also dramatically influences the welding e.g. reducing the welding strength or causing cracking.

Commercial glass surfaces are usually smooth and flat. For example, Schott BOROFLOAT®33 glass which is commonly used in our experiment is described as "an excellent mirror-like surface, a high degree of flatness and an outstanding optical quality", and the typical micro roughness of surface is less than 3 nanometres. For the glass surface, we only need to deep clean the surface using the procedure described above and it is good to use.

However, for ultrafast laser welding of glass to metal the surface of industrial parts or commercial products are usually not that good. Some surface treatment needs to be done before welding. In our lab the surface preparation methods include: workshop milling, grinding, polishing, and tumbling. In the figure below are pictures of the different metal surfaces tested for glass to metal welding.
Fig 3.4 Optical microscope graphs of surface texture (on aluminium sheet) of different surface preparation methods: raw aluminium sheet surface (a), finely milled surface (b), tumbled surface (c), ground surface with P240 grit (seen in 3.2.2.1) (d), ground surface with P800 grit (e), ground surface with P4000 grit (f).

Surface flatness over a large scale of the sample is equally as important as the local roughness for a close contact. It needs to be noted that different surface preparation methods provide different surface flatness and smoothness, i.e. a polishing process with a rotating method can provide low local roughness but is less flat over a large scale.

Table 3.3. Surface Ra for different materials or polishing method (samples prepared in our lab and measured with Alicona InfiniteFocus).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment method</th>
<th>Roughness (Ra)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milling surface</td>
<td>1~3.5 um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treating with laser</td>
<td>0.5~3 um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass surface</td>
<td>Less than 5 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished with 1 um diamond suspension</td>
<td>Less than 100 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2.1 Polishing

Polishing is a process to create a smooth surface by mechanical abrasion, chemical reaction or, more recently, through laser polishing. Polishing or buffing machines use an abrasive glued to a rotating wheel, which is brought into contact with the workpiece with a constant force. High rotating speeds (more than 20 m/s) with a fine grit (> P600)
can provide a surface roughness of less than 1 μm. A Struers Labopol-5 polishing machine with water lubricate/cooling is used in our lab for both grinding and polishing of the metal surface. SiC grinding paper and/or a polishing cloth with diamond suspension are used for different surface roughness. Table 3.4 shows a list of grit designation and diamond suspension grain size and their working particle sizes.

Table 3.4. Grit designation and diamond suspension grain size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SiC grit designation</th>
<th>Mean diameter in μm</th>
<th>Diamond suspension</th>
<th>Diamond grain size in μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P60</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P120</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P220</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P600</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1200</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2500</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4000</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grinding is the first stage in mechanical material removal. Proper grinding removes damaged or deformed surface material while introducing as little new deformation as possible. When preparing sample surfaces for polishing, plane grinding (large grit) and fine grinding (small grit) are usually carried out to flatten the surface. The grinding process always begins with plane grinding. Plane grinding ensures that the surfaces of all samples are in the same condition before the preparation continues, and that the surfaces of all samples in a sample holder are at exactly the same level. Fine grinding must remove the deformation from cutting or plane grinding and produce a surface that is ready for polishing. Steps are carried out with smaller and smaller grit sizes SiC paper.
To remove deformations from fine grinding and obtain a surface that is highly reflective, polishing is carried out on cloths of differing resilience with different abrasives. In our lab cloth with diamond suspension of different grain sizes are adopted for surface polishing. Diamond suspension sizes from 6 μm downward are sufficient for laser welding. Surface roughness of different grinding or polishing levels is measured with Alicona is presented below (Fig 3.6 and Table 3.5).

**Table 3.5. Surface preparation methods and measured roughness (Alicona)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface preparation</th>
<th>Roughness Ra (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw surface</td>
<td>623.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P240 grinding surface</td>
<td>402.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P600 grinding surface</td>
<td>263.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1200 grinding surface</td>
<td>140.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4000 grinding surface</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished with diamond suspension</td>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 3.6 Grinding and polishing surfaces of different levels.

3.2.2.2 Milling

Milling covers a wide variety of different operations and workshop machines. Essentially it is the machining process of using rotary cutters to remove surface material from a workpiece feeding in a particular direction. It is one of the most commonly used processes in industry and machine shops for machining parts to precise sizes and shapes. The milling surfaces usually contain scratches along the rotation direction (see in Fig 3.7), which are due to the feeding speed and rotation rpm. With the advent of computer numerical controlled milling machines, high quality milling surfaces can be machined by feeding speed and rotation rpm control based on surface quality inspection. Table 3.6 shows the measured surface roughness of normal milled surface and finely milled surface prepared in our workshop.

Table 3.6. Surface roughness of milling in our lab (mean value, Alicona)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Roughness Ra (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milling surface</td>
<td>525.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finely milling surface</td>
<td>125.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2.3 Tumbling

Tumble finishing is a common technique for smoothing a rough surface on relatively small parts. A plastic or rubber barrel is loaded with a consignment of parts, all of similar or the same hardness and size, some abrasive grit, and a liquid lubricant. Silicon carbide grit is commonly used, and water is a universal lubricant. The barrel is horizontally placed upon rotating rail with the optimal rotation speed depend on the size of the tumbler barrel and material involved. As the barrel is rotated the material rises until gravity causes the uppermost layer to landslide down to the other side. A well-chosen speed for polishing causes the parts within the barrel to slide past each other, with the abrasive grit between them. The result of this depends on the coarseness of the abrasive, and the duration of the tumble. Tumbling is usually most efficient with the barrel half full. The disadvantages of this process are that the abrasive action cannot be limited to only certain areas of the part. Fig 3.8 shows a typical barrel tumbling machine and the abrasive grit.

Fig 3.8 Typical tumbling machine (left) and abrasive grit (right).
The tumbled surface usually reaches a roughness ($Ra$) of 150 nm to 300 nm. The advantage of this process is a consistently similar roughness over a large area. One set of optimised welding parameters could potentially weld a large area without fault due to the highly uniform surface condition. Fig 3.9 shows the example tumbling surfaces, produced (i) using our tumbling system, and (ii) sample tumbled in Renishaw plc, who collaborates in this project.

![Fig 3.9 Our tumbled surface ($Ra = 273.8$ nm) and surface tumbled in Renishaw ($Ra = 189.0$ nm).](image)

### 3.2.3 Sample Cross-Section

To investigate the morphology properties of the weld area, a clear sectional view is needed under an optical microscope. It would be simple for transparent materials with mirror flat surfaces, but in most situations the samples need to be cross-sectioned to expose the weld region, due to phase disturbance from refractive index variations or dirt/faults around the weld region. Cross-section process is in two steps: cut and polishing. For ultrafast laser welding, the welds are usually small and the glass is brittle, so violent cut methods could not be used. A diamond saw with coolant is used for a smooth cut. Samples need to be mounted firmly and be cut a little bit in front of the weld because the cut might not be perfectly flat, smoothing and polishing afterward will remove this material polishing back to the region we want to observe. Welding samples vary in shape, so they require firm mounting to protect the weld area (i.e. to prevent welds breaking during cutting). In order to mount the samples in the polishing machine the samples were set into cold mount resin with a uniform shape for cutting and polishing.
3.2.4 Sample Clamp

![Illustration of welding clamp](image)

*Fig 3.10 Illustration of welding clamp.*

After the sample surface has been prepared and cleaned, the samples to be welded must be clamped to generate the small gap necessary for welding and avoiding cracking or ablation at the interface. The gap requirements are investigated in Chapter 5. For very flat surfaces, such close contact can be obtained by directly pressing two surfaces together, and exploiting the Van der Waals force to create an optical contact. However, it is difficult to obtain optical contact across a large area, even with highly polished surfaces and rigorous cleaning processes. Meanwhile, Van der Waals forces are not reliable or perhaps not strong enough to keep two samples pieces together. A suitable sample clamp is needed to maintain the small gap for the welding process. Other researchers reported using bolts together with lens held in a fixture to press two surfaces together [2], or using two large piece of glass to push the samples together fixed using bolts [3]. However those methods are not flexible, and the force applied on the samples is hard to control, and perhaps as high as 100 MPa, which would lead to a strong residual stress and hence, cracks or microcracking is inevitable.
In our lab a pneumatic piston structure is adopted to apply a substantial force, ideally at a point. A clamp structure is designed using a four point loading system with a piston to control the applied force. Fig 3.10 shows a schematic diagram of the clamp arrangement used for welding. Here a single ball bearing is pushed into the back of the two samples via a piston. This then lifts the sample onto three equilaterally positioned ball bearings on a cover plate. This provides a symmetric force centred on the region where the weld is desired. It is possible to qualitatively evaluate the clamping and contact region by observing interference fringes (Newton’s rings) while changing the pressure inside the piston (Fig 3.11).

Fig 3.11 Clamp and optical contact (Newton’s ring) when piston pressure applied.

Fig 3.12 Illustration of multi-spots welding clamp.
By applying an appropriate force on the samples, an optical contact region can be obtained around the central area. Laser irradiating this area through a hole makes the welding process more reliable, but in this method the weld area is restrict by the hole on the top and the ball beneath the samples. A second clamp structure was designed and built to solve this problem, with a moveable frame that carries the samples horizontally in both x and y, as shown in Fig 3.12. The ultrafast laser irradiates from the top hole to the material, and when the welding area is chosen through moving the frame, the piston underneath will be aerated and a single ball on top of the piston presses the sample together for welding. After a weld has been generated, the piston pressure is released and by moving the frame to another area for another weld.

3.3 Welding Procedure

In previous subsections the experiment setup and sample preparation work were discussed. A scan head would be ideal to scan the required weld geometry which could give a flexible scan pattern and fast scan speed, however, a scan head with a sufficiently small focal spot (several µm) was not available. In our lab the sample clamp is mounted on x, y, z translation stages (Areotech pro115 with ~6 µm accuracy) to position and translate the sample through the laser focus. The translation stages were controlled to provide different irradiation patterns. For flexible interaction between laser and stage movement, a shutter (Thorlabs shutter controller 10) was inserted in the beam path and was programme controlled.

![Fig 3.13 Camera view of different patterns from different focal positions around the surface (+ represent position above the interface, and - represent position below the interface).](image-url)
The focus position was observed through the CCD camera which receives a focused image when the focus is close to an interface. Different patterns are formed if the focus is at different positions (Fig 3.13).

The interface between the samples usually exhibits no reflection because of optical contact. For welding therefore, the laser is first focused on the upper surface of the upper sample, and when this position is located, a certain distance will be moved downward based on the calculation of the thickness of the upper sample:

\[
d' = \frac{d_{\text{thickness}}}{n_1}
\]

Eq 3.4

\(d_{\text{thickness}}\) is the thickness of the upper sample and \(n_1\) is its refractive index.

The welding starts with samples put in the clamp rig which is mounted on the 3 axes stages; the laser, with limited power, is fired to adjust the focus, locating the middle of the hole on the clamp rig. The focal position is then properly adjusted based on the pattern on the CCD camera. Finally the laser power and repetition rate are set based on the samples and the program controls the stages movement based on a particular welding pattern with the shutter controlling the laser output as required. An outward spiral pattern is most commonly used as this allows the welding process to begin within the central optical contact area. Discrete welding patterns are also often adopted in glass-metal welding to prevent crack propagation while helping to release accumulated heat and residual stress for welding materials of highly different thermal expansion coefficient. Different welding patterns will be discussed in chapter 6.

3.4 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter an ultrafast laser welding setup was introduced and the differences between traditional laser welding were discussed. Samples of different materials and surface conditions with different preparation methods were discussed.

Unlike traditional methods, energy absorption at the front surface of the material where it diffuses to the interface for welding (i.e. conduction mode welding), or a keyhole penetration deep into the material (keyhole welding), ultrafast laser welding, which allows absorption directly at the interface based on nonlinear absorption, enables welding between transparent materials without any intermediate layers. The heat affected zone (HAZ) introduced during the ultrafast laser welding process can be as
small as 10’s of micrometres which enables high precision micro-joining without thermal distortion issues within the bulk material. Meanwhile, ultrafast laser welding requires a quite different optical setup from traditional laser welding. High-NA lenses and different beam translation methods are needed for high laser intensity and relatively large scan range, also high precision stages with a focus position monitoring system should be adopted for the small weld seam.

Analysing the welding parameter requirements provide us a guide for parameter/component selection during the welding process. For a successful weld many factors need to be considered for different materials:

1. Laser pulse parameters—energy, duration, and repetition rates
2. Lens and beam parameters—beam diameters, focal length, and focal spot size
3. Scanning parameters—scan speed and focal position
4. Surface parameters—roughness and interface separation

These parameters may have interactions with each other. So during the parameter tests, usually only one or two parameters are altered while the other parameters are kept the same. These tests observed their influence on the weld appearance or HAZ after being cross-sectioned. A systematic analysis of those parameters is presented in the following chapters.

Material properties including: melting temperature, lattice structure, specific heat capacity, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity greatly influence thermal process and hence laser welding parameters must be selected appropriately. For ultrafast laser welding, the brittleness of the transparent material (typically glass) demands the welding residual stress be as small as possible. The initial surface conditions (which should allow sufficiently good contact between the two materials) and the residual stress induced by the thermal process, determine if a successful weld can be formed without cracking.

Commercial glass surfaces are usually smooth and flat which only need to be deep cleaned. However, the surfaces of industrial parts or commercial products are usually not that good. Some surface treatment needs to be done before welding. In our lab the surface preparation methods include: workshop milling, grinding, polishing, and tumbling, the preparation procedures were hence provided and the surface roughness
was measured in this chapter. Based on our experiments (Chapter 5), metal surface roughness \((Ra)\) of less than 300 nm is required for a successfully weld, this is obtainable using those simple and less expensive surface preparation methods talked above for the industrial applications.

After the sample surface has been prepared and cleaned, the samples must be firmly carefully clamped to a close contact to avoid cracking or ablating on the interface. In our lab a pneumatic piston clamp was designed using a three point loading system (Fig 3.10), which provides a symmetric force centred on the region where the weld is desired and it is possible to qualitatively evaluate the surface separation at the contact region by observing interference fringes (Newton’s rings) while changing the pressure inside the piston.

The quality of the successful weld can be identified by observing if the two samples are still bonded after removing the clamp, and the seams can be observed under an optical microscope to see if the welds are at the right position and massive cracks appear after a couple of days. Further analysis can be done in the form of a cross-section morphology analysis or strength test. Even when welding with the same parameters and conditions, the breaking strength can vary significantly from sample to sample because of the distribution of physical flaws in brittle material. As a result, a statistical technique is needed to determine the typical weld strengths.
Chapter 4 Test and Measurement

4.1 Parameter Investigation

As a direct welding method for identical or different materials with different optical or material properties, ultrafast laser microwelding requires the welding parameters to be carefully considered.

First consider the material. Glass is usually brittle, and is easily cracked during the welding process, especially at the surface where more defects are distributed. Stresses generated by heat induced deformation, localised heating or thermal expansion can crack the material. More residual stress is observed with more deposited energy [152][153].

Secondly nonlinear laser absorption, unlike laser absorption at the material surface as in traditional laser welding, plays an important role in ultrafast laser welding. This enables local absorption both inside bulk material and at the interface. However, nonlinear absorption only occurs where the power density is above a specific threshold (the breakdown point), which means a certain amount of laser energy cannot be absorbed (i.e. transmitted) due to the beam distribution (Gaussian or other) at the focus. A weak plasma, initially generated by nonlinear absorption, scatters incident light (negative refractive index effect), but as more laser energy is absorbed, the stronger plasma becomes absorbent and the main absorption mechanism transfers from nonlinear to linear plasma absorption, which will rapidly expand and covers a larger area above the focus. The time required to transfer from nonlinear absorption to plasma absorption depends on the pulse energy and peak power. This can happen within a single pulse. Furthermore if the time interval between pulses is comparable or smaller than the thermal diffusion time, energy will accumulate and help electron or photon assistant absorption in the following pulses.

Thirdly, power density (light intensity) needs to be significant for nonlinear absorption. An ultrashort pulsed laser and high-NA lens are required for welding because they allow for a laser intensity which is extremely high at the focus by condensing light temporally and spatially. These high intensities result in a range of nonlinear effects.

Self-focusing is the most important nonlinear effect that we must consider when determining bulk ionisation thresholds. As the power in the laser pulse is increased, the
laser beam will self-focus when the power exceeds the critical power. The critical power is given by Eq 2.24. In our laser system, if a $\lambda=1030$ nm wavelength is used, for a material such as fused silica, $n_0 \approx 1.453$, $n_2 \approx 2.4 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$/W, the critical power is 4.6 MW. For our laser system, assuming a flat-top pulse shape, the average power required to reach critical power is:

$$E_{\text{Ave}} = P_{\text{cr}} f \tau = 10.8 \text{ W}$$

Eq 4.1

here $f$ is the laser pulse frequency (400 kHz), and $\tau$ is pulse duration (5.9 ps). In reality, the pulse is not a flat-top, so an average power lower than this value will reach the critical power.

The threshold for self-focusing depends on the peak power while the threshold for optical breakdown and damage depends on the laser intensity. If the laser pulse is tightly focused into the material using a high-NA lens, the intensity for optical breakdown can be reached with a power that is below the critical power for self-focusing. Self-focusing should be avoided during our process. A crude estimation can be made on how tightly we must focus the laser beam to produce breakdown with power below the self-focusing critical power by assuming the beam has a flat-top spatial profile. Then we have

$$I = \frac{P}{\pi (d/2)^2}$$

Eq 4.2

where $d$ is the diameter of the laser spot at the focus, $p$ is the peak power of the laser pulse, and $I$ is the laser intensity. From the formula the laser must be focused to a spot small enough to achieve breakdown with a laser power that is below the self-focusing critical power. With high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objectives, focal spot diameters of less than 2 $\mu$m can be achieved, allowing the threshold for optical breakdown to be reached with power that is more than an order of magnitude below the self-focusing critical power.

The fourth parameters are sample surface conditions and surface separation. The surface preparation methods have been discussed in Chapter 3. A rough surface prevents the two materials from forming a close contact. Surfaces that are not smooth and flat also introduce stress which pulls the two surfaces apart. For a large surface separation, more
energy should be deposited in an area in order to generate more plasma to bring material into the gap. However for a rough surface, the surface separation in a localised area changes rapidly depending on the peaks or valleys of the rough area. During welding it inevitably causes overheating locally at peaks and under heating at valley areas. This is critical in glass to metal welding even if the glass surface is flat enough, the non-uniformed heating will act on glass surface and will introduce surface cracks. This cannot be quantitatively measured and specific parameters and will be discussed in Chapter 5.

For the parameter investigations, inscription inside bulk glasses were carried out with borosilicate glass and fused silica (both from Schott). Measurements were made using a microscope and, usually, sample cross-sections were needed for a morphology analysis.

### 4.1.1 Different Lenses

Lenses with different numerical aperture (NA) were used for generating light intensities above the optical breakdown threshold. We measured the HAZ with differences in laser power and scan speed for lenses of focal length 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm. For our laser system, the $M^2$ value is 1.4 and beam diameter is 12.7 mm after the beam expansion, the important calculated parameters for different lenses are shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal length (mm)</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Focus diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Rayleigh length (μm)</th>
<th>Intensity at focus (W/m$^2$)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>225×10$^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>56.2×10$^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>14.0×10$^{15}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The intensities were calculated with 1 W average power output from the laser.

An experiment measuring HAZ generation using different lenses was carried out by drawing individual lines inside glass (borosilicate or fused silica) with a speed of 1 mm/s. The HAZ width could then be observed under the microscope, and samples were cross-sectioned for morphology analysis. Cross-sections of the HAZ dimensions inside borosilicate glass for different lenses are presented in Fig 4.1, which gives a first impression of what the HAZ looks like for different focal lengths. It was observed, as
expected, that higher pulse energies were required to induce nonlinear absorption (and hence HAZ) for larger spot sizes. It was also clear that as the focal length increased, the HAZ cross-section shape changes from a tear-drop to more prolonged appearance (Fig 4.1a and Fig 4.1b) as predicted in the simulation above. In each case the vertical dimensions are much larger than the Rayleigh range (29.3 µm for the 40 mm focal length; 7.3 µm for the 20 mm; and 1.8 µm for the 10 mm). Although the HAZ with 20 mm or 40 mm lenses is large compared with that induced using the 10 mm lens, fewer cracks were observed in these cases as a smaller thermal gradient appears as the area of heat absorption is larger compared with the 10 mm lens, so less internal stress is accumulated within the HAZ. As seen from Fig 4.1, different heat affected layers can be clearly seen in those large HAZ, which is due to a large amount of thermal diffusion to the surrounding area.

Fig 4.1 HAZ of different focal length lenses generated with different power in borosilicate glass. The length/width ratios are 5.3, 4.35 and 2.17 for (a). 7.5 W with 40 mm lens, (b). 4.65 W with 20 mm lens and (c). 1.09 W with 10 mm lens.
For both fused silica and borosilicate glass, the graphs show the same trend, other than the borosilicate glass obtaining larger HAZ compared with fused silica for the same laser parameters (see Fig 4.3). The graphs below show HAZ features inside fused silica generated with different lenses.

Fig 4.2 Comparison of HAZ inside fused silica for focus length (a). 10 mm, (b). 20 mm, and (c) 40 mm with scan speed 1 mm/s and pulse repetition rate 400 kHz. The right hand side shows the deposited energy density as a function of laser average power with different focal lenses of (d). 10 mm lens, (e). 20 mm lens, (f). 40 mm lens.

After the samples were cross-sectioned, both the width and length of the HAZ were recorded to evaluate the laser power absorbed inside glass, as shown in the left side of Fig 4.2. A leap of the HAZ width by increasing the laser power from 1.5 W to 1.75 W in Fig 4.2a is indicative of an absorption mechanism change from nonlinear absorption.
to plasma absorption. As the HAZ lines were always scanned with a speed of 1 mm/s, the line energy density (energy deposited per unit HAZ length) instead of the volume of HAZ is used for comparison. From the cross-section the HAZ area could be measured for different laser powers. The deposited energy density (laser energy/HAZ volume) inside the HAZ for different laser average power used for welding could be calculated and the results are presented in Fig 4.2 (d, e, f). These graphs are based on the calculation that all the laser power was absorbed. In a real situation most of the power is absorbed at higher power (when plasma absorption is established), but at low power, large amounts of laser energy is not absorbed (i.e. transmitted) [124]. The calculation result in Fig 4.2 (d, e, f) is a poor approximation, especially for lower average powers, thus the energy density calculated at the lower power is much larger than those at higher powers. The energy density at higher laser power becomes stable (approximately 500 J/mm$^3$ for 10 mm lens, 105 J/mm$^3$ for 20 mm lens and 70 J/mm$^3$ for 40 mm lens), which is also implied from the laser absorption model in 4.2.1. The laser energy is highly focused for the 10 mm lens resulting in a condensed absorption region, and during the thermal diffusion after irradiation the extra hot absorption centre and surround area establish a thermal diffusion balance that stop the HAZ expansion.

4.1.2 Different Power

Absorbed laser energy plays a quite important role during the welding process, delicate control of laser power is essential for ultrafast laser welding. In this section different methods were used to generate a better understanding of laser power interactions with materials (i.e. fused silica and borosilicate glass). The experiments involved focusing the laser inside bulk glass with different average powers and a specific speed.

As with the other tests presented in this chapter, the results after processing were observed under a microscope for HAZ characterisation. The power used here is always above the material breakdown threshold and thus a permanent change (defects or HAZ) is induced, Fig 4.3 shows the relation of width of the HAZ and laser power inside borosilicate glass and fused silica, while keeping the other parameters the same (10 mm lens, and scan speed 1 mm/s). The results are quite straightforward, the HAZ size expands as the laser power increases, there is a linear relationship for both of the materials, but the gradient of the two graph are quite different, and the breakdown (average) power of borosilicate glass is around 0.3 W (pulse energy of 0.75 μJ) compared with 1.72 W (4.3 μJ pulse energy) for fused silica. One may also see the
difference in the HAZ width-power relation of the two materials for the same laser average power. For laser power of 2.5 W (6.25 μJ), the HAZ line width of borosilicate glass is 390 μm which is more than 4 times that of fused silica (only 90 μm). The laser absorption and HAZ size depend on the wavelength, local intensity, and pulse duration, as well as on the electronic structure of the material. For better understanding of the HAZ appearance differences, we present the material properties in Table 4.2. One needs keep in mind that once the HAZ is generated, above 90% of the laser power would be absorbed [124]. From the table, the thermal properties of the two materials are more or less the same except the softening point softening point (the temperature at which a material softens beyond some arbitrary softness) and transformation temperature (the temperature at which a change in phase occurs in material during heating or cooling), which is quite likely accounting for the huge HAZ width difference.

**Fig 4.3** HAZ line width of borosilicate glass and fused silica with different powers (10 mm lens, scan speed = 1 mm/s). Comparison of line width with different laser power focused inside the material.

Table 4.2. Comparison of thermal properties of borosilicate and fused silica glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Borosilicate</th>
<th>Fused silica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (25°C) [g/cm³]</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat Capacity [J/(kg.K)]</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity [W/(m. K)]</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softening point [°C]</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>~1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parameters from the brochure of Schott materials, softening point and transformation temperature represent different viscosity conditions.*
The cross-section views of the different power HAZ gives more detail on how the laser power influences the material phase transformation. Fig 4.4 shows the HAZ inside borosilicate glass for various incident powers with a 20 mm lens. The laser inscribed from the top with the same focal position. From the image the HAZ can be seen to expand around the focus as the power increases, however it mostly expands towards the incident laser.

![Cross-section view of HAZ of different pulse energy with 400 kHz repetition rate (with 20 mm focal lens and 1 mm/s scan speed).](image)

When the pulsed laser power is low, material chemical bond breaks (defects) or cracks appear around the focus with limited HAZ around the plasma region. As the laser pulse energy increases, the plasma expands with further increasing energy absorption following the laser irradiation direction, this results in a filament like modification. When the laser pulse energy increases to a certain level (14.5 μJ in Fig 4.4), the plasma becomes stronger and the laser absorption mainly occurs within the upper part of the plasma. This results in a bulb-shape HAZ. Once the plasma expands to a position, sufficiently far from the focus, where the focusing beam diameter is large (resulting in lower laser intensity) (Fig 4.15) absorption drops to an un-sustainable level and the process begins again at the focus. As a focused laser beam scans laterally inside the material with a certain pulse energy and translation speed, the plasma oscillates between the focus and this threshold position. A HAZ is created as the heat transfers from plasma to the surround area, and a chain-shape seam appears along the scanning
direction for each plasma absorption oscillation. The HAZ is located above the focal point with the height based on the laser power, as seen from Fig 4.4.

### 4.1.3 Different Speed

The laser power, scan speed and repetition rate are all effective ways to change the energy density absorbed along the inscription line. Fig 4.5 shows the relation of the HAZ size and laser scan speed inside two different materials. From the graph, both length and width of the HAZ decrease with scan speed increasing, but the decrease is not as rapid compared with changes in power.

![Fig 4.5 Relation of HAZ size and laser scan speed](image)

**Fig 4.5 Relation of HAZ size and laser scan speed** (a). Fused silica (laser average power 2.35 W and pulses repetition rate 400 kHz), (b). Borosilicate glass (laser average power 1.04 W and pulses repetition rate 400 kHz).

For both the measurement of HAZ size of various powers and scan speeds, there are always some testing errors as the size of HAZ is non-uniform along the scanning line. This can be seen in Fig 4.6. Different patterns can be observed by changing speed or power. The reasons for those dot or dash line patterns can be explained through different absorption mechanisms, which will be discussed in detail in section 4.2.
Increase in laser power and decrease of scan speed can result in the same line energy density (laser energy deposited for a unit scan length). Compared with Fig 4.2 and Fig 4.5, higher power obtains larger HAZ compared with slower scan speed for the same line energy density. Even if laser pulses are scanned with the same linear energy density, different pulse overlap (spatial interval) and pulse separation time (time interval) will greatly influence the HAZ or welding results. For example, laser scanning parameters of:

① 1 mm/s and 1 W average power (pulse energy: 2.5 μJ) with 400 kHz pulse repetition rate
② 2 mm/s and 2 W average power (pulse energy: 5 μJ) with 400 kHz pulse repetition rate
③ 1 mm/s and 1 W average power (pulse energy: 5 μJ) with 200 kHz repetition rate

Even though they have the same line energy density, for a 10 mm line, ① and ② takes 10 seconds while ② only 5 seconds, and for ② and ③ pulses are spatially separated and the pulse energies are doubled, for a clear diagram view see Fig 4.7. Ultrafast laser welding needs to carefully consider the time and space intervals. Previous reports indicate the absorption and thermal effects of a pulse are dependent on the initial conditions of the material (temperature, free electron density etc.) and time interval.
between pulses [10]. The energy of a single pulse is quite low, and the energy will be dispersed gradually (in the scale of ~10^{-6} s) although a very high electron temperature ($\sigma_e = 5 \times 10^{23}$ /cm$^3$) [154] can be obtained in a local area inside the glass. Pulses with high repetition rates will greatly increase thermal accumulation inside the material, and a 2.5 $\mu$s and 5 $\mu$s time interval will lead to a great HAZ difference as the free electron density and thermal diffusion change rapidly in this time scale [155][156]. For a scan speed of only a few millimetres per second, the pulse overlaps are quite high for our laser system (400 kHz), for a 1 $\mu$m diameter focus, the pulse overlaps are 99.8% and 98.4% for 1 mm/s and 10 mm/s scan speed respectively. In this experiment we change the scan speed and observe the HAZ afterward.

![Diagram of laser pulses of different parameters](image)

**Fig 4.7** Diagram of laser pulses of different parameters (scan speed $S$, pulse energy $E$ and pulse repetition rate $f$) with the same line density (1). 1 mm/s and 1 W average power (pulse energy= 2.5 $\mu$J) with 400 kHz pulse repetition rate, pulse time interval: 2.5 $\mu$s. (2). 2 mm/s and 2 W average power (pulse energy= 5 $\mu$J) with 400 kHz pulse repetition rate, pulse time interval: 2.5 $\mu$s. (3). 1 mm/s and 1 W average power (pulse energy= 5 $\mu$J) with 200 kHz repetition rate, pulse time interval: 5 $\mu$s.

### 4.1.4 Different Repetition Rate

For our laser system, the pulses repetition rate is 400 kHz, which is high enough for thermal accumulating for laser welding, and the repetition rate can be adjusted through the software control panel with a rate of $400 \times 1/n$ kHz, $n=1,2,3,...$. However pulses repetition rates below 200 kHz are insufficient for thermal accumulation inside most of
the glasses used in our lab, as the thermal diffusivity of glass is around a few mm²/s, and for low repetition rate, energy is diffused to the surrounding area before next pulse arrives. For the first part of this experiment we kept the sample stationary and fired a certain number of pulses into the bulk observing the change to the HAZ to evaluate how the energy accumulates inside glass thermally. In the second part we used a femtosecond laser with a maximum repetition rate of 5 MHz to observe the HAZ features when the laser was scanned inside samples.

4.1.4.1 Stationary Pulses inside Glass

Keeping the sample immobile under the focused laser pulses, the laser fired a certain number of pulses (in a pulse train). The sample was then moved and another pulse train was produced. The picture in Fig 4.8 is the top view of the HAZ produced in borosilicate glass. The parameters used are indicated on the figure, and the number of irradiated pulses is calculated and individually labelled on this map. The detailed HAZ size and cubic HAZ size information is measured and presented in Fig 4.9. The cubic HAZ size represents volume information as we assume the length and width of the HAZ increase to the same value and the width in x and y direction are the same. From Fig 4.8 and Fig 4.9, it is further clear that for the same pulse repetition rate, the HAZ size increases with the pulse train duration and for the same pulse train duration, the HAZ size decreases with the pulse repetition rate.

Fig 4.8 HAZ map of different number of pulses and different laser pulse repetition rate inside borosilicate glass with stationary laser pulses (pulse energy: 29.2 μJ). Squares of different colours indicate the HAZ of different thermal accumulation features (White: thermal accumulation, red: absorption not stably established, blue: the HAZ size saturation).
Meanwhile, the difference of thermal accumulation for the same number of pulses represents the effect of thermal accumulation features. Taking the irradiating of 40000 pulses inside the sample, for example, (indicated by the white square in Fig 4.8), the HAZ diameters are 443.6 μm (400 kHz pulse frequency), 356.7 μm (200 kHz pulse frequency) and 169.5 μm (80 kHz pulse frequency) which is an apparently declining trend as the frequency decrease which indicates the relation of the time interval between adjacent pulses and thermal accumulation.

On the other hand, for irradiating of 400 pulses inside the sample (indicated by the red square in Fig 4.8), the HAZ diameters are 79.2 μm (400 kHz pulse frequency), 86.5 μm (200 kHz pulse frequency), and 76.7 μm (80 kHz pulse frequency). For smaller number of pulses (400 or less), even irradiating with different laser pulse repetition rate, the HAZ diameters are similar. To explain: 400 or less pulses could not generate stable plasma absorption inside borosilicate glass (the plasma is not sustained between pulses, and when next pulse comes in, the free electrons are insufficient to quickly help the plasma absorption build up). Thus nonlinear absorption dominates the process; which only happens around the focus, and the heat diffuses to the surrounding area after irradiation. Thus the HAZ is similar in size for different frequency. More than 400 pulses are required to transfer the main absorption mechanism from nonlinear absorption to plasma absorption, and then the absorption area quickly expands as the plasma grows. Furthermore pulse trains with higher frequency accumulate heat more quickly which helps plasma grow.

As the blue squares indicated in Fig 4.8, the HAZ diameters turn to a saturated feature as the pulse train duration increases for the same repetition rate. To explain this: for longer pulse trains, the laser absorption acts as a continuous heat source inside the material, a dynamic equilibrium was established for the heat coming in and diffusing out, so the phase change of the material (i.e. HAZ) stops expanding.
4.1.4.2 Scanned Pulses inside Glass (Femtosecond Laser)

To determine the influence of higher pulse repetition rates we used a femtosecond laser (Bluecut 10 from Photonic Solutions). The frequency can be continuous adjusted from 100 kHz to 5 MHz. A similar laser setup is used as before except the focal lens we used has a high-NA objective (NA: 0.6) to compensate for the smaller laser beam diameter from the laser to give a similar focal spot size. For this experiment we want to keep the same output power and observe the HAZ differences, but the laser output power has the limitation of a maximum output power of 6 W and a maximum individual pulse energy of 5 μJ, so the laser average powers and pulse energies shown below were used:

Table 4.3. Table of femtosecond laser parameters used for repetition rate investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse repetition rate [kHz]</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>333</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>3000</th>
<th>5000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser average power [W]</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse energy [μJ]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross-sectional view of the HAZ lines shows similar result for 100 kHz, 200 kHz and even 333 kHz; the HAZ size increases with the pulse repetition rates. The relation between pulse repetition rate and HAZ size for the same laser average power is shown in Fig 4.10. For the same average power, the HAZ size shows a sharp declining trend. That is because for higher repetition rates, the energy of individual pulses is lower compared with pulses of lower repetition rate (from Fig 4.13), which leads to a lower

Fig 4.9 Graph of (a). HAZ width and (b). HAZ volume related with pulses train duration of different laser repetition rate.
absorption rate for those individual pulses, even if the overall laser energy is the same, most of the energy is either transmitted or dispersed.

![Graph showing the relation between laser repetition rate and scanning HAZ size inside borosilicate glass with the same laser average power (Bluecut 10, 300 fs, focal lens NA = 0.6, beam diameter = 6 mm).](image)

**Fig 4.10** Relation of laser repetition rate and scanning HAZ size inside borosilicate glass with the same laser average power (Bluecut 10, 300 fs, focal lens NA = 0.6, beam diameter = 6 mm).

### 4.1.5 Different Pulse Duration

Measurement of the influence of different pulse durations was carried out using the Pharos laser system from Photonics Solutions, with pulse duration continuously adjustable from 162 fs to 10 ps. In this experiment the setup is the same as the one in 4.1.4.2 with laser power fixed as 1.5 W and pulse repetition rate 500 kHz. For each of the pulse durations, we drew lines inside borosilicate glass with speeds of 1 mm/s, 6 mm/s and 11 mm/s, and then the sample was cut and cross-sectioned for measurement, and the results are shown in Fig 4.11. From the graph, the HAZ slightly decreases as the pulse duration becomes longer, which is quite easy to understand as during the experiments we kept the pulse energy the same, so a longer pulse means lower peak power, and a pulse with higher peak power can excite nonlinear absorption more easily and needs less time to form plasma absorption, thus less energy is transmitted as the absorption becomes stable.
Fig 4.11 Relation of HAZ size and laser pulse duration (with laser average power 1.5 W and pulse repetition rate 500 kHz).

4.2 Morphology Analysis

In this section we will discuss about the morphology analysis of the welding area in the same or different materials. Ultrafast laser welding HAZ width could be measured or analysed under a microscope. Cross-sections (described in Chapter 3) are usually necessary for a detailed analysis of the HAZ features.

4.2.1 Morphology Model

For a better understanding of the HAZ variations with laser power and scan speed for different focal lenses, a focused Gaussian beam is considered:

\[ I(r, z) = I_o \left( \frac{\omega_o}{\omega(z)} \right)^2 \exp\left( -\frac{2r^2}{\omega^2(z)} \right) \tag{Eq 4.3} \]

with \( I_o \) the laser intensity at the focus, \( \omega_o \) the beam waist (focal radius size) and \( \omega(z) \) the radius at which the field amplitudes fall to 1/e of their axial values, in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis \( z \), with \( \omega(z) = \omega_o \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\lambda z}{\pi \omega_o^2 n_g} \right)^2} \) and \( \omega_o = 2M^2 \lambda f / \pi D \), with \( f \) the focal length of the lens and \( D \) the beam diameter, \( n_g \) is the refractive index of the material (\( n_g = 1.507 \) for borosilicate glass at 1.03 μm). Here we
only consider the highest intensity i.e. along the axis \((r = 0)\) and the position \(z_1\) that is just above the breakdown threshold, then Eq 4.3 becomes:

\[
I_{th} = I_o \left( \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{\lambda z_1}{\pi \omega_0^2} \right)^2} \right) \tag{Eq 4.4}
\]

\(I_{th}\) is the breakdown threshold of the material.

For a clear view of the breakdown length a simulation graph is presented for the relation of \(I_o/I_{th}\) and the breakdown length in Fig 4.12, the breakdown length (the length of laser intensity above the breakdown threshold along the beam direction) increases with the laser intensity. Assuming the laser intensity at focus \(I_o\) is 3 times of the intensity of the material breakdown threshold (welding of borosilicate is around 1.3 W, and from 6.2.2, a breakdown threshold of 0.453 W inside borosilicate glass was measured), then the breakdown length from the focus to \(z_1\) (here only positive \(z\) is required as the laser energy is absorbed before focus), are 4.77 μm, 19.1 μm and 76.4 μm respectively for a 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm focus length. For the welding work of borosilicate to borosilicate the breakdown length is much longer than the Rayleigh range of the lens, which gives an impression of the filament length expected due to different lens without the involvement of a HAZ (for examples, see 10.75 μJ case in Fig 4.4 and single pulse situation in Fig 4.16).

![Fig 4.12 Calculated relation of \(I_o/I_{th}\) and the breakdown length for different focus lenses. The Rayleigh ranges are also drawn with the same colours.](image)
As more laser pulse energy is deposited, HAZ appears around the absorption region, and plasma plays a dominant role and further elongates the length of the HAZ. The range of the laser intensity that can sustain a plasma (i.e. the expected extent of plasma around the focus) is obtained from Eq 4.3:

\[
I_{\text{plasma}} = I_0 \left( \frac{\omega_o}{\omega(z)} \right)^2 \exp \left( -\frac{2r^2}{\omega^2(z)} \right)
\]

Eq 4.5

\(I_{\text{plasma}}\) is the laser intensity threshold which can sustain plasma (the absorbed laser energy can allow the plasma to survive provided plasma already exists). Assuming the laser intensity at focus \(I_o\) is 1000 times the intensity of \(I_{\text{plasma}}\) for the 10 mm lens, and keeping the same laser power for the 20 mm and 40 mm lenses (and considering only the positive z as before). Then the maximum plasma widths are all 32.3 \(\mu m\) in width and 100.1 \(\mu m\), 200 \(\mu m\) and 398.9 \(\mu m\) in length for 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm lenses respectively, as the calculated results shown in Fig 4.13.

Fig 4.13 Calculation of the plasma sustainable cross-sectional area for different focal length lenses (assuming laser intensity at the focus of the 10 mm lens is 1000 times that of the plasma sustainable intensity. The calculation is based on the same laser average power for those 3 lenses).
As the same average power is used for the calculation of the 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm lenses in Fig 4.13, the plasma region expands over a much larger area for the longer focus lenses. Which means the plasma is more intense for the 10 mm lens compared with the longer focus lenses, so the absorbed energy density is much higher, and more voids (defects) and smaller HAZ are generated in side material or welding. The HAZ created in the experiments of different focus lenses (Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 in section 4.1.1) can be explained by the model above.

Combining Eq 4.4 and Eq 4.5 will give us a laser energy absorption region based on laser power and focal lens. If we further consider different scan speeds, which will influence the energy deposition rate, the HAZ (melted region by heat diffusion after laser absorption) region of different shape will be formed.

4.2.2 Cross-section

The size and shape of the modified region (HAZ) depends on the laser and material parameters as well as the sample translation velocity and, most importantly, the focal length of the lens. Cross-sections perpendicular to the inscription line for typical HAZ generated by different focal length lenses are shown in Fig 4.1, and cross-sections along the HAZ line are shown below (Fig 4.14).

![Fig 4.14 Cross-section of ultrafast laser HAZ along the (a). Continuous HAZ line, (b). Dashed HAZ line (both top view seen in Fig 4.6) of 10 mm lens, and (c). Welding line with 20 mm lens.](image)

The cross-section view gives us a clear understanding of the laser absorption mechanism of different parameters. When ultrafast laser pulses are focused inside glass, nonlinear absorption will firstly occur at the focus, which appears as an elongated line
along the laser vector, (can be seen from Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.16 for lower power or smaller numbers of pulses). This is usually caused by localized chemical bonds breaking by nonlinear absorption, but the absorbed energy is not sufficient to melt the region when it diffuses to the surrounding area.

![Diagram of welding formation between two surfaces](image)

*Fig 4.15 Diagram of welding formation between two surfaces (the insert welding figure: fused silica to fused silica, 7.29 W, 2 mm/s with a 2 µm gap).*

Fig 4.15 shows a typical cross-section of a weld, the leading ledge of the pulse has only enough energy to exceed the intensity threshold for breakdown at the laser focus, and therefore forms the tip of the tear-drop (Fig 4.15(1)), subsequent pulses have enough energy to produce breakdown further from the laser focus, with the help of both nonlinear absorption and linear (i.e. defects) absorption. Breakdown occurs further and further upstream from the focus, forming a defect line larger than the Rayleigh range of the lens (Fig 4.14c, explained in Fig 4.12). As laser power increases or more pulses come in, plasma is formed and expands to form a cone structure. Both laser beam expansion and plasma expansion lead to a structure that extends over a region much larger than, and above, the focal volume of the lens, and spans a wide range of material modifications (Fig 4.15(2)). NB as the pulses separation time is larger than the plasma lifetime, the subsequent pulses are more readily absorbed by defect or photon assistant absorption and the absorption region moves incrementally closer to the source rapidly expanding the plasma affected region along the laser beam axis.
As the absorption region moves upwards there is eventually sufficient thermal diffusion to form a HAZ and this begins to expand laterally (Fig 4.15(3)). This process continues until the absorbing region has moved so far out of focus that absorption drops to an unsustainable level (Fig 4.15(4)). At this point the formation terminates and the process begins again at the geometric focus as the laser is translated laterally (Fig 4.14b and Fig 4.6), or the plasma absorption becomes self-sustainable at this height and a continuous line is formed as the laser is laterally translated (Fig 4.14a and Fig 4.6). During this process material in the plasma affected region mixes and a true weld is formed in this area [157]. Thermal diffusion generates a HAZ but the limited mixing of material is insufficient to form a true weld (seen from the right inset of Fig 4.15).

**Fig 4.16** Evolution of plasma affected region and HAZ with increasing incident pulses of 21.25 μJ in a single fused silica sample. Phase contrast imaging has been used to provide clearer images.

For welds at the interface, especially of different materials, the material properties play quite an important part, not just the thermal properties discussed in Chapter 2, there are several points to consider:

**Plasma material exchange:** During the welding process, plasma moves up from the focus and expands laterally to form a conical plasma region and eventually heat is diffused to a tear-drop HAZ. Inside the plasma region material from the upper material and from the bottom sample move upward and downward and are finally mixed together and form a bond at the interface (for detailed please see section 4.4). However
out of the plasma region, even inside the HAZ, a limited bond is observed from the cross-section (right part of Fig 4.15)

**Surface tension:** Thermal diffusion generates a melting pool around the plasma region, but cross-sectioning of the weld region indicates that this melt region might not create a bond as shown in Fig 4.15, in which the surface tension of the melting surfaces prevents the two materials maxing together and forming a true bond.

**Transition temperature and thermal expansion:** Unlike metals, glasses (amorphous materials) have transition temperature (close to their annealing points), at which the material temperature above this point will result in a change from a hard and relatively brittle state into a soft and flexible rubber-like state. The transition temperature is always lower than the melting temperature (or softening point for amorphous materials). So around the melt pool glass becomes soft which may not directly affect welding of the same material but will affect welding of different materials, as shown in Fig 4.17. Different thermal expansions of the rubber-like states of the two materials will result in one intruding into the other, which results in a non-flat interface.

*Fig 4.17 Welds of two different glasses of different transition point. (Upper glass: Nd doped borosilicate glass, bottom glass: borosilicate glass. Laser parameters: 1 W average power with 1 mm/s scan speed).*

**Brittleness:** The brittleness of glass makes it easy to crack after localised heating through ultrafast laser pulses, although some reports say the heat enhances the fracture toughness of the material inside the welded region [5][136]. At the same time heat introduces more residual stresses [158]. Cracks and residual stress can usually be observed inside cross-section views of both HAZ and welding (Fig 4.18). The residual stress mainly comes from the heat and shock waves generated as laser pulses are incident, which compresses the surrounding material. When the HAZ is melted or
softened, it releases the stress in the molten region (e.g. compare different number of pulses in Fig 4.16), and, after processing, the solidification introduce residual stresses as well. Those residual stresses can be minimised by optimising the different welding parameters.

Fig 4.18 Residual stress and residual stress induced cracks. (a). Refractive index changes inside the HAZ, (b). Cracks inside borosilicate glass, (c). Crack induced by small amount of laser power, (d). Cracks inside fused silica.

4.2.3 Welds Peeling

Apart from cross-sectioning after welding, peeling is another way to investigate the welding area is morphology analysis. The extension stress is not that easy to measure for small samples, so for our experiment we didn’t carry out extension strength tests for peeling, instead we observed the morphology after breaking. When separating the two samples after welding, it is hard to predict where the cracks start and what the broken area looks like for glass to glass welding, as both the samples are brittle, and it is hard to know where the defects will become fatal. For breaking glass to metal welds, however, the broken area seems quite consistent for the same welding parameters.

The experiments carried out consisted of firstly welding a piece of borosilicate glass to a polished stainless steel surface \((R_a <50 \text{ nm})\), with a laser average power of 0.7 W and scan speed 1 mm/s. The samples were broken and then brought under a microscope for observation, with the 3D scanning method “montage” of a Leica DM6000M Microscope, a 3D surface shape can be constructed around the broken seam. In the photos and graphs, the weld seams are scanned in a spiral pattern with the laser.
scanning direction clearly indicated from the break pattern. Arc ripples of glass remain on stainless steel surface indicating the weld strength is sufficiently high to act as a pivot when the sample was peeled off, the force then aggregates closed to the welds causing cracks or breaks.

Fig 4.19 Borosilicate glass and stainless steel surface after the welds have been broken and 3D constructed image under the microscope. Note that due to the low diffraction of the glass surface, the thrusts on the top-right image are not entirely real (laser average power 0.7 W and scan speed 1 mm/s with a 20 mm lens and the seam separation is 100 μm).

4.3 Bonding Strength Test

As mentioned above, it is hard to measure the extension break strength of the weld as the sample is not easy to hold while applying a force, but it is relatively straightforward to measure the shear strength. For shear strength tests samples of uniform size and weld location are prepared with a sample frame to reduce the uncertainty of the results, as shown in Fig 4.20. Samples of borosilicate to borosilicate glass welding were used for the test with borosilicate samples cut into 25×25 mm and 20×20 mm square pieces. The 25 mm square sample and 20 mm square sample were then put into the frame inside the clamp for welding (Fig 4.20). The welded samples were then put to a strength test rig in a strength test machine (Instron 3367) for strength test, as shown in Fig 4.21.
Fig 4.20 Samples and sample frame in the clamp to maintain the relative position of the two samples and same welding position.

Fig 4.21 Diagram view of shear break testing rig and photo of rig in the strength test machine. Two differentially sized pieces of glass fit into machined recesses in an aluminium block. The block is loosely held with sliding bolts and pulled apart along an axis normal to the weld plane.
For ultrafast laser direct welding of glass to glass, optical contact is easy to achieve as the surfaces are usually extremely flat, which is good insofar as the Van der Waals force can enhance the strength of bonds. For consistent strength testing, however, we need to reduce the influence of Van der Waals force as much as possible as the optical contact area varies for different samples during the clamp and welding process. The Van der Waals force is quite small compared with the welded force, as we measured for 5 samples with only optical contact, the strength of Van der Waals force is 1.04±0.05 N/mm² (compared with welding strength of around 100 N/mm² in the test). The optical contact area was measured after weld and the Van der Waals force was subtracted after the overall force was obtained. Note that the Van der Waals force is highly dependent on the separation of the two surfaces, but the distance is hard to measure or evaluate after the samples have been welded, for simplification we take all the Van der Waals forces the same for a unit optical contact area during the test.

Fig 4.22 Typical shear extension and load strength relation for ultrafast laser welding samples.

The force applied to pull the two parts of the shear rig apart is in the direction shown in Fig 4.21. The typical shear extensions and load strength are shown in Fig 4.22, the load (initially just half the mass of the shear test rig) increases as the machine arm is pulled.
The load strength increased to a maximum with an abrupt break indicating a brittle material failure.

The test data includes “Load at break” for the initial strength shown on the machine when no force applied \( (F_{\text{Break}}) \), and “Maximum load” for the maximum force load to break the samples \( (F_{\text{Maximum}}) \), the weld strength was measured:

\[
F_{\text{Weld}} = F_{\text{Maximum}} - F_{\text{Break}} - S_{oc} \times P_{oc}
\]

\( S_{oc} \) is the optical contact area of the sample and \( P_{oc} \) is the stress per unit area required to break the optical contact as previously measured. For brittle materials the maximum stress measured may vary for different samples due to the distribution of physical flaws, so usually a number of samples are tested for a statistic result.

### 4.3.1 Different Parameters

Fig 4.23 Spiral pattern (diameter = 2.7 mm, line separation = 150 μm) and circle array pattern (diameter = 3.15 mm, boundary separation = 150 μm) with power from 1.07 W (a, c) to 3.0 W (b, d).
In order to identify the general trend with regards to strength, groups of four samples were welded with the same parameters. Spiral and circle arrays were evaluated with the laser power varying from apparently non-welded to cracks appearing, as seen in Fig 4.23. The welding area diameters were chosen to keep the same laser scanning path length for the two patterns. Nine different powers were tested with four samples taken for both of the patterns at each power.

Only the weld strength is calculated because the seam width keeps changing for welding with different powers, so the weld strength per unit weld area is not presented here.

![Weld strength of borosilicate to borosilicate with different laser powers, with 1 mm/s scan speed and a 10 mm lens.](image)

From Fig 4.24 the two different welding patterns share similar strength values (within the error) for individual laser powers. As the laser power increases, the weld strength increases until the flaws or defects become severe. Then the weld strength decreases again even though there is no obvious cracking (cracks appear from 2.75 W average power) under the microscope. The maximum weld strength presented in the graph indicates the potential for optimising the laser and welding parameters.
4.3.2 Weibull Plot

![Image of different Weibull plot patterns]

Fig 4.25 Different patterns or powers adopted for Weibull plot test. (a). Circle array with power = 1.6 W, (b). Spiral with power = 1.6 W, (c). Spiral with power = 2.05 W, (d). Vibrating spiral, power = 3.2 W.

In order to ensure the optimum power indicated in Fig 4.24, 20 weld samples as a group of the same parameters were made and shear strength tested, with four groups of different powers or patterns being prepared. In Fig 4.25a and Fig 4.25b the laser power of 1.6 W were chosen for a highest welding strength which is indicated in Fig 4.24; Fig 4.25c is a power slightly higher than optimum power without obvious crack for comparison, and Fig 4.25d is a new spiral pattern with the vibrating focal lens (with the method introduced in Section 6.4) which generates larger HAZ and plasma region with more incident power. The sample preparation method and shear strength test method were the same as described above, with the Weibull plot graph shown in Fig 4.26.

Welding of the same pattern and power shares the same welding seam width so the strength of a unit weld area (the area of the weld line) is calculated and present with the Weibull plot in Fig 4.26a and the Weibull plot of the strength of a unit area of the whole region (including the space between the weld lines) is in Fig 4.26b.
Fig 4.26 Weibull plots of possibility of survival for welding strength of unit area. (a). Welding seam area, (b). The whole weld region.

After the measured data has been plotted, the curves were then fitted with the Weibull distribution using an iterative method (seen in Appendix). The $\lambda$ and $k$ parameters obtained are shown in Table 4.4. From the graph and table, the weld strength statistic mean are around 108.8 MPa (N/mm$^2$) at the optimal points (1.6 W average power) indicated in Fig 4.24, with the welding strength 96.3% of the bulk material (113 MPa for borosilicate glass [118]) for the two different patterns (spiral and discrete circle array). As expected the welding strength of 2.05 W spiral is lower than the 1.6 W spiral following the trend in Fig 4.24 and the strength of vibrating spiral as a non-optimised power of 3.2 W, is low as well, but it is clearly higher than the expected 3.2 W spiral based on the trend in Fig 4.24. The Weibull modulus $k$ varies slightly for different patterns as well, which indicates the stability of the welds, with vibrating spiral giving the most stable welds and circle array the lest, and the spiral patterns of different powers shares the similar value.

Table 4.4. Table of Weibull strength test and iterative fit results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Power [W]</th>
<th>Weld seam strength</th>
<th>Area weld strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean[MPa]</td>
<td>Median[MPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle array</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>108.828</td>
<td>95.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiral</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>108.887</td>
<td>94.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiral</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>71.023</td>
<td>61.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrating spiral</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>78.797</td>
<td>64.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The curve of Weibull plot and strength per weld region area in Fig 4.26b is plotted to compare the bonding strength of commercial epoxy glue (10-25 MPa [160]), as one can see the average weld stress are nearly 4 times larger than commercial glue, showing the potential of the ultrafast laser welding to replace adhesives as an industrial bonding method.

### 4.4 Fluorescence Test

As discussed in previous sections, plasma plays a very important role during the welding process, not just for laser power absorption but also the plasma region effectively mixes the materials. To verify this, a Raman confocal fluorescence spectroscopic was used to measure the materials components in the weld region. An Nd (4%) doped borosilicate glass sample was welded to an undoped borosilicate glass, with the dopant fluorescent to the Raman laser source.

![Figure 4.27](image)

**Fig 4.27 Cross-section view of doped (4% Nd) borosilicate glass to undoped borosilicate glass welds. (a). Weld from doped to undoped material, (b). Weld from undoped to doped material.**

The cross-section view of the weld is shown in Fig 4.27 with: (i). Laser pulses incident on the interface through the doped borosilicate glass (laser from the top in Fig 4.27), and (ii). Laser pulses incident on the interface through the undoped borosilicate glass. The deformation of the interface can be quite clearly observed from Fig 4.27, comparing of (i) and (ii). This is probably because of the softening point in the two materials are not the same due to the dopant, with the undoped piece expanding further than the doped during the welding process.

Welding of an interface is a little bit different from generating HAZ inside bulk material, as surface defects that scatter and absorb the light play an important role during laser
energy absorption, especially when the interface lies in the position where plasma starts to grow upward and laterally expand. So in this situation an hourglass shape plasma region (Fig 4.27) instead of a cone shape, with the bottom part created by nonlinear and surface absorption and the top part by plasma absorption, for detailed experimental observation and explanation please see 5.2.2.

Fig 4.28 Plots of fluorescence spectroscopy scans of sectioned Nd doped to undoped borosilicate welds along paths indicated in Fig 4.27b. (a). Reference scan with no weld (line x), red arrow indicate position of interface between materials. (b). Section across weld centre (line y), arrows indicate position of points of interest from Fig 4.27b.

Plot of fluorescence spectroscopy scanning along paths indicated in Fig 4.27b are shown in Fig 4.28. The numbered points indicate the features of interest points labelled in Fig 4.27. From the Nd fluorescence counts in the reference section Fig 4.28a, a clear dividing line could be seen between the doped and undoped glass. Since the interface is expected to be abrupt the slope of the plot suggests a resolution of the order of 10 μm, which is consistent with the laser spot used for the fluorescence scan.

The weld section gives some interesting information on the mobility of the glass during the welding process. The HAZ in particular shows limited to zero mobility since there is little to no difference between the counts in this region to the non-HAZ region. The plasma zone, (hourglass feature in Fig 4.27) shows considerably more mobility the Nd increases as the trace approaches the interface. There is also a significant difference between the upper and lower lobes of the plasma region, and the doped Nd in lower lobes of the plasma region becomes less dense as well which indicate there is a considerable amount of local intermixing in the plasma region.
4.5 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presented tests and measurement of ultrafast laser welding parameters for a successful welding of glass to glass and glass to opaque materials.

Nonlinear absorption only occurs in transparent materials where the power density is above a specific threshold (the breakdown point). An ultrashort pulsed laser and high-NA lens are required which allows for an extremely high laser intensity by condensing light temporally and spatially. Nonlinear absorption is a quite low efficiency absorption mechanism, and it needs time to transfer to a plasma absorption (absorption efficiency > 90%) process. Furthermore if the time interval between pulses is comparable or smaller than the thermal diffusion time, thermal accumulation helps through electron or photon assisted absorption in the following pulses.

Several parameters need to be considered for suitable laser energy deposition during the welding process based on the discussion above. Focused laser intensity needs to be high enough for nonlinear absorption by adjusting the laser power and focal lens (focal volume); thermal accumulation needs to be built up between pulses by means of decreasing scan speed and/or increasing pulse repetition rate; pulse energy and pulse duration need to be high to transfer the absorption process from nonlinear to plasma; Sample surface conditions and surface separation also need to be considered to deal with material brittleness and residual stress.

Table 4.5. Table of HAZ change with difference laser parameters inscribing inside bulk glass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested Parameter</th>
<th>HAZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser power</td>
<td>HAZ increases with laser power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan speed</td>
<td>HAZ slightly decreases with scan speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus lens</td>
<td>Longer focus lens brings larger HAZ, but requires higher breakdown threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse duration</td>
<td>HAZ decreases with longer pulse duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition rate</td>
<td>Higher laser repetition rate brings smaller HAZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials</td>
<td>Higher material softening point requires more laser power and brings smaller HAZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For experimentally exploring the influence of parameters, inscriptions inside bulk glass were carried out with different lenses, different laser powers, different scan speeds, different repetition rates and different pulse durations, followed by sample cross-sections and morphology analysis. The relations of HAZ trend with different parameters are shown in Table 4.5.

The investigations of parameters in this chapter help to work out the parameters used for welding. Longer focus lens leads to larger HAZ length/width ratio and lower deposited energy density in the HAZ. The result of different laser powers and scan speeds are quite straightforward: HAZ increases with laser power and decreases with scan speed. Comparing the HAZ of different materials (fused silica and borosilicate glass, the thermal properties are more or less the same except the softening point and transformation temperature) indicates the influence of different material properties on welding parameters.

A laser absorption model together with the cross-sectioning of welds provided us a clear understanding of laser absorption mechanism and morphological formation. When ultrafast laser pulses are focused inside glass, nonlinear absorption will firstly occur at the focus, which appears as an elongated line along the laser vector. This is usually caused by localized chemical bond breaking, but energy absorbed through nonlinear absorption is not sufficient to melt the local region. As the laser power increases (or more pulses come in), plasma is formed and expands to a cone structure. Both laser beam expansion and plasma expansion lead to an absorption region that extends over an area much larger than, and above, the focal volume of the lens. This process continues until the absorbing region has moved so far out of focus that absorption drops to an unsustainable level. At this point the formation terminates and the process begins again at the geometric focus. During this process material in the plasma affected region mixes and HAZ created due to thermal diffusion, hence a true weld is formed in this area.

Using a carefully prepared set of samples and suitable welding parameters, glass to glass and glass to metals examples were successfully welded. Weld strength tests were carried out to statistically measure the weld strength characteristics with different laser parameters and scanning patterns. Spiral pattern and discrete circle pattern was designed for welding of borosilicate-borosilicate with different powers. As the laser power increases, the weld strength increases until flaws or defects become severe, then the weld strength decreases again even though there is no obvious cracking (cracks appear
from 2.75 W average power) under the microscope. And the Weibull plot of strength tests on 4 different patterns/powers (20 samples for each pattern/sample) show the weld strength (statistic mean) are around 108.8 MPa at the optimal points indicated in Fig 4.24, with the welding strength 96.3% of the bulk material (113 MPa for borosilicate glass [118]). Comparing the bonding strength of commercial adhesives (10~25 MPa [160]), one can see the potential of the ultrafast laser welding to replace glue as an industrial bonding method.

The research of this chapter gives a guide of welding parameter selection and a basic understanding of welding mechanisms. For a future work, an extensive experiment for the investigation of plasma behaviour and laser energy absorption will bring a new insight for ultrafast laser welding, which will introduce more effective ways for the welding work.
Chapter 5 Welding Limit Determination

As discussed in previous chapters, ultrafast laser welding relates to optics, surfaces, materials science and mechanical engineering which require a number of parameters to be considered. Sample preparation methods were discussed in Chapter 3 and parameters investigated and tested in Chapter 4. Using a carefully prepared set of samples and suitable welding parameters, glass to glass and glass to metals were successfully welded, and optimum parameters were investigated via weld strength tests. For industrial applications, it is important that the sample preparation method is straightforward and fit up easy to achieve. Work in this chapter hence focuses on the identification of laser parameters that allow tolerances to be relaxed.

From the parameter tests in bulk material in previous chapters, the trend of HAZ size is indicated by different welding parameters, but those trends are usually misleading when we adopt those parameters for welding. For example, normally a laser power of 1 W can create a HAZ (length: 100 μm) inside borosilicate glass, and as the laser power reaches 2.8 W (HAZ length: 490 μm) there are still no cracks inside the HAZ, as shown in Fig 4.3. But defects and residual stress are greatly increased at this power, and welding with this power will lead to low welding strength or apparent cracking (Fig 4.24). The limitations of laser parameters and welding parameters are discussed in this chapter.

The impact of air gap between the two materials being welded with different welding parameters needs to be investigated. Even with proper clamping, careful surface polishing and cleaning, a large surface separation may still appear due to surface deformations introduced by Van der Waals forces, surface tensions, heat deformations and surface thermal expansion during the welding process. Experimental arrangements using either curved surfaces (cylindrical lens) or etched grooves were thus used to find suitable parameters for weld different gaps. In addition, the impact of different surface preparation techniques was investigated.

5.1 Limitations of Welding Parameters

Limitations of welding parameters need to be considered for a successful weld. In this section the residual stresses inside the weld are discussed and techniques to increase the weld’s temperature tolerance and restrain or eliminate cracks in the welding area are investigated.
One of the merits of an ultrafast laser is highly localized heating. With high pulse repetition rate used in this process, an extremely high temperature can be obtained in the very small focus region. The material in this region can thus be melted while still surrounded by cold material. The problem is, energy deposited in the focal region will eventually transfer to the surrounding lattice [161], increasing the temperature and introducing residual stress after welding. Although the residual stress is minimised due to minimal energy deposition using an ultrafast laser, it will still cause cracks or makes the welded area vulnerable to ambient temperature changes. Recent reports suggest annealing can release the stress and reduce the defects introduced by ultrafast laser modification [162], but the annealing temperature is usually too high and not suitable for dissimilar materials.

In general a wider weld seam leads to a larger joining area which implies higher weld strength, but defects or cracks make the weld strength weak. Experiments were carried out by welding borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass with different laser powers. As the laser power increases, a larger seam size is observed, but more defects appear (as voids and microcracks and even large area cracks), as seen in Fig 5.1 below. From the weld strength test in Fig 4.24 one can see the weld strength decreased even through no obvious creaks appear as the laser power was increased. There exists a threshold, as laser power increases, when the joining strength obtains too much influence from defects which weaken bonding to the weld.

![Fig 5.1](image_url)

*Fig 5.1 Weld seams on borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass with different laser powers, (a).1.57 W, (b).2.06 W, (c). 2.68 W, defects become obvious as laser power increased and cracks appear in higher power(c).*

Those high laser power induced cracks are mainly due to a large amount of void generation, high thermal gradients inside the HAZ, and/or HAZ overlapping between different seam lines. Effective methods to eliminate or reduce this kind of defects or
cracks include reducing the laser power, or increasing the seam line separation if the HAZ lines are overlapped.

There is another type of residual stress when two different materials are welded: differences in thermal expansion during the welding process will introduce residual stress. For example, the thermal expansion of stainless steel (17.2×10^{-6} K^{-1}) is much larger than glass (fused silica 0.55×10^{-6} K^{-1}, borosilicate glass 3.3×10^{-6} K^{-1}). After welding, the two materials will contract in a different rate as the temperature returns to ambient. The stress induced can thus become fatal when a large area is welded. Here cracks are generated at the boundary of the weld in the brittle glass (Fig 5.2). Even if no obvious cracks are observed, the residual stress would make the area vulnerable and the cracks can gradually grow around the weld area as a result of ambient temperature changes (e.g. day and night). This residual stress restricts the maximum size that can be welded, which is based on the difference of thermal expansion coefficients, deposited laser energy and the breaking strength of the materials.

Fig 5.2 Weld with cracks around (borosilicate glass to fused silica, laser power: 1.32 W with scan speed 1 mm/s. weld seam separation is 80 μm).
5.2 Limitations of Surface Separation

For samples with optical contact, ultrafast laser welding results are quite straightforward: non-welded for low laser power and cracking for higher power, as seen in section 4.3. Different speeds, pulse repetition rates and pulse durations share similar results from inspecting cross-section of the HAZ size as discussed in section 4.1.

Welding of sample in optical contact by changing the focal position was carried out by drawing lines along the interface (perpendicular to the cross-section plane shown in Fig 5.3) using the same laser power and scan speed. The gap disappears wherever the HAZ (represent melt region) intersects the interface.

However, optical contact is hard to achieve across a large area (several hundred square millimetres or larger), even with highly polished surfaces and rigorous cleaning processes, making the process hard to industrialise. Furthermore, the requirement for flat and parallel plates is not always compatible with the geometry of some micro-optical systems, in particular recessed surfaces that are not easy to polish or clean. Hence it is important to determine how large a gap can be bridged.

Two types of sample structure were used to provide controlled and measurable gaps:

(i) an optic with a gently curving surface (long focal length cylindrical lens) together with a flat glass wafer;

Fig 5.3 Welding of optical contact interface of fused silica to fused silica while varying focal position (laser average power 3.45 W and scan speed 2 mm/s with focal position step of 5 μm).
(ii) a series of grooves accurately etched into the surface of a flat glass wafer, which was then welded to another planar glass wafer.

5.2.1 Cylindrical Lens

The cylindrical lens used was a Thorlabs, N-BK7 Plano-Convex Cylindrical Lens, with a 1000 mm focal length, and the glass wafer was Schott, BOROFLOAT® 33. Both the wafer and cylindrical lens were cleaned with acetone and methanol then pressed together with a clamp, as shown in the schematic in Fig 5.4. This resulted in a thin optical contact line (A, perpendicular to the plane shown), with interference fringes either side of the optical contact area. To generate the welds, the laser beam was scanned across this optical contact line. During this process, the laser spot first encounters a large gap between the materials, which decreases in size to a minimum, before expanding again. Subsequent weld lines were then created in parallel with the first, using a range of average powers (0.98–1.77 W, steps of 0.098 W) and scan speeds (0.5–10 mm/s, steps of 0.5 mm/s).

![Schematic of cylindrical lens setup used for the gap welding experiments.](image)

Provided that the radius of the cylindrical lens is sufficiently large in comparison to the weld length (AD), the gap (AB) at any point (D), can be easily calculated by measuring the distance (AD) away from the line of optical contact with a geometrical relation:

\[
AB = \frac{BC^2}{2R - AB} \approx \frac{AD^2}{2R}
\]

Eq 5.1
Two potential issues with this method are that (a) the glass wafer will bend slightly in the clamp, and (b) previous welding seams may pull (or push) the two surfaces closer together (or further apart), hence the gap distance calculation is subject to some error. Due to these uncertainties, experiments that involve varying the focal position of the laser were not attempted with this setup.

Fig 5.5 (a). Welds of a cylindrical lens to a flat borosilicate glass wafer with different scan directions (labelled with red arrows), (b). Reflection and (c). Transmission images are used to differentiate the true weld from surface ablation. (Laser power 1.18 W with scan speed 1 mm/s).

The impact of weld direction was initially investigated. The cylindrical lens welds shown in Fig 5.5a were made with identical parameters (1.18 W laser power and 1 mm/s scan speed, separation between lines is 0.1 mm), however 5 were in one direction and the other 5 in the opposite direction as indicated by the red arrow on the photo. Fig 5.5b and Fig 5.5c are the enlarged images of the welds with back reflection (b) and transmission (c) microscope mode to differentiate the welded region from ablation. Ablation can be differentiated due to the surface cracks and from the fringe distortion between the weld seams. The fringe distortion indicates that the welds themselves have locally altered the gap between the two glasses, i.e. pulled the glass together or distorted
the inner surfaces. This effect, combined with the bending in the glass slide, results in an uncertainty in the absolute values of the calculation from Eq 5.1. Hence the gap distance calculation is subject to some error. Interference fringes can be clearly observed across the sample, which provide a measure of the gap at any particular point from which the gap calculations could be verified. In b) and c) of Fig 5.5, evidence of ablation is observed, where material escaped and was redeposited.

In Fig 5.5 the weld seam and un-welded (ablated) region can be identified from the width of the HAZ as well as the colour of the reflected top view. The weld-able gaps gap is clearly influenced by the laser scan directions, with a larger gap bridged if the gap is increasing rather than decreasing.

**Fig 5.6** Welds of cylindrical lens with different parameters. Each parameter consists of a set of identical welding parameters. (a). 20 sets of welding lines (each set contains 2 lines separated with 100 µm and 200 µm separation between different sets) with an average laser power of 1.18 W, and different scan speeds (left-to-right: from 0.5 mm/s to 10 mm/s with step of 0.5 mm/s). (b). 9 sets of welding lines (each set contains 5 lines separated with 100 µm and 250 µm separation between different sets) with the same scan speed of 1 mm/s, and different average powers (left-to-right 0.98, 1.08, 1.18, 1.28, 1.38, 1.48, 1.57, 1.67 and 1.77 W). The focal position of the laser is 72.7 µm below the bottom surface of the flat glass wafer. In both images, the laser translates from top to bottom.
The results of laser welding of plane glass to a cylindrical lens for a range of laser parameters are presented in Fig 5.6. To investigate the effect of laser spot translation speed, welds were attempted using a constant laser power of 1.18 W, as shown in Fig 5.6a. It can be seen that the weld lines become thinner as the laser spot scan speed is increased. Over the parameter range investigated, however, we observed no obvious trend linking scan speed with the gap that could be successfully welded. This observation is interesting, given that the exposure energy line densities used in this experiment ranged over 20 times, from 2.36 J/mm to 0.12 J/mm although the spot to spot overlap remains extremely high.

![Graphs showing gap size vs scan speed and laser power](image)

*Fig 5.7 Comparison of “gaps (start)” and “gaps (end)” for different incident average powers (a) and scan speed (b) in Fig 5.6. Both graphs indicate that “gaps (end)” are roughly twice as large as “gaps (start)”.*

To investigate the effect of laser power on the gap size that could be bridged, a constant scan speed of 1 mm/s was used, but the laser power was varied from 0.98 W to 1.77 W, in steps of 0.098 W. As can be seen in Fig 5.6b, higher laser powers enabled successful welds across larger gaps, as might be expected, although we also observed that too high a power also results in cracking in the sample. From Fig 5.6, there appears to be a difference in the size of the gap that can be bridged either side of optical contact in that a larger gap can be bridged if the welding process has already begun. For clarity, we will refer to the size of gap when the weld is initiated as the “gap (start)”, and the size of the gap when the weld fails as the “gap (end)”. Fig 5.7 presents a comparison of “gaps (start)” and “gaps (end)” calculated from Eq 5.1 using the data obtained from Fig 5.6. As can be seen in Fig 5.7, “gaps (end)” are roughly twice as large as “gaps (start)” for the same welding parameters of both different scan speeds and welding average powers.
Interference fringes can be clearly observed across the sample, which provide a measure of the gap at any particular point from which the gap calculations could be verified. The error bars in Fig 5.7b are based on the standard deviation of the observed results.

5.2.2  Etched Grooves

The etched groove experiment provided a more reliable and repeatable way of generating discrete controlled gaps between the two surfaces to be welded. Reactive-ion etching was used to create a series of grooves on a fused silica wafer with depths from 1 µm to 5 µm (with depth accuracy ±5%). In this experiment we used fused silica rather than borosilicate, however from our previous work [157] we expect the results to be comparable to borosilicate, although a slightly higher average power is required for successful welding.

![Fig 5.8 Schematic of cross-section of planar substrate arrangement (a) and experiment samples of the groove weld (b). The fused silica wafers are 1 mm thickness, with etched grooves depths of 1.0 µm, 2.0 µm, 3.0 µm, 4.0 µm and 5.0 µm, widths of 1 mm and separations of 2 mm.](image)
The etched and cleaned surface was then clamped against a second fused silica wafer, providing optical contact at all points apart from the etched grooves (Fig 5.8). To create a weld, the laser beam was scanned perpendicular to the grooves. In this arrangement the weld begins and ends in a region of optical contact. Repeated parallel scans with different average laser powers (4.04 W to 8.53 W, in steps of 0.112 W), as well as different focal positions (from -21.2 µm to -172.7 µm in steps of -2.97 µm, Note: zero is defined as the lower surface of the top glass wafer, and a negative focal position is below this interface). All experiments were carried out with constant laser spot scan speed of 2 mm/s.

The etched groove experiment provides a more precisely controlled, albeit discretized, measurement of the gap before welding. It was found that the results obtained could be broadly characterized into one of four states: “plasma ablation”, “HAZ ablation”, “intermittently welded” and “continuously welded”, as illustrated in the inset in Fig 5.9, which was achieved using a 2 µm gap. The “plasma ablation” region appears as a thin clean line, Fig 5.9a; “HAZ ablation” is indicated by a line with material redeposited either side of the ablation line, Fig 5.9b; “Intermittently welded” corresponds to a mixture of HAZ ablation and weld beads with at least 25% of the weld line consisting of beads, Fig 5.9c; For almost all cases of “continuously welded” the weld line becomes thinner and less homogeneous in the gap region, Fig 5.9d. This is likely a combination of distortion to the focal spot caused by the gap and the somewhat rougher etched surface. In most cases there is evidence of a protrusion as the laser first enters the gap. This is most striking in the “continuously welded” example (Fig 5.9d) where the weld seam maintains almost its full cross-section for the first ~100 µm. This effect does not occur as the laser moves from gap to optical contact at the bottom of the etched region (Fig 5.9d).

The classifications outlined above are used in the main part of Fig 5.9 to define a parameter map for these four states as a function of groove (gap) depth and average power at a fixed focal position of -72.7 µm and laser spot scan speed of 2 mm/s. It should be noted that although the gaps tested are 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 µm, the average powers tested are at 0.112 W increments giving a total of 41 individual tests per gap size, only those points on the boundaries between classifications have been plotted. Determining the exact boundary between the states is challenging in some cases, particularly with the intermittently welded case, error bars are therefore provided.
Fig 5.9 Parameter map illustrating the classification of weld results with varying gap distance and average laser power. Plotted points indicate changes between the different process classifications with a resolution of 1.0 µm in depth and 0.112 W of laser average power. The blue dashed line indicates the average power used in Fig 5.10. The inset shows different welding patterns of (a) “Plasma ablation”, (b) “HAZ ablation”, (c) “Intermittently welded” and (d) “Continuously welded”. The cross-sections of those welds are shown in Fig 5.11. The red stars indicate the position of these results.

The results here agree with the cylindrical lens welding experiment: that increased power allows a larger gap to be successfully bridged, with an almost linear relationship. For a particular gap size the welds cycle through all four states which is expected. By increasing the average laser power, an “intermittently welded” or even “HAZ ablation” can become a “continuously welded” region, but at some point material cracking due to excessive laser power will become an issue. It is worth noting that cracking was not observed in any of the etched groove experiments and hence tests with higher average powers are feasible.
Fig 5.10 Parameter map illustrating classification of weld results with varying gap distance and focal position. Plotted points indicate the position of the change between the different result classifications with a resolution of 1.0 µm in depth and 2.97 µm in focal position. The blue line indicates the focal position used in Fig 5.9. The fifth state appeared when the focal position was too deep and the laser induced modification is below the interface. a, b, c, d in the graph indicate the positions of cross-sections in Fig 5.12.

Fig 5.10 shows a parameter map as a function of groove (gap) depth and focal position with a fixed average power of 7.29 W and speed of 2 mm/s. As the focal position is moved further from the interface a fifth state appears: “HAZ under the interface”. This occurs when the HAZ forms far below the interface and the plasma/melt is insufficient to reach the gap area and fill it. There was no observation of the “plasma ablation” state for this experiment.

The graph demonstrates that the ability to weld across a gap changes dramatically with focal depth. From Fig 5.10, the graph could be classified as 3 types of welding mechanisms as the focal position changes: welding from above the interface (-21.2 µm to ~55 µm), welding from below the interface (~55 µm to ~120 µm) and the HAZ fully below the interface (~120 µm to -172.7 µm). Generally speaking, the different welding mechanisms depend on whether the main laser absorption position is in the
upper sample or in the lower sample (which will be discussed in detail in the discussion below). It should be remembered that Fig 5.9 and Fig 5.10 show two dimensional slices from the three dimensional space of power, focal depth and gap width. From Fig 5.9 it is clear that the “intermittently welded” region and “HAZ ablation” region in Fig 5.10 can, potentially, be changed to “continuously welded” and “intermittently welded” if the average laser power is increased. A combined analysis of Fig 5.9 and Fig 5.10 provides suitable parameters to be used for successful welding.

5.2.3 Results Analysis

Two immediate conclusions can be made from the experiments we have conducted. First, a larger gap can be welded once the weld process has started, as illustrated in Fig 5.7 and as is visible in Fig 5.9d. Secondly, in a non-intuitive and non-trivial manner, the position of the laser focus relative to the gap has a significant influence on the gap that could be bridged.

In section 4.2.2 from Fig 4.15 and Fig 4.16 a theory of plasma evolution and laser energy absorption during the welding process was proposed, to understand the large gap which can be welded once the welding already started. It is known that the HAZ represents the melted glass region [124][151]. Recently it has been shown that even regions outside the melt zone exhibit clear expansion [163]. The ability of this formation to bridge a gap between two surfaces is therefore highly dependent on the size of the HAZ (melt zone) has reached as the formation approaches the gap. This is in turn dependent on the welding parameters and particularly on the focal position.

Fig 5.11 shows the cross-sections of the structures shown in the inset of Fig 5.9 and illustrates the impact of varying incident average power on the evolution of the weld structure. If the laser power is too low then the formation terminates before a HAZ can form (Fig 5.11(1)). This forms plasma modified region which can, depending on the focal position relative to the gap, be entirely subsurface (as shown in Fig 5.11a) or a thin, clean, ablation of the surface.

With increased incident laser power (Fig 5.11(2)) the combination of plasma and melt creates a large amount of ejecta and an ablation line with significant redeposition and surface damage (Fig 5.9b and Fig 5.11b). With a further increase in power there are sufficient ejecta (plasma and melt) to transmit heat across the gap. This transmitted heat
allows the absorption plane to jump the gap without filling it giving rise to ablation from both surfaces (Fig 5.11(3)).

Fig 5.11 Left: cross-sections of different welding patterns of etched grooves experiments label-marked points in Fig 5.9. A to D: power is 4.04 W, 4.49 W, 5.16 W and 7.52 W respectively. Right: illustration of the evolution of the weld structure with varying incident average power. 1). Low power without HAZ; a neat plasma modification line in the bottom glass. 2). Plasma escapes with ejecting melt creating irregular ablation, 3). Plasma generated at both the top and bottom material but neither of them are strong enough to generate a stable bond, 4). Melt bridging the gap providing a bridging corridor for a continuous weld.

If, however, the incident power is sufficiently strong the melt zone will be well enough developed as it approaches the interface to expand and fill the gap ahead of the plasma (Fig 5.11c and Fig 5.11d, also in Fig 5.9); the approaching laser absorption region pushes a bow wave of melt into the gap which initially narrows the gap and eventually fills it forming a bridge which the plasma region can follow. This explains the ability of an already formed weld to bridge a larger gap than an unformed weld in Fig 5.7 and welding protrusion in Fig 5.9d as the melt can be pushed laterally into the gap ahead of the laser translation.

Fig 5.12 illustrates the proposed explanation applied to the 4 types of welding in Fig 5.10 with cross-sections of different typical areas from Fig 5.10 presented in the left of Fig 5.12. If the focal position is close to the interface then the absorption plane will quickly jump the gap and the laser energy is mainly absorbed in the upper glass and an upper HAZ is generated. Here the melt expands downward filling the gap from above and forming a join (Fig 5.12(1)). In this experiment a focal position of between -21.2 μm and -55 μm therefore results in the upper material absorbing the bulk of the laser energy.
With a deeper focal position, HAZ is generated from both upper and lower regions. For smaller gaps there is sufficient combined melt from either side to fill the gap and hence the gap still could be welded. For larger gaps the combined melt is insufficient to fill the gap, as seen in Fig 5.12(2), so “intermittently welded” or even “HAZ ablation” regions are formed in Fig 5.10 (typically for a gap ≥ 3 µm). As the focal position is further lowered such that the focal region is entirely below the gap, the HAZ forms only in the lower glass. For a small range of focal depths the melt is sufficiently well formed to bridge the gap from only one side forming a true weld. Hence “intermittently welded” and “continuously welded” regions return for deeper focal positions from -55 µm to around -120 µm. With a further deepening in focal position the plasma and melt are too far from the surface to reach the gap, this generates a HAZ either entirely below the interface or with insufficient melt to bridge the gap as the top of the tear drop HAZ formation ( > -120 µm in Fig 5.10).

This proposed mechanism indicates the importance of choosing appropriate focal position and incident power for bridging gaps. The results are highly significant for ultrashort pulsed laser welding as they significantly relax the requirement for surface preparation and fit-up between parts, which are otherwise prejudicial to the industrial implementation of this otherwise attractive joining process.

5.3 Limitations of Surface Conditions

In section 5.2 we discussed and experimentally investigated the surface separation of glass-glass welding, but for welding of glass-metal there are significantly different
situations to consider: firstly, the metal surfaces are usually not as flat and smooth as commercial glass surfaces, even if highly polished. Hence when the glass and metal are clamped together, there is usually only a small point (area) in optical contact. By applying more force between the two parts a relatively large area can become optically contacted but with a surface deformation and residual stress increasing. As a result for most of the situations involving glass-metal welding the materials are not in optical contact. Secondly, as discussed in section 5.2, different laser parameters are needed to weld different gaps. For relatively rough surfaces, the gap distances over an area are both diverse and random when pressing glass and metal together. Therefore, when the glass-metal interface is welded with a certain average laser power, it is inevitable for some local areas to be over irradiated and some local areas to be under irradiated. Suitable preparation of the metal surface for welding is needed to prevent the welding from cracking due to overheating or failing due to insufficient laser power. Thirdly, during welding of glass-metal, instead of the laser being initially absorbed below the interface, it is absorbed on the metal surface and inside the upper glass, so the plasma from the upper glass filling the gap will dominate the welding mechanism. Because of the high thermal conductivity and high thermal expansion of metal, the glass usually cracks after the welding process. So during glass-metal welding, the weld is judged to be successful if the two samples stick together after weld without apparent cracks.

Based on sample preparation methods and the measured surface roughness, a chart is made shown in Fig 5.13 of what kinds of surfaces can be welded. All those welds were made with borosilicate glass clamped to a metal sample with a particular surface preparation. The laser parameters were chosen to generate suitable HAZ inside the borosilicate glass (based on the HAZ size of previous parameter tests on borosilicate to borosilicate glass welding).

It is clear that a range of metal surfaces can be welded to borosilicate glass through workshop surface preparation methods. However, in contrast to the glass to glass welding prepared earlier where a 3 μm gap can be welded, only a surface roughness of $Ra = 0.3 \, \mu m$ has been proven weld-able. As discussed above the metal surfaces are usually lacking in terms of flatness and smoothness, even if the surface roughness is only 0.3 μm, a surface separation of over 2 μm is commonly formed as the surface curvature and peaks on the surface will prevent the two surfaces getting close. During the glass-metal welding, increasing the laser average power to weld a large gap is not practical as the huge thermal expansion coefficient compared with glass will introduce
too much residual stress after welding. Also for welds of different materials with apparently different thermal expansion coefficients, crack propagation due to the temperature changes are usually fatal. Furthermore, the elasticity of the metal surface introduces a force to push the two surfaces apart during clamping and after welding, so the welds are usually broken if the weld bond is weak compared with the elastic force of the surface.

Fig 5.13 Weld-abilities of different surfaces (All surfaces are measured by Alicona and welded with borosilicate glass. The materials of the treated surfaces are aluminium or aluminium alloy except glass and stainless steel mirror (the first two surfaces)).

5.4 Summary and Conclusion

For industrial applications, it is important that the sample preparation method is straightforward and a fit up easy to achieve. Work in this chapter hence focused on the identification of welding parameters that allow tolerances to be relaxed. The work
described in this chapter focused on determining the parameter ranges that generate a successful weld.

The reasons for a weld not being successful were firstly discussed—weak weld strength and large residual stress. Possible reasons for the cracks were discussed and techniques to increase the weld’s temperature tolerance and restrain or eliminate cracks in the welding area were investigated. Cracks induced by excessive energy deposition are mainly due to a large amount of void generation, high thermal gradients inside the HAZ, and/or HAZ overlapping between different seam lines. Effective methods to eliminate or reduce this kind of defects or cracks include reducing the laser power, or increasing the seam line separation. While residual stress by different thermal expansion coefficients of the two welded materials can crack the sample after welding or less tolerance to the circumstance temperature change. To eliminate this type of cracks, the weld seams should be narrow and the thermal accumulation needs to be controlled for less temperature increase during the welding process.

Surface separation between the two materials being welded with different welding parameters is equally important for investigation. Two methods of welding of two glass-glass parts with controlled gaps, using either a curved surface (cylindrical lens) or etched grooves, demonstrate the ability of the ultra-short pulsed laser welding process to bridge small gaps. For the cylindrical lens experiment the effect of direction, speed and power were investigated. Power was demonstrated to be critical in determining the weld-able gap while speed, by comparison, appears less critical, at least over the tested range. Most interestingly the experiment demonstrated that the weld-able gap increased, by a factor of two, once the welding process had begun. The etched groove experiment provided a more precise but discretized method to determine the maximum possible weld-able gap. The results for increasing average power agreed well with the cylindrical lens experiment and also demonstrated the key influence of the focal position for larger gap welding. For both experiments roughly 3 μm gaps were successfully welded with borosilicate glass and fused silica. Two parameter maps were made based on the experiment, and specific materials can be successfully welded with the laser power, focus position and surface separation chosen from the maps.

In the third part, ultrafast laser welding glass to metal of different surface preparation methods is demonstrated and we discovered a surface roughness (Ra) of less than 0.3 μm is required for a successful weld.
Chapter 6 Welding Pattern Considerations

Different scan strategies are required during ultrafast laser welding of glass-glass and glass-opaque materials. Welding of the same material is relatively easy, as discussed in section 5.1, so almost all the welding experiments in this thesis use the same simple spiral pattern. But for welding of different materials, the different material thermal properties require special welding pattern designs for successful welding.

Discrete patterns were introduced in this thesis to reduce the stress accumulation at the interface. In this chapter different patterns will be presented for glass-metal welding, and different methods to generate discrete patterns will be proposed and developed.

6.1 Comparison of Different Welding Patterns

6.1.1 Spiral

Initially a spiral pattern was used for welding glass to metal. In this case welds could be obtained, but tended to be cracked or micro-cracked, as seen in Fig 6.1.

Fig 6.1 Spiral welds of borosilicate glass to stainless steel. (Laser average power 0.9 W and scan speed 1 mm/s), wobbles shown on the graph are due to the stage error.

From the photo, the cracks appear around the edge (outer boundary) of the weld, which represents a stress accumulation as the seams weld outward.

Two methods are usually used to decrease the temperature during the process: decreasing the incident average laser power and increasing the spacing between the seams.
Given that the stress is mainly distributed at the outer boundary of a weld region and it is reduced as the weld seam size decreases, to reduce the likelihood of failure, several methods are considered to solve this problem based on the scan strategy design.

6.1.2 **Refined Spiral**

One possible route to reduce cracking is to decrease the incident laser power whilst increasing the spiral line separation, which creates lower thermal deposition at the weld region and cracks due to thermal expansion can be effectively reduced, but lowering the laser power results in weaker bonding (Fig 6.2a).

An alternative technique is to create welds with two or more laser powers. As the weld seams expand out, the surface shear stress increases at the boundary of the weld region, and the residual shear stress builds up as the material cools down. As cracks start from the outer boundary of the weld, dual power welding is introduced to keep outer boundary less defects and maintain the bond in the middle strong. Following a higher welding power for the inner spiral if we reduce the laser power for several revolutions at outer boundary (not necessarily commit welding). This will effectively release the stress at the edge of the higher power welding (Fig 6.2b), however, the strength of the weld remains high due to the higher incident power used in the centre.

6.1.3 **Inward Spiral**

To make it easier to start from an area of optical contact in the clamp rig (see section 3.2.4), an outward spiral pattern from the centre is usually used. Thermal accumulation and thermal expansion is worse as a spiral expands outward (as heat is not easily diffused), and the residual stress grows larger around the edge as it cools down. Hence a third method is to spiral from the outside to the centre. The outer boundary is bonded before significant thermal difference occurs, and provided that the outer seams do not crack during the welding process, the whole weld will be a good one, as the outer welds will have a smaller thermal expansion mismatch, and hence minimum residual internal stress (Fig 6.2c).

6.1.4 **Distributed Welding**

A line or net pattern can be used to relive the thermal accumulation by distributing laser energy over a relatively large area and also providing time for the energy to diffuse, as seen in Fig 6.2d. The use of long weld lines means that the majority of the heat is
dissipated by the time an adjacent line is welded. Additional cooling time can be provided by using an interlaced welding approach.

### 6.1.5 Discrete Welding

Instead of welding a large integrated area, which causes the inner stress accumulate at the outer boundary, discrete welding strategies were developed to release the thermal expansion created residual stress and also to stop crack propagation. Arrays of small circles and dots were therefore been welded (Fig 6.2e and Fig 6.2f). Detailed preparation and welding of this part is provided in 6.2.

![Fig 6.2 Different welding methods dealing with cracks. (a). Lower power, (b). Dual power welding, (c). Inward spiral, (d). Alternative weld geometry pattern, (e), (f). Discrete welding.](image)

### 6.2 Discrete Patterns

A discrete scan strategy can successfully weld glass to metal without cracking. Two methods can be used to generate such discrete patterns with the motorised stages, the first method is to use the shutter inserted in the beam path (section 3.1.1), where either a dot or a circle (or square) can be generated for each shutter on-off, as seen in Fig 6.2e and Fig 6.2f. The other method is to control the ultrafast pulsed laser source to output
modulated pulses (pulse train). An enveloped pulse train during welding will generate discontinuous welds in a periodic pattern.

6.2.1 On-Off Shutter for Discrete Patterns

In order to generate discrete patterns using the on-off shutter method, different weld shapes and spaces between individual welds were chosen to generate an overall seam area as large as possible in a specific weld region to ensure the weld strength over the weld region remains strong, whilst avoiding weld or HAZ overlap between adjacent welds. Also, in order to reduce the temperature accumulated in a local area, the scanning time sequences of different unit welds (individual welds, such as dash lines or small circles) can also be adjusted. Typical discrete welding patterns are shown in Fig 6.3:

![Fig 6.3 Geometrical information and scan sequence of discrete patterns. (a). Borosilicate glass to stainless steel, 1 W average power and 1 mm/s scan speed; (b). Borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass, 1.6 W average power and 1 mm/s scan speed.](image)
Ideally a well-spaced distributed inscription of the individual welds would be better for handling thermal accumulation (section 6.1.4), but this requires a more time consuming process, and more importantly, the previous welds will result in the surrounding surface separation closing, so a successive individual welds is used during the welding process. Compared with Fig 6.1, no obvious micro-cracks appear for the glass-metal welding in the entire welding region. In Fig 6.3, welds with successive scanning are shown in the right of the image, which is an enlargement from the left photo. This demonstrates the scan strategies and the scale for the welds. The narrower HAZ width for borosilicate glass to stainless steel welding enables both a smaller weld pattern and smaller spacing between the welds compared to the borosilicate to borosilicate welding.

6.2.2 Welding with Modulated Pulses

With the shutter method, the stage movement and shutter on-off are well synchronized as both can be controlled through the same software, but is limited by the reaction of the shutter speed. A method of controlling the laser source to output modulated pulses is introduced into generating discrete patterns.

6.2.2.1 Pulse Train Envelope Introduction

![Pulse train envelop](image)

**Fig 6.4** Different laser output modulated pulse trains and inscribed HAZ inside borosilicate glass. (a). Pulse train, (b). Stage pulse train, (c). Ramp pulse train. The percentage on the y axis is the percentage of the whole laser output power. (Note that the laser pulses take 3 ms to reach the full power for our laser system).
Normally a repetition rate of 400 kHz continuous pulses is fired out when the picosecond laser works. Also the pulse series can be modulated with different envelop through our picosecond laser system. A number of pulses (pulse train) are outputted with a certain pulse train repetition rate and the welds can be discretely generated. Different pulse train envelopes were designed and the HAZ are shown in Fig 6.4. The disadvantage of this method with the available laser is the pulse trains and the stages are separate systems and they cannot work collaboratively. A discrete circle (or square) pattern is impossible in this method instead a dash line pattern with a controlled length can be inscribed with different shear stress releasing patterns.

6.2.2.2 Ramp Pulse Train Plasma Behaviour Investigation

The effect of pulse train on the appearance of weld structures inside bulk borosilicate glass was investigated, in which a 50% duty cycle ramp pulse train was used for a plasma behaviour test, as shown in Fig 6.4c. In a whole period of the pulse train, the laser power increases during the first quarter of the duty cycle and then the laser power is set to zero, and then the third quarter the laser power from a high level gradually decreases to zero, and the power is kept at zero for another quarter of the time period.

In this experiment ramp pulse trains were irradiated inside borosilicate glass with various maximum pulse energies. The HAZ length as the pulse energy rises and falls will reflect the plasma absorption behaviour and the material breakdown threshold.

**Fig 6.5 Breakdown threshold and plasma absorption threshold of borosilicate glass illustrated by ramp pulse trains of different maximum powers. (Ramp pulse train period=1.6 s, scan speed=1 mm/s and laser power 60%=2.45 W).**

Fig 6.5 shows the typical HAZ inscribed by a ramp pulse train with two different laser powers (a. maximum pulse energy 3.1 μJ, b. maximum pulse energy 6.2 μJ). From the
figure, the energy threshold for a permanent refractive index change (nonlinear absorption threshold) is the same whether the pulse energy is increasing or decreasing, which can be calculated to be $0.483\pm0.005$ W ($1.207\pm0.013$ μJ per pulse). However the plasma absorption thresholds are different, as seen in Table 6.1. Plasma may be sustained at lower pulse energy as the energy is reduced in comparison to the case where the pulse energy is increased. A possible explanation for this difference is that when plasma is generated by previous pulses, even if it cannot survive between pulses, there still exist free electrons which help plasma formation either by photon or electron assisted absorption. This finding also can explain the larger gap welded in Fig 5.7 and the protrusion presented in Fig 5.9.

Also interestingly the dash HAZ line pattern (Fig 6.5) observed previously (Fig 4.8) appears in the ramp pulse energy decreasing tests but none of them is observed when the pulse energy increases. This phenomenon reflects an unstable plasma state as the pulse energy decreases.

Table 6.1. Table of ramp pulse trains test of pulse energy when breakdown and plasma behaviour (HAZ) start or stop (maximum pulse energy 3.1 μJ and 6.2 μJ).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ramp pulse trains</th>
<th>3.1 μJ (maximum pulse energy)</th>
<th>6.2 μJ (maximum pulse energy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulse energy rising</strong></td>
<td>1.2±0.04</td>
<td>2.91±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulse energy falling</strong></td>
<td>1.2±0.01</td>
<td>2.74±0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The absolute number of HAZ threshold reflects the influence of two different maximum pulse energies on HAZ size, not for plasma threshold.*

Fig 6.5 and Table 6.1 are only two different maximum powers. Experiment results of HAZ size start and stop with different laser powers are shown in Fig 6.6, with the HAZ start linear fit equation: $y = 3.728 - 0.192 \times x$, and HAZ stop linear fit equation: $y = 3.471 - 0.165 \times x$.  
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Fig 6.6 Ramp pulse trains measuring the “HAZ beginning pulse energy” when the ramp pulse energy goes up and “HAZ stopping pulse energy” when the ramp pulse energy goes down for different maximum ramp pulse energies (it is not necessarily linear, the linear fit shows the general trend and the clear difference in HAZ, or plasma, absorption in the two cases).

6.2.2.3 Pulse Train Parameters Investigation

Pulse trains (Fig 6.4a) were used to investigate burst pulses interacting with materials. Lines were drawn inside borosilicate glass with the same scan speed 1 mm/s and with pulse trains of the same energy line density (same energy deposited for unit length of each line, shown in Table 6.2) by adjusting the pulse train frequency, pulse train duration and pulse energy. HAZ created by pulse trains of 5 ms duration (with different pulse energies and pulse train repetition rates for the same line energy density) are shown in Fig 6.8.
Fig 6.7 Illustration of pulse train parameters experiment with the same line energy density (synchronously adjusts the pulse energy and pulse train repetition rate).

Table 6.2. Pulse train parameters (duration ($t$), pulse energy ($E$) and pulse train frequency ($f$)) for the same laser output power (line energy density for experiment, $t \times f \times E = constant$) on borosilicate glass HAZ test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse energy</th>
<th>0.5 ms pulse train</th>
<th>1ms pulse train</th>
<th>2ms pulse train</th>
<th>3ms pulse train</th>
<th>4ms pulse train</th>
<th>5ms pulse train</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>Pulse train frequency [Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7 μJ</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5 μJ</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2 μJ</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 μJ</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.7 μJ</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5 μJ</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.2 μJ</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 μJ</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.7 μJ</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5 μJ</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even though the energies deposited per line are the same the HAZ widths are clearly different. Further examples are plotted in Fig 6.9 for different pulse train durations. A rough linear relation could be obtained for HAZ volume and pulse energy.

Fig 6.8 Pulse train test of drawing line inside borosilicate glass by the same line energy density (pulse energy of 10% power (0.88 W) is 2.2 μJ). Pulse train duration 5 ms and pulse train repetition rate from 100 Hz for 20% power to 20 Hz for 100% power as seen in Table 6.2 with the same scan speed of 1 mm/s.

Fig 6.9 (a). HAZ line width of different pulse train pulse energy and repetition rate with different pulse train duration (0.5 ms, 1 ms, 2 ms, 3 ms, 4 ms and 5 ms) for the same energy density, (b). Cube of the HAZ which shows a roughly linear relation with pulse energy.

The huge differences in HAZ size for the same incident energy as a result of different parameters reflects, the influence of several factors:

1. Geometry of HAZ line. As can be seen in Fig 6.8 in the case of low pulse train repetition rate, the weld line is more like a cluster of round balls, this results in errors as we measured the HAZ width or calculate the HAZ volume (we just
cubic the line width in this thesis, which represents the volume), but the influence is limited based on our evaluation (error <20% for 100% power from Fig 6.8);

2. Thermal accumulation. The experiment in this part is similar to the pulse test in section 4.1. For the same line energy density, from Fig 6.9, longer pulse trains give rise to a larger HAZ, and deposits more energy at the region (instead of the energy being homogeneously deposited along the line for normal pulses, pulse trains spatially increase the energy deposition). Further, high pulse energy has a greater effect than repetition rate for the same pulse train duration (a higher pulse energy condenses the energy temporally for a constant flux);

3. Energy absorption. For the same pulse train repetition rate, generally higher pulse energy obtains larger HAZ and this cannot be explained solely by thermal accumulation as shown by the huge HAZ difference between normal pulses (non-enveloped pulses, 400 kHz) and the 5.7 μJ pulse train illustrated in Fig 6.9.

### 6.2.2.4 Pulse Train Absorption Investigation

![Diagram of pulse train duration experiment](Fig 6.10)

*Fig 6.10 Diagram of pulse train duration experiment (keeping the pulse energy, pulse energy duty cycle, and energy density all constant).*

In this part another situation is considered: how previous pulses influence energy absorption. From section 5.2 we know energy provided by previous pulses can allow for welding of a larger gap, and from section 6.2.2.2 it helps the plasma survive when the laser power reduces. In this part pulse trains (Fig 6.4a) of different duration (different number of pulses) are used to draw lines inside borosilicate glass, keeping the line
energy density constant by increasing the pulse train duration \( (t) \) and reducing pulse train repetition rate \( (f) \) (while maintaining a pulse train duty cycle of 50%), as seen in Fig 6.10.

The experiment results are shown in Fig 6.11, two sets of different pulse energies (pulse train energy 5.5 \( \mu \)J and 6.7 \( \mu \)J with 50% duty cycle) were measured for comparison. The unmodulated pulses of 2.8 \( \mu \)J and 3.4 \( \mu \)J were also tested and the resultant HAZ plotted on the same graph using dashed lines in Fig 6.11. From the figure, when the pulse train duration is shorter than 0.7 ms (280 pulses for our laser system), smaller HAZ is obtained; even if the pulse energy is doubled compared to the unmodulated train. As the pulse train duration increases, the HAZ size increases and finally approaches a maximum value (this is expected to be the HAZ width for unmodulated pulses of the same pulse energy, i.e. the HAZ turns to a line as the pulse train duration becomes longer).

![Graph showing HAZ induced by different pulse duration of the same line energy density](image)

Fig 6.11 HAZ induced by different pulse duration of the same line energy density (with same pulse energy and pulse train duty cycles, with scan speed=1 mm/s).

In Fig 6.11 the HAZ size represents the laser absorption — nonlinear and plasma absorption. Consider a series of pulse trains with different durations: the first few pulses in the trains are absorbed through nonlinear absorption as both the localised temperature and the excited free electrons density are low. As further pulses are incident, additional
free electrons are created and the localised temperature increases, giving rise to a stronger plasma absorption which generates more laser energy deposition increases the HAZ size (Fig 6.11). Also from the two different pulse energies, a higher pulse energy helps absorption to increase rapidly with the pulse train duration. This can be modelled using the following equation:

\[ E_{Abs} = E_0\beta + E_0(1 - \beta)(1 - e^{-\alpha t}) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 6.1}

here \( E_{Abs} \) is the absorbed laser energy, \( E_0 \) is the total energy focused inside the material, \( \beta \) is the nonlinearly absorbed energy and \( 1 - e^{-\alpha t} \) is the plasma absorption with \( \alpha \) a coefficient for the plasma absorption ability which bases on the localised material conditions (temperature and free electrons density). The relation between volume of HAZ and the number of pulses in the pulse trains is shown in Fig 6.12. fit curves are also presented based on Eq 6.1. From this model maximum HAZ widths for 5.5 \( \mu \)J pulses and 6.7 \( \mu \)J pulses could be obtained as 159.3 \( \mu \)m and 260.5 \( \mu \)m respectively, and the nonlinear absorption (also potentially other absorption mechanisms) are 0.15% and 0.27% of the laser power incident into the material.

![Graph showing the relation of HAZ volume and number of pulses with model fitted curves](image)

\textit{Fig 6.12 Relation of HAZ volume and number of pulses with model fitted curves.}

\textbf{6.2.2.5 Pulse Train Welding}

Based on the pulse train parameter investigations from previous sections, a pulse train spiral was welded for glass to metal, as seen in Fig 6.13.
Fig 6.13 (a). Modulated pulse train welding of fused silica with stainless steel (pulse energy: 4.4 μJ, scan speed: 2 mm/s), and (b). 50% duty cycle pulse train welding (pulse energy: 8.8 μJ, pulse train duration: 20 ms, pulse train repetition rate: 25 Hz and scan speed: 2 mm/s).

Both unmodulated pulses and a 50% duty cycle pulse train with the same line energy density were used for welding fused silica to stainless steel. Massive cracks were seen on the outer boundary weld for the unmodulated pulse; however with the 50% duty cycle modulated pulse train, only microcracks were observed around each welding dot.

Fig 6.14 Pulse train welding of borosilicate glass with aluminium (a) and peel off image (b). (Pulse energy: 7.5 μJ, pulse duration: 10 ms, pulse train repetition rate: 10 Hz and scan speed: 2 mm/s, with 20 mm focus lens).

Due to the inconsistent metal surface preparation method, no strength test was carried out but a better welding result can be expected (due to fewer cracks). A peeling after welding had been done for pulse train welds of borosilicate glass to aluminium. Glass remains on the surface suggest a true welding on those surfaces in at least some areas (shown in Fig 6.14).
6.3 Welding with Galvo-Scanner

Instead of keeping the focused beam stationary and moving the samples, a scanning beam can be used and provides an alternative welding process. In this section the investigation of a galvo-scanner used to provide a fast scanning beam was carried out which focused the beam on the materials interface with an F-theta. The galvo provides a much more flexible way of creating weld patterns and faster scan speeds. However the focal spot size is large because the short focal length F-theta lenses simply do not exist. As a potential method of ultrafast laser welding for industrial application, this galvo-scanner welding was also investigated in this thesis.

Fig 6.15 Cross-section of galvo-scanner parameters test inside borosilicate glass (line test direction perpendicular to the photo surfaces). (a). Different laser average powers (from 5.94 W to 8.82 W steps of 0.36 W, with scan speed 10 mm/s), and (b). Different speed ((from 5 mm/s to 50 mm/s steps of 5 mm/s, with laser power 6.3 W).

A Hurryscan II galvo scanner was used for the test, with a 163 mm focal length F-theta lens and a 515 nm wavelength (shorter wavelength provides a smaller focal spot size) from the laser which gives a focal spot size of 11.8 μm (diameter). Parameters were investigated by drawing lines inside borosilicate glass, as can be seen in Fig 6.15. Due to the large focal spot size, a higher laser power is required to create absorption inside borosilicate glass (6~9 W). This large spot size and pulse energy also means that a larger HAZ is created, and hence cracks may appear after cross-sectioning. Meanwhile, from Fig 6.15 a laser power related focal position change is observed, with the focus moving towards the lens for increasing laser power; and away from the lens for increasing scan speed.
Fig 6.16 Bright field (a) and dark field (b) from microscope illustration of parameter test of welding fused silica to stainless steel with galvo-scanner. Scan speed ($v$, unit: mm/s) and laser power ($p$, unit: W) are labelled on the photos.

Fig 6.15 indicated that increasing the scan speed results in a reduction in the deposited energy density, resulting in a smaller HAZ with less chance of cracking. Also, from the figure the focal position changes for different laser average powers and scan speeds making it difficult to determine the optimum focus position for a particular weld geometry. The welding appearances for a range of parameters are presented in Fig 6.16, (a) the reflective image and (b) the dark field image after the weld being peeled off. The bright lines of the dark field image are the glass remnant on the stainless steel, which indicates whether or not the area was truly welded. From the pictures, speeds of up to 110 mm/s can be used but the bonds are weaker due to a reduced energy deposition compared with those at lower speed. As laser power increases, the weld changes from weak welding to a good weld but with subsequent increases the weld becomes unstable.

As Fig 6.15 shows, the focus of the beam keeps changing for different parameters, which makes welding with a galvo-scanner problematic. The impact of focal position on galvo-scanner welding was investigated and is shown in Fig 6.17. This strongly affects the welds, hence it is important to optimise focal position, for the particular combination of laser power and scan speed being used. Successful welding examples are shown in Fig 6.18.
Fig 6.17 Welding test of different focal position for borosilicate glass to stainless steel. Focal position from -1.2 mm to -3.2 mm steps 0.1 mm below the glass-metal interface. (Laser power is 6.8 W and scan speed is 15 mm/s. (a). Reflective view, (b). Dark field view from the microscope).

Fig 6.18 Successfully welded samples of borosilicate glass with stainless steel. (a). Concentric circles pattern with laser power 7.1 W, scan speed 10 mm/s and focal position -1.7 mm, (b). Discrete circles pattern with laser power 6.66 W, scan speed 15 mm/s and focal position -2.0 mm and (c). Square pattern with laser power 4.1 W, scan speed 10 mm/s and focal position -2.3 mm).

Over all, ultrafast laser welding with a galvo-scanner provides a higher scan speed, but due to the large focal length lens and the resulting high pulse energy, the weld suffers from weaker bond strength and easily cracks.

6.4 Vibrating Welding

When welding two materials of different thermal expansion, in additional to the residual stress due to different thermal expansion coefficients, the melting, resolidification and local density change introduces another type of residual stress, that is proportional to the thermal gradient during the welding process [128][129][165]. The idea of this section is
therefore to investigate an approach to spread the HAZ/plasma region and hence reduce the thermal gradient by vibrating the focused beam. Two methods were used to generate a fast focus movement. Firstly, a TAG lens [166][167] was used to generate a rapid focal shift in z, whilst secondly a vibrating motor was used to generate a vibrating in the x-y plane.

6.4.1 TAG Lens

For better understanding of the process, Fig 6.19 shows the TAG lens experimental arrangement and the intensity profile after the optics. The Tunable Acoustic Gradient index of refraction lens (or TAG lens) is an adaptive optics device filled with a fluid and driven by an acoustic wave. The very fast refractive index change induced results in a lens with tunable focal length at kHz rates.

Fig 6.19 TAG lens and the experimental arrangement. Diagram of beam intensity profiles passing through different optics are also illustrated.

In our experiment, the TAG operated at resonant frequencies of 140 kHz and 190 kHz and provided a focal vibrating amplitude of 50 to 115 μm (based on different driving voltages). The experiment consisted of three parts:

1. Low repetition rate, low power, line test to test focal behaviour inside bulk material

2. HAZ induced by stationary laser pulses inside bulk material

3. Welding of borosilicate glass pieces
The laser operated at 1030 nm wavelength and a focal length of 20 mm lens was used for all the TAG experiments. Due to the limited aperture of TAG lens, the telescope (beam expander) was removed from our experiment setup and a laser beam diameter of 6 mm was thus used (focal spot diameter ~6.2 μm).

6.4.1.1 Focus Behaviour Test inside Bulk Material

Based on our previous experiments, a single pulse with enough peak power can generate nonlinear absorption and create a permanent defect inside the material. A very low repetition rate was used to observe the focal behaviour with reduced thermal accumulation and thus interaction between adjacent pulses. In this experiment a 400 Hz pulse repetition rate was used with the laser translated at 1 mm/s focused inside BK7. The laser power was set at 2.08 W, sufficient to generate HAZ even though the focal spot is distorted by the TAG lens, and laser power of 0.94 W which is slightly above the material breakdown threshold.

The experiment used a TAG frequency of around 140 kHz, and changed the TAG driving voltage (to generate focus vibration of different amplitude) to different level and observed the HAZ (or permanent defects) inside BK7 cube. The tests carried out were: “TAG out”: Test setup without the TAG in the beam path; “TAG off”: TAG lens in the beam path but not working; “TAG on”: TAG lens working normally with different parameters. The results are shown below in Table 6.3:

Table 6.3. Defect patterns of different laser powers by different TAG voltage and frequency, Matlab simulation also present to show the location of different pulses (laser frequency 400 Hz and scan speed 1 mm/s inside BK7)
Three conclusions can be made from Table 6.3: firstly, the TAG lens did generate a focus vibration inside the material, where the amplitude was based on the drive voltage and the frequency based on the TAG resonant frequency. The vibrating amplitude could be measured from the laser power 2.08 W, shown in Fig 6.20, which demonstrates a roughly 5.3 μm/V of amplitude could be obtained.

![Graph of the relation between focus vibration amplitude and the TAG drive voltage. (full voltage is 63 V and linear fit shows a 5.3 μm/V amplitude was obtained)](image-url)
Secondly, the TAG resonant frequency determined the inscription patterns of the 400 Hz (1 mm/s) pulse irradiation defects (HAZ), although the patterns are highly dependent on the driving frequencies (±0.1 Hz will result in quite different pattern based on our Matlab simulation). Those patterns show where each pulse was located in z axis during the process, which spatially changed the pulse overlap (focused pulses distributed along the vibration direction). This even influences the processing parameters for the 400 kHz pulse repetition rate duration the welding.

Thirdly, the focal spot is deformed when beam passes through the TAG lens, in particular for larger focal shifts, as shown in Table 6.3. Visible material modification at the peaks or valleys of the oscillation can be observed in 2.08 W column photos, but for the laser power at 0.94 W, no modification is observed at the vibration peaks. The deformation when the TAG lens vibrates to a large focal shift results in an intensity below the breakdown threshold.

### 6.4.1.2 HAZ Comparison of TAG Lens

To investigate the HAZ appearance with a rapidly vibrating focus, a certain number of pulses were irradiated inside BK7 with different TAG parameters while keeping the sample still. The HAZ size was observed under the microscope afterward. The driving frequency used was around 140 kHz with the drive voltages of 10%, 20%, 40% and 60%. The laser was focused 3 mm inside a BK7 cube, and laser average power 2.08 W (pulse energy is 5.2 μJ). The graph for different parameters is shown in Fig 6.21.

*Fig 6.21 HAZ size by number of pulses inside BK7 (pulse energy is 5.2 μJ. (a). Length of HAZ, (b). Width of HAZ), inset photo shows what the HAZ looks like for a vibrating focus inside material.*
From the graph, “TAG out” and “TAG off” give similar HAZ sizes which implies that the TAG lens generates little distortion and/or absorption when it is switched off. Overall, the focus vibration results in a larger HAZ inside the material, and as the vibration increases, the HAZ length increases whilst the width decreases, which is easy to understand as the focus vibrating up and down inside the material results in nonlinear and plasma absorption over a large range along the vibrating direction, but less overlap of the adjacent pulses prevents plasma generation. Typically, vibrating peak-peak amplitude of 198.2 μm (60% TAG voltage) resulted in a pulse overlap so low that no plasma absorption could be established.

### 6.4.1.3 Welding with TAG Lens

To compare the welds with and without TAG on, a suitable TAG lens parameters (140 kHz frequency and 35% amplitude) were chosen to test spiral welding inside borosilicate glass with different laser powers.

![Example photos](image)

Fig 6.22 TAG lens welding test comparison. (a). “TAG off” with laser power 2.4 W and scan speed 1 mm/s; (b). “TAG on” at 140 kHz and 35% amplitude, with laser power 2.4 W and scan speed 1 mm/s; (c). “TAG on” at 140 kHz and 35% amplitude, with laser power 3.6 W and scan speed 1 mm/s.

example photos generated with 2.4 W laser power and scan speed 1 mm/s with and without TAG vibration are shown in Fig 6.22a and Fig 6.22b. It is clear that the HAZ
size for “TAG on” is obviously larger than “TAG off” as shown. Also, Fig 6.22c shows TAG welding with power as high as 3.6 W; in this case no cracking was observed even through the HAZ clearly overlapped.

The TAG lens results in an increase in the material plasma generation threshold, which is easy to understand as the pulses are less overlapped as the TAG amplitude increases. But once the power is high enough to generate plasma (plasma absorption dominates), the HAZ will become larger compared with the “TAG out” and “TAG off” situation. For welding, when the TAG is on, the plasma region and HAZ are large compared with “TAG off/out” as the focus keeps vibrating, which changes the plasma and heat distribution spatially and greatly eases the thermal gradient of the HAZ, so fewer cracks could be observed even where the HAZ is highly overlapped. When the focus position changes, the focal spot size and shape change as well, this makes laser absorption and HAZ shape unpredictable, especially with different laser powers.

6.4.2 Vibrating Test and Weld with Vibrating Motor

Another method of generating focus vibrations is by applying a motion on the lens. As shown in Fig 6.23, in our demonstration setup a vibrating motor was fastened to the frame cage which mounts the focal lens, the focus hence could be made to oscillate in a circular motion in the x-y plane.

![Illustration of focus vibration generation at x-y plane by a vibrating motor.](image)

Fig 6.23 Illustration of focus vibration generation at x-y plane by a vibrating motor.
Although it is not easy to control the vibration amplitude dependent on the rigidity of the frame cage (which the focal lens is mounted to), by adjusting the driving voltage of the vibrating motor, the amplitude of movement can be controlled to around hundred micrometres. Hence the laser beam was still paraxial, and an un-deformed focus could be achieved.

Fig 6.24 HAZ of line test of different powers with or without vibration inside borosilicate glass. (a). Laser power 1.35 W and scan speed 1 mm/s, 10 mm focal lens; (b). Laser power 1.87 W and scan speed 1 mm/s, 10 mm focal lens; (c). Laser power 3.65 W and scan speed 1 mm/s, 10 mm focal lens. The vibration frequency is 65 Hz and p-p amplitude is 265 μm.
HAZ lines were created inside borosilicate glass using a range of powers and a scan speed of 1 mm/s for a vibration frequency of 65 Hz and peak-peak amplitude 265 μm, as shown in Fig 6.24. A combination of forward and circular motion can be observed in the modified material. If a vibration of frequency $f$ and p-p amplitude $A$ is used, then the focus velocity is $V_{focus} \approx \pi f A + V_{scan} = 55.1 \text{ mm/s}$ instead of 1 mm/s without vibration, as shown in Fig 6.24a. However in this case even though a plasma track is clearly created, there was no HAZ of this power level (due to the high scan speed and spatial separation of individual pulses). But as the laser power increased HAZ is observed around the vibrating region as shown in Fig 6.24b at a laser power 1.87 W. If the laser power is further increased the HAZ, without vibrating, induces cracks at 3.65 W (Fig 6.24c) but not when vibrating even with a laser power of 5.6 W.

The cross-section view of different laser powers in Fig 6.25 shows the pattern along the HAZ line along with cross-sections of the HAZ generated by different laser powers. The vibration clearly increases the width of both the plasma modified region and the HAZ. As discussed earlier (section 4.2), this shape of HAZ helps generating a large true weld area.

![Fig 6.25 Cross-section of vibration HAZ. (a). Typical pattern of sectioning along the HAZ line, laser power 3.12 W; (b). Cross-section of laser power 1.04 W; (c). Cross-section of laser power 2.08 W; (d). Cross-section of laser power 3.12 W. With laser scan speed 1 mm/s with 10 mm lens, vibration frequency 206 Hz and p-p amplitude 59 μm.](image)

Using this vibration approach, welding of borosilicate to borosilicate glass was carried out. As expected, from the results presented above, higher power (as large as 4.16 W)
could be used without cracking, see Fig 6.26. A cross-sectional view of the weld shows that a large weld seam was generated (left of the figure). For comparison a weld made without vibration and half of the laser power (2.08 W, to avoid cracking) is also presented in Fig 6.26. The strength test comparison carried out in section 4.3, for the same laser power, the vibrating weld obtains higher weld strength, but as the laser power used for vibrating welding strength test was not an optimised one, so the comparison is incomplete.

**Fig 6.26** Cross-section (left) and top view (right) of vibrating welding (a) (Laser power 4.16 W and scan speed 1 mm/s, with vibrating frequency 137 Hz and p-p amplitude 158 μm) and normal welding (b) (Laser power 2.08 W and scan speed 1 mm/s).
6.5 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, different welding patterns were introduced. Residual stresses were firstly investigated and discussed through a stress model, and different scan strategies were put forward to relax stress and eliminate cracks. Also alternative scanning with galvo-scanner was investigated and focus vibrating methods were introduced to provide flexible pattern inscription and strong bond.

The sample cracks due to thermal changes either during the welding process or as temperature varies after welding particularly if a large continuous area is welded, hence discrete patterns are needed to reduce the stress accumulation for glass-metal welding. Based on the analysis above, several methods were used to reduce residual stress: decreasing laser power and increasing seam spacing, dual power welding, scan sequence adjustment and discrete welding (or spot welding), in which discrete welding is the most promising one and we extensively investigated this method.

Two methods of generating discrete welding patterns were discussed and demonstrated, the first method is to use a shutter inserted in the beam path, where either a dot or a circle (or square) can be generated for each shutter on-off. The other method is to control the ultrafast pulsed laser source to output modulated pulses (pulse train). An enveloped pulse train generates discontinuous welds in a periodic pattern. Those two methods showed effective ways to release residual stress introduced by the thermal expansion coefficient difference inherent in dissimilar material welding.

Welding with a galvo-scanner was also tested as an alternative method for industrial applications. This provides a flexible scanning pattern and high scan speed but the disadvantages of weak welding strength and high residual stress stand out.

As well as reducing the residual stress introduced by different material thermal expansion coefficients, a vibrating focus method was proposed and investigated to reduce the residual stress caused by the thermal gradient during the welding process. Both a TAG lens and a vibrating motor were used to provide focus vibration, and the results showed a promising way of reducing likelihood cracking and expanding the plasma region, albeit at higher laser average power.
Chapter 7 Ultrafast Laser Welding Applications

Existing industrial glass-glass and glass-silicon micro-joining techniques are not reliable. These are usually based on an adhesive agent or interlayer. Mechanical properties and chemical stability are not sufficient for many applications. Tamaki et al (2005) [120] first demonstrated laser welding between two silica glass plates without a light-absorbent intermediate layer using a femtosecond laser, after a decade many applications of glass-glass and glass-metal welding have been explored to replace traditional joining methods [7][8]. The advantages of ultrafast laser welding compared with other joining methods include:

1) Minimal heating outside the weld volume and low heat distortion.
2) Welding of transparent materials without inserting absorbing intermediate layers.
3) Welding dissimilar materials (one of which must be transparent) with significantly different coefficients of thermal expansion.
4) Highly spatial selective welding with few microns precision.

In this chapter an application-orientated investigation was carried out in order to apply ultrafast laser welding to industrial applications.

7.1 Welding over Large Area

It is relatively easy to use an ultrafast pulsed laser to weld identical glasses over a large area without cracking. However, when attempting large glass to metal welds (for example, weld diameter $\geq 5$ mm), a key difficulty arises; It is hard to provide a metal surface that is both flat and optically smooth over a large area. As calculated in Chapter 6, residual stress increases with weld width and weld area. As the area being welded increases, more energy is deposited at the interface, increasing the material temperatures as a whole (unless a very thick piece of material is used act as a heat sink or a long processing time is adopted to wait for the sample to cool down however this is not practical for industrial manufacturing), which will greatly increase the residual stress caused by differential thermal expansion. For welding glass to metal special scan strategies can be considered (a dot welding or discrete welding approach) to release the stress caused by different thermal expansion coefficients, as well as introducing less energy deposition than a continuous welding process. And if the whole weld strength is
less than required, the welding process can be repeated (while avoiding seams overlapping) for a higher weld strength. Large area welding of identical material and dissimilar material are shown in Fig 7.1.

![Large area welding of identical and highly dissimilar materials.](image)

**Fig 7.1** Large area welding of identical and highly dissimilar materials. (a). Fused silica welded to fused silica with a normal line scan welding method, weld area is 30 mm \(\times\) 20 mm, (b). Borosilicate glass welded to aluminium with pulse train spot welding, weld area is 25 mm \(\times\) 25 mm.

Another advantage of discrete welding is, even if cracks appear at one or several weld units due to local surface conditions, they will not propagate to a large area as the continuous welds usually do. The methods and examples of this part are presented in 6.1 and 6.2.

### 7.2 Seam Sealing

Seam sealing is a packaging technology typically used for hermetic sealing of chip carrier packages which originated in the electronic industry and sees widespread use, as discussed in section 1.3.2 [168][169]. Ultrafast laser welding provides seam sealing of selective micrometre level direct fusion bonding of a glass cover and glass/metal substrate with just a thin layer (several hundreds of micrometres). As there is no need for an intermediate layer or solder between the materials, only a simple sealing structure is required, as shown in Fig 7.2 and Fig 7.4.
As this sealing is directly welding the cover and substrate materials together—no joining degradation problems are to be expected. No systematic measurement of the hermeticity has been tested, instead a water tightness test was carried out under a weld of 1 μm etched groove with ink filling inside, as shown in Fig 7.3. The water or ink cannot penetrate a single weld seam of 200 μm width, demonstrating the feasibility.

Different patterns of sealing an area were carried out and an air bubble with ink was sealed as shown in Fig 7.4a and square sealing with different welding patterns is shown in Fig 7.4b.
Fig 7.4 Different seam sealing patterns, demonstrated with borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass. (a). Circular seams with an air bubble and ink in the middle, 10 rounds of welds with laser power 1.6 W and scan speed 1 mm/s, and (b). Square sealing with 4 weld lines at each side (inner 2 lines with 4.16 W are vibrating welds and outer 2 lines with end cracks are 2.08 W normal welds, see Fig 6.26).

7.3 Thick/Thin Sample Welding

There are particular issues which arise when welding either thick or ultra-thin pieces of glass to a substrate. Based on Eq 3.4, the focal length should be at least \( h/n \) to focus the beam at the interface (\( h \) is the thickness of the upper sample and \( n \) is its refractive index). Thick glass welding requires a long focal length lens to place the focus at the interface, for example, with our 10 mm focal lens (Thorlabs, AL1210-B the working distance from the focus to the front of the lens is 7.6 mm), a maximum thickness of 11.1 mm of fused silica could be welded with this lens.

As discussed in section 2.1, aberrations arise when focusing a laser beam through a flat glass surface. The impact of these becomes more significant as the laser beam focuses deeper into the glass, causing both the focal spot size and Rayleigh range to increase. To investigate the impact of this on the welding process, the ultrafast pulses were used to generate a HAZ inside borosilicate glass, and the size of this HAZ measured for a range of different focal as shown in Fig 7.5. A 20 mm lens was used with an incident laser power just enough to create HAZ inside the material. Firstly the laser was focused 2 mm inside a borosilicate glass cube, and modification lines were drawn at this height, then the stages move up with 200 \( \mu \)m steps and the lines are repeated, until the focus moved out of the material. The focus position can be measured with a microscope.
afterward, and the HAZ photos are also shown in Fig 7.5. The testing result shows a roughly linear trend of HAZ length and focus position, which is predicted through the theoretical calculation in section 2.1.3.3.

![Fig 7.5 Relation of focal position inside the sample and the HAZ length for laser pulse trains (pulse energy was 29 μJ with a 5 ms pulse train duration and 100 Hz repetition rate) with 1 mm/s scan speed and 20 mm lens.](image)

For thick sample welding, it is also necessary to consider that the laser beam may be clipped at the sample edge, resulting in less pulse energy being focused at the interface, as shown in Fig 7.6. For a beam (diameter 12.7 mm) focused by a 10 mm lens through a 10 mm thick fused silica to the interface, the edge clipped length (d shown in Fig 7.6) is 3.9 mm based on the geometrical relation.

![Fig 7.6 Diagram (a) and experimental sample (b) of thick material welding. (b). shows whole area welding through a 10 mm thickness fused silica sample to a 25×25×1 mm borosilicate glass.](image)
For welding thin glass with a substrate, the main problem is glass deformation. When focusing ultrafast pulses inside transparent materials, the plasma generated in the focal region increases the absorption coefficient and results in a fast energy release in a very small volume. A strong shock wave is generated in the interaction region and propagates into the surrounding material [36]. Since the thin glass can easily deform and the strong shock wave will draw the interface out of optical contact. The schematic of clamping during welding thin piece of glass to metal is shown below:

Fig 7.7 Schematic of welding thin glass to metal.

The top thick piece of glass is used to prevent deformation. Laser pulses are thus focused through two layer of the glass to the glass-metal interface. Care must be taken to ensure that the two glass layers are not also welded together, by controlling the focus position and laser power (i.e. to prevent the HAZ from reaching this additional interface).

Fig 7.8 Welds of thin piece of glass (fused silica, 100 μm) to aluminium with different powers (net pattern welding area 4 mm × 4 mm, a. 1.84 W, b. 1.67 W, c. 1.49 W with scan speed 2 mm/s).
As a demonstration experiment, thin glass (100 μm fused silica) was welded to aluminium with different powers, as shown in Fig 7.8. The weld experienced welding the top covered glass (Fig 7.8a), perfectly welding (Fig 7.8b), and cracks after welding (Fig 7.8c) cracks are because of the weld not strong enough at lower power) for laser powers of 1.84 W, 1.67 W and 1.49 W respectively.

7.4 Spot Welding of Optical Window

In industrial applications, a piece of glass or sapphire is often required to be fixed in front of a lens or detector as a protection window. Using ultrafast laser welding to bond such a window at a small area is investigated here.

![Fig 7.9 Schematic of welding glass optical window to aluminium frame.](image)

The schematic setup for welding a fused silica window to an aluminium frame is shown in Fig 7.9. To smooth the recessed area of the frame, a tumbling method was used. To clamp the glass window and the aluminium part, 2 pieces of glass and a rubber disc was used to provide uniform pressure on the fused silica window. The fused silica window is 5 mm × 3 mm × 0.6 mm and has a 500 μm overlap at each side with the aluminium frame. Multi-spots welding is used for the glass window with the resulting welds shown in Fig 7.10. The glass window was successfully welded with three 0.8 mm diameter spirals as shown in the photos.
Fig 7.10 Spot welding for fused silica window and aluminium frame and spiral seams (laser power 5.05 W and scan speed 1 mm/s with 20 mm lens).

7.5 Weld with an Angle

Geometrical shape restrictions of industrial applications do not always offer normal transparent surfaces. Thus the welding has to be done by focusing the laser beam through a side face on to the interface. Welding with this method requires the laser beam to be incident on a non-perpendicular front surface (Fig 7.11b), unless an additional prism is placed at the side of the part, as shown in Fig 7.11a.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 7.11 Schematic of welding abnormal or non-transparent glass part to substrate. (a). Weld with a prism, (b). Weld without prism.

When welding with a prism, the main problem is the gap between the prism and the glass part, any non-optical contact area can result in a total internal reflection inside the prism, and optical contact at those two surfaces is non-trivial. Fig 7.11b is the more usual schematic used for welding abnormal interfaces. However, aberration is introduced when focusing laser beam inside material with an abnormal angle, results in focal deformation. This will give a line inside the material instead a single point at focus (right side of Fig 7.12, see 2.1 for more detail). To investigate this, firstly an experiment
was setup to measure the transmitted laser power as a function of different incident angles, as shown in Fig 7.12, to determine laser power required to generate a suitably high energy density above the breakdown threshold inside the material.

**Fig 7.12** Schematic of laser absorption in borosilicate glass with different incident angles, the geometrical diagram is presented at right hand side for aberration calculation, with the details shown in section 2.1.3.2.

**Fig 7.13** Relation of input and output power for different glass angles (x=y line is presented in this graph for comparison), the glass is borosilicate and a 20 mm lens was used for the test.
Once the laser intensity reaches the breakdown threshold, the structure inside the glass changes and absorption or diffraction results in the characteristic transmission change. Before the power reaches breakdown, the relations of transmission-incident power shares the same trend and the gradient could be easily obtained as 0.816, the power loss is mainly due to surface reflection and defect diffraction. Fig 7.14a shows the relation of surface transmission and incident angle based on Snell’s law, and the rough relation of breakdown threshold with incident angle inside borosilicate glass for our laser system is shown in Fig 7.14b. A rapid increase in the threshold as a function of angle can be observed from the graph, and indeed the breakdown threshold could not be reached for an angle of 45 degrees even with a laser power of 23.45 W, a factor nearly 5 times higher than that at normal incidence.

For ultrafast laser welding with an angle, the laser power should be adjusted based on both the angle and material, but there are still two points we need to consider:

1. Different absorption rates based on interface conditions at the local focus area. Focus aberration of an angled front surface makes the laser power far above normal incident breakdown threshold to generate nonlinear absorption. But whereas the surface defects or other absorption centres will make the absorption start from linear absorption and greatly and quickly increase the absorption rate, create an extreme large HAZ (as the laser power is much higher than that of normal incident), and a much smaller HAZ appears where it initially nonlinear absorbed with no absorption centres. This non-uniform HAZ can easily crack the material. To solve this problem, pulse train welding

Fig 7.14 (a). Transmission and angle relation based on Snell’s law and (b). The breakdown threshold inside borosilicate glass with our laser system for different glass angles.
was used with increased peak power (far above the breakdown threshold) which will always be highly absorbed but the pulse train stops before too much energy is accumulated creating a large HAZ, a much more homogeneous HAZ train can be obtained via this method.

2. The back-reflection focal positioning method is not applicable for a non-perpendicular laser beam incidence, as the beam is reflected at the air-glass interface at an angle. In addition, the focal depth keeps changing when drawing a pattern at the interface through an angled surface. So a plasma locating method instead of a reflecting method was used for surface positioning. Light emission of a plasma can be observed on the monitoring CCD camera when the laser is focused on the material surface (or inside the material), but not when the focus is in air, so the material front surface can be identified this way. The surface locations (z information) from several different positions (x-y information) on a tilted surface were found in this way, allowing other positions on the surface to be determined by calculating the plane of the interface.

Welding generated by normal laser pulses and pulse trains incident at an angle of 31.7 degrees for borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass welding is shown in Fig 7.15. Compared with photo a) and b), apparently more uniform and less cracked seams could be observed from the one (Fig 7.15b) using the pulse train method.

![Welding an angled borosilicate glass to borosilicate glass with (a) normal laser pulses (a) and (b) with pulse trains. (Glass angle is 31.70 degree (a). normal laser pulses of laser power 16.7 W (pulse energy is 41.8 μJ), with scan speed 2 mm/s, (b). pulse trains with pulse energy 58.8 μJ, pulse train duration 3 ms, frequency 100 Hz, with scan speed 2 mm/s).](image)

The top of the seams are blurred because the HAZ have an angle to the focused interface, in Fig 7.15 the microscope image is focused at the interface of the two
materials. The cross-section image was also obtained for a better view of the angle, as shown in Fig 7.16, massive cracks appearing in the cross-section represent higher residual stress caused by over deposition of energy in the region. The pulse train techniques in Section 6.2.2, however have the potential to eliminate this type of crack.

![Cross-section image of angled welding with laser power 21.3 W. (a). Normal laser pulses and (b). Pulse train (duration 3 ms, frequency 100 Hz) with 1 mm/s scan speed and 20 mm lens (angle of incident surface is 31.7 degree and the angle between the HAZ and interface is roughly 21.5 degree).](image)

From the discussion above, angled welding requires more laser power and results in unstable HAZ formation which leads to high residual stress, so angled welding should be avoided if a normal incidence can be used. Alternatively, a prism compensation method can be used to provide normal incidence welding of a tilted interface (Fig 7.11a), provided that total internal reflection is not an issue. An acute angle prism was used for optical path compensation, as shown in Fig 7.17. It would be better to use an original surface of the glass part if there is a suitable surface. In this case we can just rotate the part to get perpendicular incidence (Fig 7.17a). If not, an acute angle prism
can be used to ensure that total internal reflection does not occur in the prism (see the layout in Fig 7.17b).

![Diagram showing compensation welding](image)

**Fig 7.17** Schematics of compensation welding of angled top surface parts to provide a laser beam with normal incidence (a) presenting the part at an angle; and (b) using an acute angle prism for compensation.

### 7.6 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter discussed ultrafast laser welding of industrially-relevant parts with different, specific application requirements. The experiment results of large area welding, thick/thin sample welding, seam sealing, small recessed area welding and abnormal front surface welding showed a feasible way of manufacturing of industrial parts.

Firstly, based on the investigation from previous chapters, large area welding (25 mm×25 mm) of borosilicate glass to aluminium is discussed and examples prepared. The main difficulty lies during the large area welding, more energy should be deposited at the interface, increasing the material temperatures as a whole, which will greatly increase the residual stress caused by differential thermal expansion. With a discrete welding method, the surface shear stress was effectively released, also less energy is deposited than in a continuous welding process. Another advantage of discrete welding a large area is, even if cracks appear at one or several weld units due to local surface flaws, they will not propagate to a large area as the continuous welds usually do.

Secondly the feasibility of sealing an area was demonstrated with different sealing methods. Ultrafast laser welding provides seam sealing of selective micrometre level
direct fusion bonding of a glass cover and glass/metal substrate with just a thin layer (several hundreds of micrometres). As there is no need for an intermediate layer or solder between the materials, only a simple sealing structure is required and no joining degradation problems are to be expected.

Thirdly, techniques to weld through thick glass and ultrathin glass are discussed and example samples successfully welded. There are particular issues which arise when welding either thick or ultra-thin pieces of glass to a substrate. Aberrations arise when focusing a laser beam through a thick glass piece, also focused beams may be clipped at sample edges. While deformation becomes severe for thin glass due to the clamp or shock wave during the welding process. Special clamp designs were provided to deal with the deformations and a thickness of 10 mm piece and an ultrathin piece of 0.1 mm were successfully welded to their substrates.

Fourthly, welding a glass window to a frame has been demonstrated. Through a clamp design, a 5 mm × 3 mm × 0.6 mm fused silica window was successfully welded to a recessed region of the aluminium frame (with 500 μm overlap at each side).

Finally, different welding approaches are studied for parts that do not have a glass-air interface parallel to the interface to be welded. Geometrical shape restrictions of industrial applications do not always offer normal transparent surfaces. Thus the welding has to be done by focusing the laser beam through a side face on to the interface. Welding with this method requires the laser beam to be incident on a non-perpendicular front surface or an additional prism for beam path compensation. Aberration is introduced when focusing laser beam inside material with an abnormal angle. To measure the focus laser intensity change caused by focus deformation for different angles, the breakdown threshold inside borosilicate glass was measured with different angles of glass. A rapid increase in the threshold as a function of angle can be observed. For an angle of 45 degrees even with a laser power of 23.45 W, a factor nearly 5 times higher than that at normal incidence the breakdown threshold still could not be reached. Angled welding requires more laser power and results in unstable HAZ formation which leads to high residual stress, angled welding should be avoided if possible. Hence a prism compensation method was introduced to provide normal incidence of a tilted interface during welding.

For future work more specific application requirements can be considered to build a portfolio of techniques suitable for a wide range of industrial applications.
Chapter 8 Conclusions and Outlook

Ultrafast laser welding of glass-glass and glass-opaque material has remained a fast developing area since 2005 due to the advantages of its sub-surface microwelding and ability to join highly dissimilar materials. There has been significant interest from industry for a wide range of applications including semiconductor, micro-optics, biomedical devices and the laser industry. Research in this area covers three main methods: investigation of the welding properties by altering the welding parameters; theoretical calculation and simulation; and morphology analysis, aiming at increasing the weld strength or making the welding process feasible and reliable. However, glass cracking and process stability remain key problems that prevent large scale industrial usage. A number of the underlying issues are addressed in this thesis, whilst others remain unsolved, and also new questions arise from the work. In this chapter, I review some of the key conclusions in this thesis and briefly discuss areas where further work is needed.

8.1 Summary and Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis investigates ultrafast laser welding of similar and dissimilar materials aimed at developing a feasible and reliable welding process for industrial applications. The key factors that influence ultrafast laser welding include laser parameters, material properties and surface conditions. To achieve successful and stable welds, an ultrafast laser welding system based around a Trumpf TruMicro 5x50 picosecond laser system was developed in our lab. A vast range of parameters related to welding were investigated including laser parameters such as power, pulse duration and repetition rate; optical and motion parameters such as focal length, focal position and scan speed; different materials and their surface conditions. The limits of successful welding were determined. Different welding scan strategies were proposed to constrain stresses and eliminate cracks based on the laser absorption investigations and residual stress analysis.

8.1.1 Plasma Behaviour

Theoretical analyses and pulse train investigations were carried out to investigate the plasma behaviour and beam linear and nonlinear propagation into the material. Laser absorption during the welding process can be described as a combination of a filament-like nonlinear absorption and the absorption rates were investigated for different laser
Based on built models and parameter investigations, the absorption mechanisms were depicted. When an ultrashort pulse is focused inside the material, the laser intensity above the material breakdown threshold will first generate a filamental nonlinear absorption volume with the filament length dependent on the laser intensity and the focal lens. Then the nonlinearly absorbed energy locally excites plasma around this filament which absorbs the incident light and grows during the picosecond pulse duration, becoming the dominant absorption mechanism for the reminder of the pulse duration. The plasma continues to grow whilst the absorption is sufficient to sustain the plasma, which appears as a tear-drop with a shape that is dependent on the laser intensity, the focal length, and the pulse duration, and the HAZ due to the thermal diffusion creating bonds and joining the material. Experiments were carried out to verify or support those analyses. The HAZ from irradiating with only a few pulses and with limited laser power inside glass (Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.16 respectively, both of them enable nonlinear absorption while avoiding thermal accumulation for plasma absorption) were demonstrated as thin filaments compared with the tear-drop shape of the higher thermal accumulation case, as predicted in the model presented in section 4.2.1. Thermal accumulation experiments were carried out shown in section 6.2.2, the transfer from nonlinear absorption to plasma absorption can be evaluated based on the laser absorption model set up based on the HAZ generated by different number of pulses.  

### 8.1.2 Impact of Optical Aberrations

Aberrations introduced during the welding process were discussed for a high-NA lens focusing inside a material:

Spherical aberration of the lens is common for a variety of optical systems; for a non-paraxial Gaussian beam, numerical aperture of $NA > 0.16$ will bring focal spot size blur larger than the calculated focal spot size for a plano-convex spherical lens.

The aberration that occurs when a laser beam is focused through the flat surface of an optical material, with the effect cancels the spherical aberration. This type of aberration brings great influence on laser beam focusing which depends on the focus position inside glass. Simulation based on the ray optics shows that for a $NA = 0.54$ lens focus 2 mm into borosilicate glass, the aberration changes the peak intensity as well as the laser energy distribution. Zemax simulation shows the outer ray diameter can reach to 90 μm at the focus inside the material.
Additional aberration is also created at angled incidence. This aberration rapidly increases with the incident angle of the focused beam. For a 20 mm lens focusing beam inside borosilicate glass with a 30 degree angle, the aberration length can be 0.76 mm. The experiment of breakdown threshold with different incident angle shows the breakdown threshold of 30 degree is 3 times larger than that of normal incidence.

The impact of these aberrations on the laser intensity distribution in the vicinity of the focus was examined using simulations. This analysis demonstrates that the deterioration of focusing increases with the amount of material focused through, and it is instructive to estimate the depth at which focusing at a given NA is no longer diffraction limited.

8.1.3 Experiment Setup and Sample Preparation

Successful welding has been achieved with a reliable laser welding system and sample preparation methods. To ensure that the laser focuses at the interface of the materials to be welded, a CCD camera telescope system was used for focus positioning inspection which can realise a ±10 μm resolution around the interface (good enough to put the HAZ at the interface as the HAZ size is 50~100 μm). A shutter inserted in the beam path synchronised with stage movement provides a flexible scan system for different inscription patterns. Ultrafast laser welding requires close contact of the material surfaces, hence a three ball bearing piston clamp rig was developed to provide highly repeatable close contact in the centre of the workpiece. A range of materials and surface preparation methods were also investigated in order to control the sample inter-surface separation for welding. The surfaces of commercial glass are usually smooth and flat enough for welding, while for most of the metal sample surfaces or industrial parts, milling, grinding, tumbling and polishing were adopted for surface smoothing and the surfaces roughness ($Ra$) were measured. Experiments demonstrated that a surface roughness ($Ra$) of less than 0.3 μm is required for a successful glass to metal weld; this is obtainable using those simple and less expensive surface preparation methods talked above for the industrial applications.

8.1.4 Parameter Investigations

Parameter investigations were carried out to work out suitable parameters for welding different materials and surface conditions. Laser parameters for ps laser, as well as fs lasers were investigated with pulse duration from 162 fs to 10 ps, and repetition rates from 100 kHz which barely provides thermal accumulation, up to 5 MHz. Successfully welds of borosilicate glass were carried out on all the ranges of parameters and
experiments indicated the HAZ decreases for the longer pulse duration, and higher repetition rate for the same average power. Different focus lenses were tested for a better understanding of HAZ generation inside materials and different scan speeds were tested both inside bulk material and for welding. For longer focus lens, the HAZ length/width ratio becomes larger and the energy density in HAZ (laser energy to generate unit HAZ volume) becomes lower. The laser power, scan speed and repetition rate are all effective ways to change the energy density absorbed along the inscription line. The results of different laser powers and scan speeds are quite straightforward: HAZ increases with laser power and decreases with scan speed. Comparing with different materials (fused silica and borosilicate glass) of different laser powers, the thermal properties of the two materials are more or less the same except the softening point and transformation temperature, which probably account for the huge HAZ width difference.

For industrial applications, it is important that the sample preparation method is straightforward and fit up easy to achieve. Conditions for a successful weld were examined to identification of welding parameters that allow tolerances to be relaxed. Parameter maps were generated to predict whether the samples can be welded given certain welding parameters. Experiments results demonstrated that a surface separation of less than 3 μm on glass-glass could be successfully welded, while for glass-metal a surface roughness (\(R_a\)) of smaller than 0.3 μm was demonstrated to be weldable.

8.1.5 **Weld Strength Tests**

Weld strength tests were carried out to statistically measure the weld strength characteristics with different laser parameters and scanning patterns. The strength tests showed that a large HAZ does not necessarily bring higher welding strengths. As the laser power increases, the weld strength increases until the flaws or defects become severe, the weld strength decreases again even though there is no obvious cracking (cracks appear from 2.75 W average power) under the microscope. The maximum weld strength presented in Fig 4.24 indicates the potential for optimising the laser and welding parameters. And the Weibull plot of strength tests on 4 different patterns/powers (20 samples for each pattern/sample) show the weld strength (statistical mean) are around 108.8 MPa at the optimal points (indicated in Fig 4.24), with the welding strength 96.3% of the bulk material. Comparing the bonding strength of commercial adhesives (10~25 MPa), from which one can see the potential of the ultrafast laser welding to replace glue as an industrial bonding method.
8.1.6 Welding Approaches to Minimise Stress and Related Cracking

Based on theoretical analysis, different welding patterns were designed to relax residual stress and eliminate cracks, especially for welding highly dissimilar materials. To achieve this, several methods were considered:

1) Decreasing laser power and increasing seam spacing;
2) Dual power welding;
3) Scan sequence adjustment;
4) Discrete welding (spot welding);
5) Welding with galvo-scanner;
6) Focus vibrating.

Example samples were demonstrated with all of those methods for crack reduction. For the most effective way to release residual stress, discrete welding patterns were extensively used for welding of highly dissimilar materials over a decent large area. Welding with a galvo-scanner was also introduced as an alternative method for industrial applications which provides a flexible scan pattern design and high scan speed but the disadvantages of weak welding strengths and high residual stresses also stand out due to the large laser focal spot size (long focal length to keep large scan range). Apart from reducing the residual stress introduced by the different material thermal expansion coefficients, a vibrating focus method was proposed and illustrated to expand plasma region and reduce the residual stress caused by the thermal gradient during the welding process. A TAG lens method and a vibrating motor method were used to provide the focus vibration for laser-material interaction test and welding, the results show a promising technique to ultrafast laser weld with less cracking and large effective welded area.

8.1.7 Application Examples

Example industrial parts were successfully welded for different application requirements:

1. Large area welding of glass to metal was discussed and example samples were demonstrated with a discrete welding method;
2. The feasibility of hermetic sealing was experimentally demonstrated with different sealing methods;

3. Techniques for ultrafast laser welding through thick/ultrathin pieces of glass to a substrate were discussed and example samples successfully welded;

4. A glass window and a frame have been welded to demonstrate ultrafast laser welding over a small contact area;

5. Non-perpendicular incident welding was introduced to weld those industrial parts which do not offer normal transparent top surfaces. The difference between angled incident welding and normal perpendicular welding was discussed and the main concerns during angled welding were presented.

Overall, this PhD project covers theoretical simulations, welding setup designs, parameter investigations, welding limit determinations, welding pattern designs, welding process development and industrial application considerations. Through the investigation, a range of similar material (glass to glass, sapphire to sapphire) and highly dissimilar materials (glass to sapphire, silicon, aluminium, copper, stainless steel etc.) have been successfully welded using picosecond laser pulses. Directly welding between transparent material and highly dissimilar materials, together with spatially selective welding at interface without degradation suggests the potential of ultrafast laser welding replacing traditional welding methods for industrial applications. And the strength test of the welds showed the welding strength achieved 96.4% of the breaking strength of bulk material and sustainable to the circumstance changes without cracks.

8.2 Outlook

The results presented in this thesis cover the main research areas of ultrafast laser welding of glass-glass and glass-opaque materials, and includes some important steps forward in this area. However, ultrafast lasers have been undergoing fast development in recent years, especially in terms of high power, high repetition rate femtosecond fibre lasers, which are ideal parameters for ultrafast laser welding. The vastness of this subject leaves several areas for future research to investigate.

8.2.1 Theoretical Development of Plasma Behaviour inside Material

Ultrafast laser absorption and plasma build up mechanisms need close investigation for different circumstances. The interactions of ultrafast lasers and materials have been
extensively examined since the development of ultrafast laser direct writing inside glass, but precise details of plasma build up and thermal transfer are still unclear. There are two points in particular which need to be examined:

1. How the absorption changes from nonlinear absorption to plasma based absorption and how this gradually moves to above the focus. Through there are observations on filaments when the laser power is low or only a few laser pulses, and there is a rough model for this there is still no direct evidence on how it works;

2. How previous pulses influence current laser pulse absorption. It is clear the plasma vanishes between pulses for repetition rate of hundreds of kHz or even several MHz, but the clear evidence of pulse train absorption (6.2.2.4) indicates absorption increases for the subsequent pulses, which might because of the heating of the region for a phonon assistant absorption or the residual free electron from the laser pulses directly inducing avalanche ionisation.

8.2.2 Tests on Welded Samples

From this thesis one may notice, quite a lot of welding conditions and welding methods are analysed, but a large number of tests need to be done and welds broken to determine optimum parameters. Also from an application view, many tests should be accomplished for process verification. For example:

1. **Welding strength tests:** for welding of glass with metal, and for different welding methods (pulse train welding, vibrating welding, and welding with different surface conditions);

2. **Sealing test:** how good are the hermetic bonds, and what parameters or scan strategy should be used to generate hermetic bonding to meet application requirements;

3. **Thermal test:** many methods were adopted for highly dissimilar material welding, to release both the residual stress and thermal stress. But the welds need to survive temperature changes for real applications. Thermal tests for different welding strategies and welding strength degradation (due to the cracks) also need to be investigated;
4. **Residual stress test**: the stress distribution inside bulk material and around the weld is another interesting research area. Because transparent materials are involved in ultrafast laser welding, an optical method, like birefringence, could be used.

### 8.2.3 Further Welding Process Development

Methods proposed and preliminarily tested in this thesis need to be extensively investigated. For example, welding with a galvo-scanner will greatly expand the usage of ultrafast laser welding in industrial applications by increasing the process speed and providing flexible welding patterns. The results presented in this thesis are limited by the available of high-NA, short focal length galvo suitable for ultrafast laser welding. Some welding processes which need to be further investigated are:

1. **Ambient temperature**: the initial temperature greatly influences laser absorption and HAZ formation; also a different initial temperature may affect the weld survival temperature range. For welding different materials, different temperatures and thermal expansions are always a great concern. A suitable heat-sink (or preheating) of one or both pieces during the welding process to compensate for mismatches in thermal expansion or contraction of the two materials to be welded is an interesting area of potential research;

2. **Polarisation**: research on the potential influence of laser polarisation for the welding with an angle during the process, and develop the potential welding process based on this;

3. **Annealing after welding**: residual stress around the welds is always a problem. This makes successfully welded samples crack or break after several days or months. An annealing process should be considered to release the stress. But at the same time, as the welds experience high power during the welding process, how high a temperature the welds can stand should be first investigated. This is also a key point for materials of different thermal expansion coefficient;

4. **Pulse train welding**: pulse train welding to generate discrete patterns for dissimilar material welding needs to be extensively investigated beyond the content of this thesis. Tailoring the thermal stress by altering both the energy and spatial distribution of the laser pulses should be analysed to determine the best distribution to minimise residual stress;
5. **Vibrating weld**: cross-section views of welds (Fig 4.15) show that in a weld a clear gap is observed between interface of the melted region (HAZ except the plasma region), which indicates weak bond or no weld at the region, however, at the plasma region it is surely welded. Welding while vibrating the focus will clearly enlarge the plasma region so as to increase the material exchange. In this thesis the feasibility and possible advantages of doing so are experimentally verified, but systemic experiments and tests should be done for real applications.
Appendix – Weibull distribution

For brittle materials, the maximum stress that a sample can be measured to withstand before failure may vary from specimen to specimen, even under identical testing conditions. This is related to the distribution of physical flaws present in the surface or body of the brittle samples, since the failure processes originate at these weak points. When flaws are consistent and evenly distributed, samples will behave more uniformly than when flaws are clustered inconsistently. This must be taken into account when describing the strength of the material, so strength is best represented as a distribution of values rather than as one specific value. In our case, a Weibull plot is used to determine the probability of survive for a given stress, the accumulative distribution function for the Weibull distribution [159] is:

$$F(x; k, \lambda) = e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^k}$$  \hspace{1cm} A.1

where $k > 0$ is the shape parameter and $\lambda > 0$ is the scale parameter of the distribution and the mean value of the distribution is $\lambda \Gamma(1 + 1/k)$. The shape parameter $k$ of distribution of strengths is known as the Weibull modulus and is used to describe the variability in the measured material strength of brittle materials. If the measurements show little variation from sample to sample, the calculated Weibull modulus will be high and a single strength value would serve as a good description of the sample-to-sample performance.

![Fig A.1 Accumulated distribution function with different Weibull modulus k.](image)
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